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TEACHER EVALUATION FOR GROWTH

PREFACE

For several years, the Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory (NWREL)

has conducted research in growth-oriented teacher evaluation. This

research, based on effective schools practices and NWREL's work in

schools, identified the important attributes of a specific kind of

teacher evaluation environment--that is, an environment that plomotes the

professional development of teachers.

NWREL's research has been translated into a program to assist school

districts in developing an effective teacher evaluation program

Acknowledging that school systems are unique in their needs for effective

evaluation practices, program components and levels of service are

adapted to meet specific needs, goals, and objectives of the various

districts. The training process described in this manual is only one

phase of a multi-strand system described below that also includes an

awareness workshop, an evaluation of the district teacher evaluation

environment, and technical assistance in evaluation planning.

Awareness Workshop

The Awareness Worksoop brings participants up-to-date on recent research

in teacher evaluation. Also presented is the methodology of evaluating a

school district's evaluation program through the administration of the

Teacher Evaluation Profile (TEP).

District Evaluation and Design Conference

The Design Conference provides the district an assessment of their

current evaluation program and precise diagnostic information on the

potential growth and professional development of the district teacoing

staff. This assessment is based on a survey in which teachers are asked

to respond to items on the Teacher Evaluation Profile, a questionnaire

describing a teacher's most recent evalLation experience.

Technical Assistance

Technical Assistance is available to educational agencies in the process

of reviewing, evaluating, or revising the teacher evaluation program.

The agenda !s flexible to accommodate unique needs, interests, and

concerns.

Training

If results of the TEP analysis, review of district evaluation procedures,

and discussion during the design conference reveal specific teacher

flr



1111
developed a series of workshops that can be adapted to meet those
evaluation skills that need to be developed in the district, NWREL has

training needs. It is recommended that training include teams of

administrators and teachers.

Though the main thrust of the training is to assist in setting up ar

evaluation program for competent teachers whose goals are to continue to

grow professionally, the activities and materials may be adapted to

support the accountability or summative program of evaluation.

This training manual is the culmination of research and work in the

schools. We have been privileged to assist school districts in

developing their teacher evaluation programs and involving their teachers

and administrators in the piloting of the training components in this

manual.

Of special note is the partnership program developed with the Centennial

School District, Portland. Oregon. Centennial was one of five districts

piloting the Teacher Evaluation Profile (TEP). This program expanded to

include both a collegial training program for teachers and administrators

in effective evaluation procedures and a collaborative effort in

developing an evaluation program with a major emphasis on how to promote

teacher growth while demonstrating minimum competency required by law.

The opportunity of working with this eistrict in a supportive environment

resulted in a program that has become a model for other school districts.

We wish to express sincere appreciation to those whose knowled9e and

support have provided the encouragement and supported the concept of

developing a program based on evaluation for professional growth and

development. Special thanks to Daniel Duke, Keith A. Acheson, Ted

Andrews, Mary Hempel, and regional laboratory researchers for their

support and contributions to our efforts. And finally, thanks to Carrol

Neuhart and Merry Millage for their patience and careful preparation of

this manual.

It
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FIVE KEYS TO GROWTH

TEACHER EVALUATION FOR PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

INTRODUCTION

This manual describes a training program for those who are involved in

teacher evaluation. The purpose of the program is to provide educators

who evaluate classroom instruction with the necessary tools that rb-ult

in professional growth activities for the teacher and imnroved classroom

instruction. The purpose of this manual is to prepare trainers to

present the program to educators on the riring line.

This program is based on research conducted by the Northwest Regional

Educational Laboratory (NWREL). That research involved a review of the

effective schools literature and extensive interviewing and surveying of

school district teachers and administrators involved in teacher

evaluation. A detailed account of the research is described in two

recently published books: The Case for Commitment to Teacher Growth:

Research on Teacher Evaluation (State University of New York Press) and

Teacher Evaluation: Five Keys to Growth (co-published by the American

Association of Scilool Administrators, National Association of Secondary

School Principals, National Association of Elementary School Principals,

and the National Education Association). Both are co-authored by Richard

J. Stiggirs and Daniel L. Duke. Prospective trainers are urged to obtain

copies of each of these and study them as part of their preparation.

Duke and Stiggins' studies identified five valuable keys or elements to

an effective growth producing evaluation process. There are elements

that teachers bring to the evaluation event that contribute to the

positive results of the experience. There are attributes that the

evaluator brings to the event that contribute to success. The specific

procedures used to collect performance data also are related to a

positive outcome of the evaluation, as are specific characteristics of

the feedback delivered to the teacher. And finally, the general context

within which the event takes place appears critical to :ts success. The

research revealed that when these elements are integral to the evaluation

process there is great potential for teacher growth and professional

development. Thus, attributes of these elements promoting the

professional growth of teachers form the basis for this training.

Joint participation by teachers and administrators is encouraged in all

phases of ihe evaluation process and therefore of this training. A

primary purpose of the training is to build a strong, collegial

relationship between teachers and supervisors. A ;:pal of the training is

to develop, through teams of teachers and administrators, the cooperative

effort necessary to achieve the mutual trust needed to promote teacher

growth and school improvement.

III 8



Tne train;ng program has five modules based on the elements described in

Teacher Evaluation: Five Keys to Growth. To develop a comprehensive

program, the full training schedule of five modules is recommended.

However, modules may be used alone or with any number of the others based

on a district's need or interest. The TEP is often used in a district to

identify specific modules that would be most beneficial to a specific

evaluation program.

CONTENT OF THE FIVE MODULES

Module 1 - Setting the Stage: Teacher Evaluation for Professional Growth

When teachers and administrators communicate openly, important things can

happen Concerns and goals can be shared and eventually agreement

reached. This is known as "coming to a common vision," and is the first

step in a teacher evaluation program for growth. This module reviews the

research which produced the publication Teacher Evaluation: Five Keys to

Growth and the Teacher Evaluation Profile (TEP), a questionnaire

describing teachers' perceptions of the evaluation environment. The

moaule also addresses the concept of common vision, presents a model of a

growth oriented evaluation system, and provides training in the

conducting of a planning conference.

Module II Collecting Observation Data

When teachers are given specific, accurate. descriptive data on classroom

instruction, particularly when the focus is on aspects the teacher

selects, there is motivation to change, take risks, and improve classroom

instruction. Therefore, to facilitate a teacher's professional growth,

classroom observation must be teacher directed, specific. and accurate.

Module II informs participants of the kinds of classroom behavior that

can be recorded through observation, familiarizes them with the use of a

number of common observational tools, and demonstrates the utility of

teacher-made observation tools.

Module III - Providing Feedback/The Post Conference

Having collected classroom data the next step for observer and teacher

is to analyze and interpret the results The task is the teacher's All

data should be received by the teacher first. Because the information

was recorded purely as descriptive rather than judgmental data, the data

usually speaks for itself. Listening, sharing, and asking for

suggestions in a caring environment are valuable components of the

post-conference. This module will present methods to analyze ard

interpret descriptive data and provide procedures for a mutually

productive post-conference leading to meaningful goal setting.

Module IV Using Other Sources of Data

Though classroom observation is often used in teacher evaluation, other

sources of evaluation data are not to be discounted, particularly in

evaluation for professional growth where legal and contractual

requirements are not restrictive. This module presents other means of



measuring instructional effectiveness: student assessment, teaching

artifacts, student evaluations, and self-assessment. Through a

combination of data gained using these metnods and classroom observation,

a more definitive picture of instructional skill comes together.

Module V - Goal Setting and Next Steps

integral to effective evaluation is the goal setting process. Goal

setting occurs when reliable data have been collected, analyzed, and

interpreted. Only then can meaningful, achievable goals be set. This

module gives participants criteria for productive goals and presents
ideas for motivating and providing resources for teachers. It also

allows participants to begin the process of implementing a growth

oriented evaluation program in their own school. Participants are

encouraged to break with tradition ano begin to think creatively in

regard to their particular school or district and its needs.

TIME CONSIDERATIONS

If all five modules are to be covered, it is best to allow three weeks to

one month between each to give participants time to complete the activity

assignments associated with each module. These activities are assigned

at the conclusion of Modules i, II, Ill, and IV. If fewer than five

modules are proposed, trainers will need to adjust the assignments

according to the modules selected for training.

Approximately three hours should be scheduled for each training session.

This will allow sufficient time for presentations, lecturettes, etc. and

provide the trainer with the flexibility needed to provide adequate time

for participant interaction. There are suggested timelines in the

directions for the activity in each module. The times are for groups of

no more than 30 participants.

MODULE FORMAT

Modules present a step by step procedure and include all back-up

materials. The format for each module is as follows:

Module Overview providing definition, anticipated outcomes, and

agenda.

Training Agenda providing the procedure of the module with time

allowances and required materia!s.

Activity Instruction Sheets giving detailed trainer instructions

for each activity on the agenda.

Participant Handouts with accompanying Activity Instruction

Sheet. Each is labeled with an identifying code, e.g., H
(hand-out)-I (module number)-2 (handout number).

vlO



Hard-copy Transparencies given in order and annotated on the

Activity Instruction Sheet. Each is labeled with an identitying

code, e.g., T (transparency)-Il (module number)-4 (transparency

number).

Space is allocated at the end of each activity in the manual for

trainer's notes regarding any modifications of activities that will

compliment a trainer's style of presentation.

Materials in the training manual are color coded. The trainer

instructions are grey; transparencies are white, and participant handouts

are blue. Separate packages of hard copy transparencies and participant

handouts accompany the trainer's manual.

ADDITIONAL TRAINING SUPPLIES

Equipment: Materials:

Overhead projector Nametags

Video cassette recorder Chartpack

Television monitor Masking tape
Push pins
Marking pens

Chalk
Pens, pencils
Blank paper
Blank transparencies
Two viieotapes of teaching episodes
Transparency pens

Note on videotapes:

Videotapes of teaching episodes provide workshop participants with an

opportunity to practice taking classroom performance data. "Another Set

of Eyes: Techniques for Classroom Observation", a training series

produced by the Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development,

includes videotapes appropriate for the data gathering activities ir

Module II.

If possible. it is recommended that trainers make their own tapes.

Seif-confident teachers are usually willing to allow a video camera in

their classrooms, particularly if the tape is to be used in other schools

or districts. Give teachers sufficient advance notice of tne time and

date of the taping. Stress that tht class session should be unrehearsed

and as close to a "normal" class period as possible.

If the trainer will be doing the videotaping, the following suggestions

prove helpful in producing a more professional product. A video cassette

tape, television camera, compatible video cassette recorder, television

monitor, and a tripod are essential when producing a videotape.

VI
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Position the camera, mounted on the tripod, somewhere near the middle at
the side of the room where the faces of the teacher and students can be
viewed without a great deal of camera movement; and the voices of all,
particularly the teacher, can be easily recorded. Long shots, which

capture the background, and medium shots, retaining most of the
background, are probably most useful. Close-ups will exclude too much.

Keep tne process simple, as any attempt at "creative" zooming and panning

may result in a blurry presentation. As in all camerr work, be careful

of lighting. Keep your back to bright windows so thm light is on your

subjects, not behind them.

Begin when the class or lesson does. Starting in the middle may be

confusing to the viewer and disruptive to the class and teacher. Twenty

or thirty minutes is generally long enough for a practice observation

tape.

OTHER ITEMS TO CONSIDER

Before conducting training.

1. Verify dale, time, place, and number of participants expected.

2. Try to hold sessions in a room with movable seathig to accommodate
both large and small group settings. Tables with five or six chairs

are ideal.

3. Prepare sufficient handouts and arrange in order of use.

4. Prepare and organize transparencies, and position an overhead
projector so all observers have an unobstructed view.

5. Check all equipment and material needs. Make sure machines are in

working condition and locate outlets and light switches.

During the training:

1. Encourage participants to groL.o themselves by school or district.

2. Move activities along, better a little too fast than too slow.

3. Allow for breaks approximately half-way through each session. Ten

minutes is usually suflicient. Refreshments are appreciated.

4. Do not read or memorize a lecturette. Speak from notes or from the

transparencies.

5. Watch participants for signs of bcredum or confusion. Ask for

clarification questions regularly. Modulate voice and use eye

contact to involve listeners.

6. Take a positive approach, show enthusiasm, and en;oy yourself.

, VII
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MODULE I. SETTING THE STAGE

TEACHER EVALUATION FOR PROFESSIONAL GROWTH

"TEACHER PERFORMANCE EVALUATION, HERETOFORE,
HAS BEEN A SOLO VENTURE AKIN TO TAKING A BATH

- YOU NEVER GET TO WATCH ANYONE ELSE DO IT."

RICHARD P. MANATT, MIA STATE UNIVERSITY/AMES

13



NODULE I - OVERVIEW

SETTING THE STAGE

TEACHER EVALUATION FOR PROFESSIONAL GROWTH

When teachers and administrators communicate openly, important

things can happen. Concerns and goals can be shared and eventually

agreement reached. This is known as "comina to a common vision" and

is the first step in a teacher evaluation program for growth. This

module reviews the research which produced the publication Teacher

Evaluation: Five Keys to Growth and the Teacher Evaluation Profile

(TEM, a questionnaire describing teachers perceptions of the

evaluation environment. The module also addr3sses the concept of

common vision, presents a model for evaluation for growth, and

provides training in the conducting of a planning conference.

Anticipated Outcomes:

Participants will -

(1) gain an understanding of effective growth
producing evaluation pract.ces

(2) develop an understanding of the need for a

common vision

(3) understand the basic concepts and purpose

of a planning conference

(4) become aware of the roles and feelings of
the teacher and evaluator in the planning

conference



Activity

Introduction and Agenda

Sharing

Introduce Evaluation
for Growth

Zstablish a Vision of
Good Teaching and a Wodel

of Growth Oriented Teacher

Evaluation

Prenare a Planning

Conference

Summary, Assignment, and

Evaluation

MODULE I AGENDA

Purpose

o to introduce trainer and
participants

o to establish a climate of openness

o to present module components and

activities

o to present research and
effective practices in growth
producing teacher evaluation

o to develop an understanding
of the need for a common
vision

o to present a model of
evaluation for growth

o to explain the purposes
and elements of planning
conferences and provide practice

in conducting them

o to summarize main points

o to give observation assignment

o to allow participants to evaluate
module

15
2



Activity

MODULE I: TRAINING AGENDA

Approximate time: 2 hours, 15 minutes

1. Introduction and
Agenda Sharing

o introduce self and

participants

o explain why training
is being given

o distribute Module I

Overview

o give overview of
workshop activities

o ask for clarification
questions

o discuss concerns

o present Workshop
Themes

2. Presentation:
"Evaluation for

Growth"

o pfesent lecture

o ask for questions

3. Develop a Common
Vision of Good Teaching
and a Model for
Evaluation

Time

L5 min.

30 min.

30 min.

16
3

Materials

Handout:
Module 1 Overview

(H-I-1)

Transparency:
Workshop Themes (T-I -1)

Transparencies:
Teacher Centered
Evaluation (T-1-2)

Teacher Suggestions
(T-I-3)

Administrator
Suggestions (T-1-4)

Barriers (1-1-5)
Keys to Growth (T-1-6)
Teacher Evaluation

Profile (1-I-7)
ResvIrch Results

(T-I-8)

Transparency:
Keys to Training

(T-I-9)



o introduce concept of

common vision

o divide group into
small groups

o assign topic

o spokesperson selected

o teams report to large
group

4. The Planning
Conference

o present lecture

o answer questions

o participants form
teams

o teams discuss and list
topics to cover in a
planning conference

o team recorder lists
topics

o group with longest
list reports

o present checklist on

overhead

o answer questions

o distribute handout

o discuss element ol
trust using handout
(H-I-3)

o ask for two role play
volunteers

40 min.

417

Transparencies:
Important Aspects of
the Planning
Conference (T-I-10)

Preobservation Planning
Guide (T-I-11)

Handouts:
Preobservation Planning

Guide (H-I-2)
The Interpersonal

Effect of Responses
(H-I-3)



o after role play,
invite comments on
appropriate or
inappropriate
behavior in the role

play

o players respond to
questions and report
feelings and problems

o facilitate discussion

5. Summary, Assignment,
and Evaluation

o pass out Summary and
Assignment handout

o review main points

o give assignment,
answer questions,
distribute and
collect evaluation
forms

10 min. Handout:
Module I Summary

Assignment (H-l-4)
Evaluation Form (H-l-5)

NOTE: Training supplies and equipment needed for Module I.

o Name Tags for Trainers and Participants

o Chartpack (optional)
o Overhead Projector

o Marking Pens
o Paper and Pencils for Participants

518



Activity 1

Purpose:

Procedure:

KAULE I

INTRODUCTION

AGENDA SNARING

1. To introduce trainer and participants

2. To establish a climate of openness

3. To present module components and activities

1. Trainer introduces self (and co-trainer). Have

participants form groups of two and share name, position,

school, and something interesting about themselves. Each

group joins another group of two and introduces their

partners. Groups of four introduce one another to the

large group.

2. Trainer distributes Module 1 Overview and reviews agenda

with participants. (H-I-1)

Option: Agenda items are written on chartpack as well.

3. Trainer presents workshop themes of openness and

collaboration. (T-I-1)

WORKSHOP THEMES

Use a team approach
(Colleagues working together can accomplish far more than

Jne individual. A major goal of the training is that
solid collegial relationships will develop and remain

long after the training has been completed.)

Gather useful information on teach.ng performance
(As participants complete the observation assignments in

each module and join in the debriefing sessions which

follow, they will collect valuable information on

effective teaching.)

19
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e
Encourage commitment to improvement
(Without encouragement, few would gain the commitment
necessary to improve their skills. The training

activities are designed to open participants' minds to
new directions, break old boundaries, and eliminate the
fear and apathy that can limit professional growth.'

Link evaluation to professional development
(Evaluation need not become a pro forma experience that
is performed annually. With positive direction,
evaluation can improve teacher effectiveness and bring
about positive feelings between teaching staff and
administrators.)

NOTES:

7 2 0



Activity 2

Purpose:

Procedure:

NODULE I

PRESENTATION

"EVALUATION FOR GROWTH"

1. To present research and effective practices in growth
producing teacher evaluation

1. Trainer presents lecture on teacher centered evaluation
and the research supporting effective practices for
teacher growth and professional development. A lecture
example is given, but modifications may be made to
accommodate the trainer's presentation style.

POSSIBLE SCRIPT (adapt as needed to fit context)

The research on teacher-centered evaluation has shown
that when the evaluation process results in a teacher's
individual growth and professional competence, several
conditions must be in place. A teacher's individual
needs become central to the process -- those areas and
goals that a teacher feels will support that teacher's
professional development and enhance the teaching and
learning process occurring in the classroom.

To promote the potential for growth and development, a
teacher needs support from the supervlsor through
meaningful classroom observations and feedback; support
from colleagues in a peer evaluation program; positive
input from students in the classroom, and a systematic
self assessment of classroom activities. For this system

to meet the needs of the teacher, sufficient resources
and activities must also be provided over a period of
time to stimulate and encourage that growth. (T-I-2)

There is, however, much research to document the fact
that teachers rarely derive any professional improvement
from their participation in current evaluation
programs. Research conducted at the Northwest Regional
Educational Laboratory has attempted to determine why
this is the case. Through this research, barriers to an
effective growth producing evaluation have been

8 21



identified and a training program has been developed that
increases the potential for teacher growth and
development through the evaluation process. A brief

summary will help set the stage for the Teacher

Evaluation Five Keys to Growth fraining.

The research consisted of three studies involving
extensive interviewing and surveying of administrators
and teachers and a thorough review of current research on

teacher evaluation. The first study, conductA in four
school districts, consisted of indepth interviews with

teachers and sul.ervisors, as well as responses to
questionnaires on procedures and perceptions of

evaluation effectiveness.

NOTE: In preparing for this part of the presentation,
the trainer should study the article entitled
"Performance Assessment for Teacher Development" which is

in the Appendix.

In interviews, teachers and administrators made the
following suggestions on how to improve the evaluation

process: (T-I-3)

TEACHER SUGGESTIONS

o More collegial observation
(an interchange of teacher to teacher; sharing

information and observations)

o More self evaluation
(not a general reflection but a systematic analysis

of performance)

o Better performance criteria
(better standards by which to he evaluated; areas
that are important to me as a teacher; standards that

are relevant on a day-to-day basis)

o More frequent observations
(when observation does occur, it is often positive,

but it doesn't happen often enough)

o Better evaluation training for supervisors
(emphasis should be placed on feedback techniques)

o Better observation techniques
(should be systematic and descriptive)

9 22



o Effective communication
(communication in a way that promotes trust in the
evaluation process whether it is teacher to teacher

or teacher to supervisor)

o Emphasis on improvement as opposed to accountability
(in teacher's perception evaluation is primarily
conducted for accountability purposes)

o Link to inservice training
(when evaluation is for teacher growth, teachers can
link their professional development goals to various
inv-rvice projects)

The administrators made the following suggestions for
improvement in the evaluation process: (1-I-4)

ADMINISTRATOR SUGGESTIONS

o More trust
(develop a system with trust that the program is for

teacher growth)

o More time
(need a system that has time to be involved with
teachers and be in the classroom)

o More cooperation (vs adversary)
(develop a cooperative program that encourages
working together as opposed to a "them against us"

feeling)

o More training
(administrators felt they needed continued training
in observation procedures and feedback)

o Increased staff involvement
(in planning and conducting the evaluation process
instead of being perceived as an administrative task)

o District emphasis on improvement
(emphasis on improvement and for staff growth and
development; a visible public commitment to grow:h;
needs to come from the top down)



o Accountability for evaluation
(administrators were willing and anxious to be held
accountable for evaluation if there was support by
the di4trict for training, staff involvement, etc.)

As a result of khe case studies and in collaboration
with supervisors, teachers, and principals, the
following barriers to growth oriented systems of
evaluation were identified: (1-1-5)

BARRIERS TO EFFECTIVE EVALUATION

1. Lack of Skills in

A. Evaluating
B. Communicating

2. Insufficient Time

3. Processes that Protect Due Process may Inhibit
Professional Development
(by depriving the teacher of valuable feedback that
may not meet the criteria of being legally defensible

according to the collective bargaining agreement)

4. Trust is Lacking

The second study examined teacher growth from a different

perspective. The study focused on teachers who reported
that they had experienced professional growth as a result

of a high quality evaluation experience. Only about

thirty such cases could be identified for study, but the
comparative analysis of each of these cases resulted in
the identification of the following elements that were
apparent in each of the successful evaluations. (1-I-6)

Note: In preparing to do this phase of the presentation,
the trainer should study the practioner's guide Teacher

Evaluation: Five Keys to Growth.

KEYS TO PROFESSIONAL GROWTH

Attributes of:

THE TEACHER
(expectations of a teacher for professional growth and

development)

.11
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THE EVALUATOR
(interpersonal relationship between evaluator and teacher

and the training of the evaluator in teaching techniques

and classroom observation)

EVALUATION PROCEDURES
(kinds of classroom data, e.g., observations, student
achievement, appropriate standards of performance)

FEEDBACK PROVIDED
(quality and depth of suggestions provided in feedback)

EVALUATION CONTEXT
(district program values growth as shown in context and

time and resources allotted for effective evaluation)

The third study was to determine if the attributes
uncovered in the previous studies as necessary to a
successful evaluation experience were related to the

experiences of the general teacher population. A survey

was conducted which asked over 400 teachers to describe
their recent evaluation experiences in terms of the keys

to success that had been identified in the previous

studies: the teacher, the evaluator, data collection
procedures, the feedback, and the evaluation context.
Results verified that these five sets of attributes are
indeed highly correlated with the quality and impact of

the evaluation experience.

Based on an analysis of these results, a questionnaire
was developed, the Teacher Evaluation Profile (TEP), that

can provice school districts with the following

information on their teacher evaluation program: (T-I-7)

TEACHER EVALUATION PROFILE

(TEP)

A Program Evaluation Instrument That:

o Describes the environment of teacher evaluation

o Evaivates the growth producing potential

o Diagnoses specific problems

o Provides specific training focus

o Tracks change over time

12 25



To summarize the research that forms the basis of this

training: (1-I-8)

TEACHER EVALUATION RESEARCH RESULTS

Teacher Evaluations Rarely Promote Growth

Teachers Can Grow from Sound Evaluation

Experiences

The Same Ev.'llation System Cannot Serve Growth

and Accountabltv Purposes

Keys to a Sound Growth System

o Teacher Open to Change
o Evaluator who has Credibility
o Sound Data Collection Procedures
o Effective Feedback
o Growth Oriented District Context

o District Procedures and Practices can change to

Promote Growth

Note: A description of the requirements and differences
between an accountability system and a growth oriented
evaluation system are described in the article "Teacher

Evaluation. Accountability and Growth Systems -

Different Purposes". This article is included in the

Appendix and may be duplicated as a handout for

discussion.

2. At this point the trainer solicits questions and
encourages interaction between participants and the

trainer about the research presented in the lecture.

NOTES:
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Purpose:

Procedure:

MODULE I

DEVELOPING A COMMON VISION OF A GOOD TEACHING

MODEL OF GROWTH ORIENTED TEACHER EVALUATION

Activity 3

1. To ot.ilop an understanding of the need for a common

vision.

2. To present a model of evaluation for growth.

1. Trainer introduces concept of common vision.

Example: When teachers and administratois begin to talk

about the:r mutual concerns, progress can result.
Establishing mutual goals is establishing a common
vision, one that can be worked toward together.

All successful organizations, whether they be Disneyland.

McDonalds, IBM, or a school systft, operate on a vision

of success. This means all people involved, from the

newest employee to the chairman of the board, have the

same idea of what their organization should be, and each

one works wholeheartedly toward that goal. That vision

works most effectively when all share a common view of

this goal. Therefore, before the process of teacher

evaluacjon can begin, a common vision of good teaching

must exist between administrator and teacher

2. Trainer divides participants into teams and selects a

topic to evoke discussion from team members on their

vision of good teaching.

Groups are to assume they are a team assigned to go into

a classroom and watch a teacher teach. They are to list

the teacher behaviors that would ;ilustrate the

specified area indicated in the topic assignment. After

the trainer assigns the topic, team members are asked to

discuss the topic, come to a consensus, and select a

spokesperson to report the team's conclusion to the large

group.

14
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Suggested Topics:

(1) How would you determine the key characteristics of
good teaching exhibited by the teacher?

(2) What would you look for te determine the methodology
the teacher is using in addressing higher level
thinking skills?

(3) What would you :ook for to determine the ways the
teacher creates an interactive learning environment?

3. List each team's ideas on a chartpack. Trainer

facilitates a discussion on each team's vision of good
teaching. Trainer concludes activity by summarizing need
for a common vision.

Example: There is a need for a vision of good teaching.
If there is no common vision, an observer will be less
effective in providing meaningful feedback to the teacher
following a classroom observation experience.

rle question to be answered is, "What do I look for when
I go into a classroom to look for good teaching?" This

question can be answered when both the teacher and the
supervisor have agreed upon a common vision of good
teaching.

4 Triner presents lecturette on visioning a model of
teacher evaluation fol growth.

POSSIBLE SCRIPT (adapt as needed to fit the context):

In teams, you have spent time sharing ideas of good
teaching. From this communication, came a common vision,
an agreement among you concerning he traits of good
teaching. Wnen a vision is shared among members of any
kind of group, they are able to move forward in pursuit
of their mutually held goals

Thus, a common vision of teacher evaluation, one that
promotes professional growth, may be foz:tered among
members of a teaching staff and administrators. The

modules in this training are designed to acquaint
vrticipants with the total design of a growth oriented
evaluation system.

15
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Based upon the collaborative effort of those it involves,

it is dependent on open communication and a helping

collegial attitude.

We begin in Module I with the planning conference; Module

II introduces classroom observation, and Module III
presents delivery of feedback in the post conference.

The fourth module discusses other sources of data, and

finally, Module V deals with goal setting and steps
towards implementation of a program of evaluation for

growth in your own school.

The success of training is tied to participant

involvement. (1-1-9)

KEYS TO TRAINING

Participants will derive maximum benefit when they:

1. Participate in all segments uf the training.

2. Do the assignments - all are activities to be

conducted rather than written tasks.

3. Interact with one another - teacher to teacher,

teacher to supervisor.

4. Talk with trainers - ask questions, share
experiences, and tell us how things are going.

5. Trust each other - take risks; do things not done

before; be vulnerable and open, frank and honest,

not just in the sessions, but in the assigned

activities.

5. Trainer facilitates discussion of this vision as

appropriate.

NOTES:
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Activity 4

Purpose:

Procedure:

NODULE!

THE PLANNING CONFERENCE

1. To explain the purpose and elements of planning

conferences

2. To provide practice in conducting conferences.

1 Trainer presents lecturette on Important Aspects of the

Planning Conference.

POSSIBLE SCRIPT (adapt as necessary):

The planning conference is an essential step in the

evaluation process. Because it clarifies the
instructional setting, determines.the focus of the
observation, selects a recording method, and most
impertant of all, establishes trust between the teacher

and observer, it influences everything that follows. If

the planning conference is successful, the observation

and the delivery of feedback will proceed equally as well.

Approach the planning conference with an attitude
envisioning growth, one that acknowledges the teacher as

a competent professional and the observer as a fellow

educator rather than a judge. There are other important

aspects to consider: (1-I-10)

IMPORTANT ASPECTS OF THE PLANNING CONFERENCE

o Use a preobservation planning guide
(To insure that no valuable information is left out, a

planning guide concerning relevant aspects of the
classroom, the students, the lesson, and the course is

useful.)

o Keep it informal

(Find a place where both parties feel comfortable.)

3 0
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o Understand conditions
(The observer should be familiar with the classroom
to be observed, both the physical setting and the

kind of students who inhabit it. Earlier visits

before observation are recommended.)

o Articulate intentions
(The teacher designates exactly who or what is to be

observed and why.)

o Avoid concentrating on problem areas
(In fact, there may be no significant problems.
Consider observing an aspect the teacher teels is a

strength )

o Decide on an observation tool
(Select or design together a format to be used in

recording the designated behaviors.)

2. Trainer has participants group in teams formed earlier.

The group assignment is to list topics to cover in a

planning conference. One team member serves as recorder.

After 10 minutes, the trainer asks . ams the number of

topics listed. The team with the highest number is asked

to read the team's list. Trainer asks for additions from

other teams and facilitates dibLussion as appropriate.

3. Trainer discusses the Preobseivation Planning Guide from

the overhead and distributes handout. (H-I-2) (T-I-11)

Example: The following is an example of a planning

guide. It covers information that is important and

useful to both the observer and the teacher.

PREOBSERVATION PLANNING GUIDE

o Learning Objectives of the Lesson
(What does the lesson attempt to teach?)

o Student Pre-Knowledge
(Have the students already learned something about

this topic? To what extent?)

18



o Anticipated Interactions
(Will it be teacher to whole group, teacher to
individual students, students to other students, or a

combination?)

o Questioning Strategies
(Who. kinds of questions will be asked: what thinking

levels addressed?)

o Assessment Methodology
(What formal and/or informal methods will be used to

assess student learning?)

o Class Climate
(What is the general attitude of the class9)

o Special Concerns
(Are there students with special needs or conditions

that are of concern?)

o Desired Observation Focus
(What or who will be observed and what kind of data

should be recorded?)

4. Trainer summarizes use of the planning guide and stresses

the importance of trust in the otserver/teacher

relationship.

POSSIBLE SCRIPT (adapt as necessary):

Examp!e: The Preobservation Planning Guide is merely a

reminder to insure that important information is shared.

It should not become a supervisor's interviewing tool.

The Planning Guide should be a tool for both parties to

review and discuss as equals.

Trust, as indicated earlier, is a necessary element

throughout the evaluation process. It will not magically

exist simply because two parties have willed it so. Each

must prove to the other that the relationship is safe and

the intentions are trustworthy. A willingness to take

risks by opening up avenues for change, expressing honest

feelings, and relinquishing power will also promote

trust. It does not develop easily, but until it does,

there is little chance for openness and growth.

John L. Wallen, Social Psychologist, has developed a list

of behaviors that can open a relationship to trust and

those that can stifle trust through subordination. The

list can serve as a useful guide in conferences,

19
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especially when one member is in a supervisory position.
(Trainer presents "The Interpersonal Effect of Various

Responses" (H-I-3) and elicits questions and comments

from the group.)

THE INTERPERSONAL EFFECT OF VARIOUS RESPONSES

FREEING EFFECTS: Increases other's autonomy as a person;

increases sense oi equality.

Active, attentive listening: Responsive listening, not

just silence.

Paraphrasing: Testing to insure the message you receive

is the one sent.

Perception check: Showing your desire to relate to and

understand him/her as a person by checking your
perception of an inner state; showing acceptance of

feelings.

Seeking information to help you understand the person:
Questions directly relevant to what was said, not

questions that introduce new topics.

Offering information relevant to the other's concerns:

Information may or may not be used.

Sharing information that has influenced your feelings and

viewpoints.

Directly reporting your own feelings.

Offering new alternatives: Action proposals offered as

hypotheses to be tested

3INDING-CUEING EFFECTS: Diminishes other's autonomy by

increasing sense of subordination.

Changing the subject without explanation: For example,

to avoid the other's feelings.

Explaining the other, interpreting his behavior: "You do

that because your mother always...." Binds the person to

past behavior or may be seen as your effort to get the

person to change.
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Vigorous agreement: Binds the person to his/her present
position--limits the option o! changing one's mind.

Expectations: Binds the person to the past. "You never

did this before. What's wrong?" Cues the person to

future action, "I'm sure you will ..." "I know you can

do it."

Denying the person's feelings: "You don't really mean

that!" ... "You have no reason to fPel that way."

Generalization: "Everybody has problems like that."

Ap,roval on personal rounds: Praising the other for

thinking, feeling or acting in ways that you want him to,

that is, for conforming to your standards.

Disapproval on personal grounds: Blaming or censuring

the ether for thinking, acting, and feeling in ways in

which you do not approve.

Commands, orders: Teliing the other what to do.

Includes, "Tell me what to do!"

Emotional obligations: Control through arousing feelings

of shame and inferiority. "How can you do th's to me

when I have done so much for you?"

THE EFFECT OF ANY RESPONSE DEPENDS UPON THE DEGREE OF

TRUST IN THE RELATIONSHIP

The less trust, the less freeing effect from any response.
The more trust, the less binding effect from any response.

*Adapted from Wallen, John, Systematic and
Objective Analysis of Instruction. Portland,

Oregon: Northwest Regional Educational

Laboratory, 1965, page 93.

5. Trainer asks for two volunteers for a role play, one to

play the teacher, one to play the observer. If

participants are reluctant to volunteer, the trainer may

encourage them.

Example: The teacher may use his/her own teaching
situation or may fabricate a different one, and both

teacher and observer may use the Preobservation Planning

Guide handout as a prompt. This activity does not call

for a flawless planning conference. It is simply a



method to develop group discussion. Volunteers are given

a few moments to plan their roles together.

6 The role play takes place. Those performing are in a

position where they can be heard and seen by all

participants. Trainer terminates role play if it goes

longer than 10 minutes.

7 At conclusion of role play, trainer fac;litates

discussion. Trainer asks group for comments on the
role-played conference, and asks role players to share
with the group their feelings and problems as they worked

through the scene.

Example: Who did you think was leading the discussion?
How did you feel about that? Did the feeling ot equality

between you exist or did it seem like a

superior/subordinate interaction? Did you find the

PreobservaZior Planning Guide useful or a barrier? What

questions in the conference were most difficult to

handle? In what way was the conference productive? Was

trust evident in the interchange? Do you feel that a

successful observation will follow this conference?

8. Trainer summarizes by again stressing the importance of

the planning conference.

Example - The planning conference provides the teacher
and observer an oppc'tunity of meeting to discuss a key

to instructional impr.:vement. That key is to plan an

observation activity that focuses on what is occurring
with children and with the teachclr in the classroom

setting. When an attitude of collegiaiity, trust, and a
common vision of good teaching are shared between teacher

and oiner r, there is potential for an observation that

will provIde the teaLher with effective feedback
promoting growth.

NOTES:



Activity 5

MOOULE I

SUMMARY, ASSIGNMENT, AND EVALUATION

Purpose:

Procedure:

1. To summarize main points

2. To give observation assignment

3. To allow participants to evaluate module

1. Trainer distributes Module I Summary and Assignment.

(H-I-4)

2. Trainer reviews summary and assignment.

Summary:

1. Teacher evaluation as pr:zticed in most schools was

not a satisfactory growth producing activity to
either teachers or administrators.

2. NWREL researchers found five keys to teacher

evaluation for professional growth: attributes of a)

the teacher, b) the evaluator, c) the evaluation

procedures, d) feedback provided, and e) the

evaluation context.

3. Teachers and administrators can arrive at a common

vision of good teaching through open communication.

4. Training provides a model of teacher evaluation for

growth.

5. The planning conference, requiring trust and open

communication between teacher and observer, has

important aspects to consider.

Assignment:

Hold a preobservation planning conference with a

fellow educator using the information given in this

module. Observe the class and record behavior using

an anecdotal method. Data should be descriptive with

all judgment withheld. Afterwards, give the data to

the teacher for analysis and intcrpretation.



3 Trainer answers questions. Most questions will focus on

the assignment.

Example: Anecdotal notetaking is simply recording what

is said and done without inference or judgment. Meet

with the teacher to determine the kind of activity that

will be recorded in a simple, easy to read, and

interpretive manner. After you have completeC the

observation, give the results of your efforts to the

teacher, leaving the interpretation to him/her. Some

discussion may be necessary, but, again, remind yourself

to withhold judgemen'.

4. Trainer distributes Evaluation Forms (H-l-5) and collects

on completion.

NOTES:



(H-1-1)

NODULE I - OVERVIEW

SETTING THE STAGE

TEACHER EVALUATION FOR PROFESSIONAL GROWTH

When teachers and administrators communicate openly, important

things can happen. Concerns and goals can be shared and eventually

agreement reached. This is known as "coming to a common vision" and

is the first step in a teacher evaluation program for growth. This

module reviews the research which produced the publication Teacher

Evaluation: Five Keys to Growth and the Teacher Evaluation Profile

(TEP), a questionnaire describing teachers perceptions of the

evaluation environment. The module also addresses the concept of

common vision, presents a model for evaluation for growth, and

provides training in the conducting of a planning conference.

Anticipated Outcomes.

Participants will -

(1) gain an understanding of effective growth

producing evaluation practices

(2) develop an understanding of the need for a

common vision

(3) understand the basic concepts and purpose

of a planning conference

(4) become aware of the roles and feelinys of

the teacher and evaluator in the planning

conference
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Activity

Introduction and Agenda

Sharing

Introduce Evaluation
for Growth

Establish a Vision of
Good Teaching and a MOdel

of Growth Oriented Teacher

Evaluation

Prepare a Planning

Conference

Summary, Assignment, and

Evaluation

NODULE I AGENDA

Purpose

(-1-I-1)

o to introduce trainer and

participants
o to establish a climate of openness

o to present module components and

activities

o to present research and
effective practices in growth

producing teacher evaluation

o to develop an understanding
of the need for a common

vision

o to present a model of

evaluation for growth

o to explain the purposes
and elements of planning
conferences and provide practice

in conducting them

o to summarize main points

o to give observation assignment

o to allow participants to evaluate

module

26
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(H-I-2)

PREOBSERVATION PLANNING GUIDE

Teacher Subject

Date/Time of Observation

Lesson to be Taught

Observer

1. Learning Objectives of the Lelson

2. Student Pre-Knowledge

3. Anticipated Interactions

4. Questioning Strategies

5. Assessment Methodology

6. Class Climate

7. Special Concerns

8. Desired Observation Focus

27



(H-I-3)

THE INTERPERSONAL EFFECT OF VARIOUS RESPONSES

FREEING EFFECTS: Increases other's autonomy as a person; increases

sense of equality.

Active, attentive listening: Respon. listening, not just

silence.

Paraphrasing: Testing to insure the message you receive is the

one sent.

Perception check: Showing your desire to relate to relate to

and understand him/her as a person by checking your perception

of an inner state; showing acceptance of feelings.

Seeking information to help you understand the person:
Questions directly relevant to what was said, not questions

that introduce new topics.

Offering information relevant to the other's concerns:

Information may or may not be used.

Sharing information that has influenced your feelings and

viewpoints.

Directly reporting your owr feelings.

Offering new alternatives: Action proposals offered as

hypotheses to be tested.

BINDING-CUEING EFFECTS: Diminishes other's autonomy by increasing

sense of subordination.

Changing the subject without explanation: For example, to

avoid the other's feelings.

Explaining the other, interpreting his behavior: "You do .;lat

because your mother always...." Binds the person to past

behavior cr may be seen as your effort to get the person to

change.

Vigorous Agreement: Binds the person to his/her present
positionlimits the option of changing one's mind.

Expectations: Binds the person to the past. "You never did

this before. What's wrong/" Cues the person to future

action, "I'm sure you will. ..." "I know you can do it."

28



4) Denying the person's feelings: "You don't really mean

that'" "You have nc reason to feel that way."

Generalization: "Everybody has problems like that."

Approval on personal grounds: Praising the other for

thinking, feeling or acting in ways that you want him

to, that is, for conforming to your standards.

Disapproval on personal grounds: Blaming or censuring

the other for thinking, acting, and feeling in ways in

which you do not approve.

Commands, orders: Telling the other what to do.

Includes, "Tell me what to do!"

Emotional obligations: Control through arousing

feelings of shame and inferiority. "How can you do

this to me when I have done so much for you',"

THE EFFECT OF ANY RESPONSE DEPENDS UPON THE DEGREE OF TRUST

IN THE RELATIONSHIP

The less trust, the less freeing effect from anv response

The more trust, the less binding effect from any response.

*Adapted from Wallen, John, Systematic and
Objective Analysis of Instruction. Portland,

Oregon: Northwest Regional Educational
Laboratory, 1965, page 93.



(H-l-4)

NODULE I. SETTING THE STAGE

TEACHER EVALUATION FOR PROFESSIONAL GROWTH

Summary and Assignment

Summary:

1. Teacher evaluation as practiced in most schools was not a

satisfactory growth producing activity to either teachers

or administrator.

2. NWREL researchers found five keys to teacher evaluation for

professional growth: attributes of a) the teacher b) the

evaluator, c) the performance information. d) feedback

provided, and e) the evaluation context.

3. Teachers and administrators can arrive at a common vision

of good teaching through open communication.

4. Training provides a model of teacher evaluation for growth.

5. The planning conference, requiring trust and open

communication between teacher and observer, has important

aspects to consider.

Assignment:

Hold a preobservation planning conference with a fellow

educator using the information given in this module. Observe

the class and record behavior using an anecdota: method. Data

should be descriptive with ail judgment withheld. Afterwards,

give the data to the teacher for analysis and

interpretation.
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1. What overall rating ot effectiveness would you 1 2 3 4 5

give this module in meeting the outcomes

identified earlier?

2. How effective were the transparencies in 1 2 3 4 5

providing you with an understanding of the topic?

3. How effective were the handouts in providing you 1 2 3 4 5

with an understanding of this topic?

4. How effective was the process or design used in 1 2 3 4 5

this m-,7uIN in helping you to understand the topic?

5. How effective were ihe activities and information 1 2 3 4 5

provided in helping you plan for a teacher

evaluation program for growth?

6. How effective were the trainers in presenting the 1 2 3 4 5

information and skills in this module?

1. What activities in this training session were most effective in

understanding the concepts presented in this module?

2. What specific recommendations would you make for subsequent training

sessions of this module?

3. Do you have other comments?

r-
31
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Nothweet
lipionel
Educations
Laboratory

WORKSHOP THEMES

Use a team approach

Gather useful information on teaching
performance

Encourage commitment to improvement

Link evaluation to professional development

t,
32
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/IfEACHER-CENTERED EVALUATION

Growth

4--Resources

TEACHER'S
INDIVIDUAL

NEEDS

z.-,
Supervisor

Northwest

Colleagues

Self-Assessment

Students

A



iTEACHER SUGGESTIONS

Northwest

Leborstory

(T-I-3)

More collegial observation

More self evaluation

Better performance criteria

More frequent observations

Better evaluation training for supervisors

Better observation techniques

Effective communication

Emphasis on improvement as opposed to accountability

Link to inservice training

34
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(T- I-4 )

ADMINISTRATOR SUGGESTIONS

More trust

More time

More cooperation (versus adversary)

More training

Increased staff involvement

District emphasis on improvement

Accountability for evaluation

(1
35
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(T-I-5)

BARRIERS TO EFFECTIVE
EVALUATION

1. Lack of Skills

Evaluating

Communicating

2. Insufficient Time

3. Processes Promote Due Process; Inhibit
Professional Development

4. Trust is Lacking

Ed1=ANorthwest

EIMMINNMMMII.
36
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( T- I - 6 )

rKEYS TO PROFESSIONAL GROWTH

Laboratory

Attributes of:

The Teacher

The Evaluator

Evaluation Procedures

Feedback Provided

Evaluation Context
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(T-I-7)

TEACHER EVALUATION PROFILE
(TEP)

A Program Evaluation Instrument that:

Describes the environment of teacher
evaluation

Evaluates the growth producing potential

Diagnoses specific problems

Provides a training focus

Tracks change over time

Educational&
Northwest
Regional

Laboratory
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( T- I-C )

iTEACHER EVALUATION RESEARCH
RESULTS

Teacher Evaluations Rarely Promote Growth

Teachers can Grow from Sound Evaluation

The Same Evaluation System Cannot Serve Both Growth
and Accountability Purposes

Keys to a Sound Growth System

--Teacher open to change

--Evaluator who has credibility

--Sound data collection procedures

--Effective feedback

--Growth oriented district context

District Procedures and Practices can Change to Promote
Growth

R9101181"ardwmet &
Educational
Laboratory MI!
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(T-I-9)

KEYS TO TRAINING

1. Participate in all segments of the training

2. Do the assignments

3. Interact with one another

4. Talk with trainers

5. Trust each other

Northwestmegionsi ZSE
Educational
Laboratory

, -
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s

1 IMPORTANT ASPECTS OF THE
PLANNING CONFERENCE

Use a preobservation planning guide

Keep it informal

Understand conditions

Articulate intentions

Avoid concentrating on problem areas

Decide on observation tool

Northwest
Regional
Educe lonel
Laboratory......

( T- I-10 )

-1
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( T- I-11)

PREOBSERVATION PLANNING GUIDE

Learning Objectives of the Lesson

Student Pre-Knowledge

Anticipated Interactions

Questioning Strategies

Assessment Methodology

lass Climate

Special Concerns

Desired Observation Focus

42
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MODULE II. COLLECTING OBSERVATIONAL DATA

"OBSERVING IS MUCH MORE THAN SEEING. OBSERVING

INVOLVES THE INTENTIONAL AND METHODICAL VIEWING

OF THE TEACHER AND STUDENTS. OBSFRVING

INVOLVES PLANNED, CAREFUL, FOCUSED AND ACTIVE
ATTENTION BY THE OBSERVER."

R. HYMEN, SCHOOL ADMINISTRATOR'S MANJBOOK OF
TEACHER SUPERVISION AND EVALUATION METHODS

r-



NODULE II OVERVIEW

COLLECTING OBSERVATIONAL DATA

When teachers are given specific, accurate, descriptive data on

classrooro instruction, particularly when the focus is on aspects the

teacher selected, there is motivation to change, take risks, and

improve classroom instruction. Therefore, to facilitate teachers'

professional growth, classroom observation must be teacher directed,

specific, and accurate Module II informs participants of the kinds

of classroom behavior that can be recorded through observation,

familiarizes them with the use of a number of common observational

tools, and demonstrates the utility of teacher-made observation

too .

Anticipated Outcomes:

Participants will -

(1) learn various methods of collecting

observational data

(2) learn how to select an appropriate
observational tool

(3) learn the advantages and disadvantages of

various data collecting methods

(4) understand the characteristics of good data

(5) design observation tools, use them, and

critique them
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MODULE II AGENDA

Activity Purpose

Introduction, Agenda

Sharing, Debriefing

Methods of Collecting Data

Using Observation Tools

Summary, Assignment, and
Evaluation

o to introduce or reacquaint trainer
and participants

o to review agenda items and allow
for comments and questions

o to allow participants to share
observation experience

o to familiarize participants with
common data collecting methods

o to provide practice usin2
Selective Verbatim

o to provide practice in using
observation tools

o to clarify the characteristics of

good data
o to provide p.actice in designing

and critiquing observation tools

o to summarize module
o to assign observation task
o to allow participants to evaluate

module
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Nodule II: TRAINING AGENDA

Approximate time: 2 hours, 30 minutes

Activity

1. Introduction, Agenda
Sharing, Debriefing

o introduce self and

co-trainer

o participants
introducL selves if

appropriate

o distribute Module
II Overview and

Agenda

o present overview
of module activities

o ask for questions

o discuss concerns

o teams form to share

observation
experiences from
MOdule I assignment

o each group selects
spokesperson

o groups report

o record comments
on chartpack

o facilitate dis-

cussion

Time Materials

35 min.

2. Methods of Collection 40 min.

o explain concept of
descriptive versus

judgment

A5

Handout:
Module II Overview

(H-II-i)

Transparencies:
Descriptive/Judgment

(T-II-1)
Methods of Collection
(T-II-2)



o present lecturette
on methods of
collecting data

o present lecturette
on selective verbatim

o ask for questions

o pass out observation
forms

o ask teams to determine
a verbal interaction to

record

o participants record data

from video

o facilitate discussion on

data gathering

o summarize activity

3. Using Observation Tools

o distribute packet
of observation tools,
explain

o teams meet, each
member chooses a tool

to se

o participants record
data from video tape

o facilitate discussion

o distribute packet of
mapping tools, explain

o present lecturette on

good data

o ask for questions

65 min.

A6

CI,

Selective Verbatim
Suggestions (1-11-3)

Handouts:
Selective Verbatim
Transcript (H-II-2)

Observation Form
(H-II-3)

Wide Lens Approach
(H-II-4 opt.)

Handouts:
Packet of Observation

To_is (H-II-5,6,7,-
8,9,10)

Packet of Mapping Tools
(H-II-11,12,13)

Classroom Situations
(H-II-14-opt.)

Transparencies:
Characteristics of Good

Data (1-11-4)
Observation Tool

Critique (1-11-5)



o distribute blank
paper and ask
participants to
design an
observation tool to
be used in a specific
classroom

o participants design
tool

o teams meet and
share designs

o team selects one
design to put on
transparency and
share with large

group

o designs shared using
overhead

o facilitate discussion

4. Summary, Assignment 10 min.

and Evaluation

o distribute
handouts

o respond to questions

o distribute evaluation
forms and collect on

completion

Handouts:
Module II Summary

and Assignment
(H-I1-15)

Evaluation Forms
(H-11-16)

NOTE: Training supplies and equipment needed for Module II:

o Overhead Projector
o Video Cassette Recorder
o Classroom Observation Videotapes (2)

o Chartpack
o Marking Pens
o Transparency Pens

o Blank Transparencies
o Paper and Pencils for Participants

o Videotape of Teaching Segments

, 47
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Activity 1

Purpose:

Procedure:

NODULE II

INTRODUCTION

AGENDA SNARING AND DEBRIEFING

1. To introduce or re-acquaint trainers and participants

2. To review agenda items and allow for comments and

questions

3. To allow participants to share observation experience

1 If this is the first meeting, trainer introduces self and

co-trainer and has participants give name. position, and

school.

2 Trainer explains purpose of training and describes where

participants are in the course.

3. Trainer distributes Module 11 Overview and Agehda

(H-11-1), goes over agenda, and asks for questions or

concerns.

Option: Agenda may be written on chartpack.

4. Teams as formed in Module I meet for 15 minutes to

discuss observation experiences from assignment in Module

I. Spokesperson is selected to present highlights.

5. Spokespersons report to large group as trainer writes

comments on chartpack.

6. Trainer facilitates discussion as appropriate.

NOTES:
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Activity 2

Purpose:

Procedure:

MODULE II

METHODS OF COLLECTING DATA

1. To familiarize participants with common data collecting

methods

2. To provide practice using Selective Verbatim

1. Trainer presents lecturette on methods of collecting data.

POSSIBLE SCRIPT (adapt as needed to fit context)

Classroom activity can be recorded in many different

ways. The teacher and observer will determine in the
planning conference the methodology to use. The observer

functions a great deal as a video recorder would. The

video camera simply records what it sees and hears but

makes no judgments or inferences. The same should be

true for the observer who records descriptive, not
judgmental, data. For example, descriptive data might
read "Teacher called on three girls and eight boys."
Judgmental data of the same classroom event might read
"Teacher favors boys."

The following presents sentences taken from observation

data. Are they descriptive or judgmental" (T-II-1)
(Trainer has participants respond to each statement.)

DESCRIPTIVE vs JUDGMENT

o Teacher takes five minutes to take roll; three
changes made as students arrive late. (descriptive)

o Visual aids used in presentation are too small.

(judgmental)

o Teacher's tone of voice is harsh and eyes are

unfriendly. (judgmental)

o Teacher spent 30 minutes of classtime seated at

desk. (descriptive)

o Teacher handles discipline well. (judgmental)
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0 Three students expressed inability to read

handwriting on board. (descriptive)

Careful attention is needed to objectively record only

what is said and done. This is difficult to do. Much

depends on the observation tool selected and the

information shared in the planning conference.

The following are commonly used methods to record

classroom instruction: (1-11-2)

METHODS OF DATA COLLECTION

1 Verbatim
(A written rword of verbal interaction in the

classroom. Fractice is necessary to develop the

skill of taking verbatim. Observers find that

developing a personal shorthand style is helpful.)

2 Selective Verbatim
(Selects only one part of the verbal exchange such as

the teacher's questions, control statements, positive

reinforcement, etc.)

3 Videotaping
(Collect now; view later; particularly valuable when

the tape is left with the teacher.)

4 Audio taping
(Often used in conjunction with a classroom
observation to support a written record. Placement

of machine is crucial.)

5. Wide Angle Notation
(Brief descriptive notes on classroom instruction and

management with comments giving overall impressions.)

6. Observing Behavior
(Descriptive recording of what is said and done in a

classroom, usually restricted to certain behaviors.)

a. Counting - (how many)

b. Coding - (what kind, nut as descriptive as

counting)

c. Checking - (checking if something is present or

absent; problems occur when shades of gray exist

and yes/no answer is not applicable)
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d. Rating - (based on established criteria on each
rating of the shale)

e. Mapping - (map of the classroom is drawn and data is
entered showing physical movement or verbal exchange)

2. Trainer asks for clarification questions.

3. Trainer explains Selective Verbatim.

Example: Selective Verbatim is a relatively simpl:1

method of recording observation data and provides the
teacher and observer with valuable information. During

the preobservation conference, the observer and teacher
select one aspect of verbal exchange on which to collect

data. Among the seleCcions might be teacher's questions,
student responses, management statements. or habl'ual

remarks. The observer only records the agreed upon

data.

The data are specific and nonjudgmental and provide the
teacher with a pattern of data that focuses on an area of

particular interest or concern. Because it is selective,

concentrating on only one part of the verbal interaction,
other important activities or events occurring in the

classroom are omitted. The observer often discusses with

the teacher the option of noting other events that

occur.

Selective verbatim notes can be recorded on any kind of
blank paper as they really do not need a specific
format. However, the selective verbatim transcript I am

passing out uses a special form that allows pertinent
information to be included at the top. (Trainer

distributes Selective Verbatim t'anscript H-I1-2.) The

teacher and observer have agreed tha the observer will

record the teacher's positive comments and feedback to

students. In recording, the observer noted the time and

the positive or encouraging remarks given to students.
This form also allows for observer comments in th_ right

column.

Option: An alternate suggestion is the use of the Wide

Angle Notation observation tool.

EXample: Another method of observation is commonly

called "wide angle." The wide angle notation records

activities as they occur in the classroom. General

comments are written on a form such as the one being
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passed out. Care should be taken to insure the

objectivity of the comments.

4. Trainer distributes Se:ective Verbatim form (H-11-3)

and/or Wide Lens Approach (H-II-4 opt.)

5 Trainer asks participants in teams to determine a
classroom verbal interaction to rmord using selective

verbatim (or to prepare to practice wide lens approach)

while watching a video tape of a class in session.

Example: Now you will have the opportunity to record
data using selective verbatim (or wide lens approach)

while watching a video of an instructional situation. In

your teams, determine some form of verbal interaction (if

using selective verbatim) for each team member to

record. Some suggestions are as follows: (1-II-3)

SELECTIVE VERBATIM

o TeachAr Questions

o Studeri Questions
o Positive Reinforcement

o Student Responses

o Control Statements

o Habitual Remarks

o Off Task Digressions

If the interaction becomes so rapid that it is difficult

to record all remarks, record an incomplete phrase,

statement, or question, and use a notation to show where

some material was omitted.

6. Trainer plays video tape; approximately five to ten

minutes. Participants record selected verbal

interactions.

7. Trainer debriefs after activity centering on the

usefulness of the method when the focus is chosen

carefully.

NOTES:
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Activity 3

Purpose:

Procedure:

NODULE II

USING OBSERVATION TOOLS

1. To provide practice using observation tools

2. To clarify the characteristics of good data

3. To provide practice in designing observation tools

1. Trainer distributes packet of observation tools and
explains their use. (H-l1-5,6,7,8.9,10)

Example: To provide meaningful data that will result in

the improvement of instruction, the observation tool is

selected by the teacher and observer in the planning

conference. The specific data gathering instrument used
depends upon the classroom behaviors to be observed and

recorded.

Consideration is given to the lesson that the teacher
will be teaching, the physical arrangement of the room,
the skill levels of the students, the teaching strategies

to be used, and the particular concerns or interest:, of

the teacher.

The observation tools being distributed are regularly
used in the classroom and provide meaningful data to the

teacher. (Review each of the data gathering instruments
in the packet and discuss how they can be used in a

classroom.)

(H-ll-5) Teacher Use of Time - (Records amount of

teacher time spent in various activities such as

classroom business, discipline, individual instruction,

group instruction, assessment, teacher non-interactive.)

(H-ll-6) Teacher Questioning and Response Behavior -

(Records number of questions asked, kinds of questions,

and responses.)

(H-11-7) Behavior Management - (Records nature and

number of class d i s c i p l i n a r y occurrences w i t h student al _1

teacher reactions.)
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(1-I1-8) Teacher Behavior Tally - (Tallies a variety of

teacher behaviors from smiling to correcting student's

behavior.)

(H-I1-9) Student Classroom Activities (Records number

of times focus shifted in class and amount of time used

in such transitions.)

(H-II-10) Classroom Discussion (Records teacher and

student interaction in a discussion activity.)

2 Trainer instructs participants to review tool in teams,

each member selecting one to use while watching a

classroom video.

3 Trainer shows video, approximately five to ten minutes.

Each participant records observation data using one of

the tools in packet.

4. After the video, trainer elicits comments and facilitates

discussion concerning observations

Example: Recording data in a classroom is more than

simply observing and listening. It takes concentration

and professional knowledge. Though notes are to be

descriptive and objective, sometimes the observer is

required to distingurch between positive and neutral

feedback or to determine whether a response was
antagonistic or friendly. "Joking" to one person may be

"ridicule" to another. At times it may be difficult to

decide whether a teacher is ignoring misbehavior or is

unaware of it. When instances such as these are in

question, the observer simply notes the occurrence

without casting judgment. These questions are clarified

at the post observation conference.

5. Trainer distributes the second packet of observational

tools and explains how each is used. (H-II-11, 12, 13)

Example: The second packet of data gatnering instruments

contains examples of observation tools that require the

observer to draw a map of the classroom. The data

collected covers a wide range of classroom activities

and, in some instances, includes noting behaviors that

are happening all over the room simultaneously.
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(H-II-11) At Task - (This tool records the activity of
every student in the class in three or four minute

sweeps.)

(H-II-121 Verbal Flow Between Teacher and Students -
(Through arrows and a coding system, this tool records
the verbal interaction between the teacher and individua:

students.)

(H-II-13) Physical Movement - (The movement around the
classroom by students and teachers is recorded and timed.)

6. Trainer gives presentation on characteristics of good

data.

Example: The purposes for taking observation data are to
improve instruction and promote professional growt 1. It

must be perceived by the teacher to be accurate, honest,
and unbiased. Only then will the teacher be able to
interpret the data and plan strategies to bring about

improvement. Observation data, if accurately and
objectively recorded, wil: meet the following criteria:

(T-II-4)

CHARACTERISTICS OF GOOD DATA

o DEPENDABLE
(Accurately de.ocribes the trait or characteristic you

intend to measure.)

o RELATIVELY OBJECTIVE
(Using professional knowledge, observer attempts to

record as objectively as possible. The test is to

have two people observe the same class
independently. They should arrive at the same

conclusions.)

o REPRESENTATIVE
(Enough information to be sure, large enough sample

to be consistently representative.)

o COMMUNICATION VALUE
(Results of data can be clearly understood and used

by teacher.)
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o REASONABLE COST
(Data gathered and analyzed in reasonable time. Time

is precious to both teachers and administrators. If

the process takes up too much time, it will no doubt

be eliminated from everyone's schedule as a matter of

necessity.)

7. Trainer asks for clarification questions.

8. Trainer passes out sheets of blank paper and makes sure

everyone has a pen or pencil.

9. Trainer asks part;c pants to think of a specific
classroom situation and, in their teams, develop an

observation tool to record behavior.

Example: As a team, think of a particular classroom

situation. If you are a teacher, envision your own

classroom and students. Consider some aspect that merits

observation. If you are an administrator, think of a
classroom situation you have observed where you felt that
the instrument you were using could be improved or
changed to address a particular need.

As a team, come to a consensus as to the particular
behavior you will be observing. Keep in mind the various

instruments that have been shared with you and develop an
instrument that will record the behaviors your team

wishes to examine.

Option: Trainer has the option of using the handout on

Classroom Situations (H-I1-14 opt). If using this

handout, the teams design an observation instrument to
record data on one of the situations presented in the

handout.

10. Trainer asks the teams to critique their classroom
observation instrument using the following guidelines:

(T-11-5)

OBSERVATION TOOL CRITIQUE

How is the desired behavior Teasured9

In what way is the observed behavior a key to classroom

learning.
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How will behavior be recorded?

What evidence is there that the teacher will be able to:

o Understand the data
o Interpret the results

11. Each team transfers the team's observation tool to a
transparency and, at the overhead projector, explains the
tool ana its use to the large group. Modifications may
be made in the original as suggested by the group.

12. Trainer facilitates discussion on the uses of data
gathering instruments and responds to questions.

NOTES:
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e Activity 4

Purpose:

Procedure:

MODULE II

SUMMARY, ASSIGNMENT, AND EVALUATION

1. To present main points of module

2. To give observation assignment

3. To allow participants to evaluate module

1 Trainer distributes Module II Summary and Assignment

(H-II-15).

2 Trainer reviews main points of module and assignment and

answers questions.

Summary:

1. Various methods exist for collecting observation

data. Each can provide descriptive data on

classroom instruction.

2. All observation data must be descriptive (simple

description of what is said and done) rather than

judgmental.

3. Observation tools facilit«te the collection of data

and may be designed by the teacher and observer

working collaboratively.

4. Good observation data should meet five criteria:

a. Dependable
b. Objective
c. Representative
d. Communicative

e. Cost effective

Assignment:

Using an observation tool devised from the information

given in this module, record data in the classroom of a

fellow educator. Conduct a planning conference before
the observation to determine the focus and develop an
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observation tool. Discuss the results of the observation

in a nonjudgmental feedback conference.

3. Trainer passes out Evaluation Forms (H-ll-16) and

collects on completion.

NOTES:

s
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(H-II-1)

NODULE II OVERVIEW

COLLECTING OBSERVATIONAL DATA

When teachers are given specific, accurate, descriptive data on

classroom instruction, particularly when the focus is on aspects the

teacher selected, there is motivation to change, take risks, and

improve classroom instruction. Therefore, to facilitate teachers'

professional growth, classroom observation must be teacher directed,

specific, and accurate. Module II informs participants of the kinds

of classroom behavior that can be recorded through observation,

familiarizJs them with the use of a number of common observational

tools, and demonstrates the utility of teacher made observation

tools.

Anticipated Outcomes:

Participants will -

(1) learn various methods of collecting

observational data

(2) learn how to select an appropriate
observational tool

(3) learn the advantages and disadvantages of

various data collecting methods

(4) understand the characteristics of good aata

(5) design observation tools, use them, and

critique them
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NODULE II AGENDA

Activity Purpose

Introduction, Agenda
Sharing, Debriefing

Methcds of Collecting Data

Using Observation Tools

Summary, Assignment, and
Evaluation

(H-II-1)

o to introduce o: reacquaint trainer
and participants

o to review agenda items and allow
for comments and questions

o to allow participants to share
observation experience

o to familiarize participants with
common data collecting methods

o to provide practice using
Selective Verbatim

o to provide practice in using
observation tools

o to clarify the characteristics of
good data

o to provide practice in designing
and critiquing observation tools

o to summarize module
o to assign observation task
o to allow participants to evaluate

module
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TEACHER:
DATE:

TIME:
LESSON:

SELECTIVE VERBATIM

CLASSROOM OBSERVATION

(H -II -3)

OBSERVATION DATA:

TIME DATA ,COMMENTS
1
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TEACHER
CLASS
LESSON TAUGHT

(H-II-4)

CLASSROOM OBSERVATION RECORD

A NIDE LENS APPROACH

DATE AND TIME OF OBSERVATION

==SZSZ=Z=2X=.421Ci= -a masa====asmazaazza zzzzzzz aim zzzzz ====-=

INSTRUCTION AND ACTIVITIES:

a

CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT:

= =

COMMENTS (TIME, MATERIALS, INTERACTION, MANNERISMS):

Supervisor

,64
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Teacher Use of 'lime
Teacher: Observer: Date:
Subject: Lesson:

Directions: Using five minute sweeps, note time ond describe the activity in the box provided.
Assessment

Class Business Management individual Grow (tests, qtAzzes) Teacher
Time: (roll, lunch count) (discipline) instruction/interaction instruction/interaction informal Evaluation Non-Interactive

Comments.
t.
1 , 1



(H- II-6 )

Teacher Questioning and Response Behavior
Observer:kTeacher:

tate. Subject.

Activity.
Directions: Write each question asked by the teacher and fill In the blanks using the following codes:

Question Teacher Response
Write verbafim or In abbreviated form. A is Accepts

P = Praises
Kind PB = Probes
I< = Knowledge (facts from memory) NR is None (no response)
U = Utilization (using knowledge to comprehend. NEG = Negates

apply, or analyze) GA Glves Answer
C = Creative (synthesizing to arrive at a conclusion: REP = Repeats or rephrases the answer

making a Judgement)
Question Follow

Student Response REP Question repeated or rephrased
A = Answer RED = Question redirected
N = No Answer
Q = Asks for Clarification Student Teacher Question

Question Kind Response Response Follow
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H-II-7)

fillBehavior
Management

-r

eacher: Student.

Observer: Date:

Activity:
Directions: 1) Record time of misbehavior.

2) Describe each misbehavior In the box provided.
3) Check teacher and student responses In the box having the same number.
4) More than one teanher or student response may be checked for a single misbehavior.

Time

n

Teacher Response Student Response
Ignores Talks back

1. 2. 3. 1. 2. 3.

4. 5. 6. 4. 5. 6.

7. 8. 9. 7. 8. 9.

Verbal correction Continues behavior

1. 2. 3. 1. 2. 3.

4. 5. 6. 4. 5. 6.

7. 8. 9. 7. 8. 9.

Nonverbcl communication Stops behavior

1. 2. 3. 1. 2. 3.

4. 5. 6. 4. 5. 6.

7. 8. 9. 7. 8. 9.

Questions behavior Antagonistic

1. 2. 3. 1. 2. 3.

4. 5. 6. 4. 5. 6.

7. 8. 9. 7. 8. 9.

Removes from room Passive

1. 2. 3. 1. 2. 3.

4. 5. 6. 4. 5. 6.

7. 8. 9. 7. 8. 9.
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(H-II-8)

Teacher:
Date:

Lesson:

Teacher Behavior Tally

Ooserver:

Subject: No. of Students:

Directions: Tally in the space at left each time you observe ;he behavior indicated,

Instructional Activity

1. Answered a question
2. Asked a question
3. Helped individual student
4. Demonstrated on

chalkboard or overhead
5. Lectured
6. Reviewed
7. Tested
8.Gave directions

OManagerial Activity

9. Corrected behavior
10. Distributed handouts
11. Collected materials
12. Handled classroom

business

Summary Notes:

Verbal Feedback

13. Disapproved
14. Encouraged
15. Praised
16. Called student by name

Body Language

17. Smiled
18. Frowned
19. Laughed
20. Showed Anger
21. Gestured with hands
22. Moved around the room
23. Sat down



a
Student Classroom Activities

Teacher: Observer: Date.

Subject: No. of Students:

during 5 minute

Listening to
Teacher

Lesson.

Directions: Check those acthlfies tokkv Pace

Class
Sealwork Discussion

sweeps. More Man one activity per sweep moy be checked.

Audio Visual Student Learning

Presentation Pr. ',Mallon Handouts Textbook Games

Comments.



(H- I 1-10 )

ill

Classroom Discussion Observation
Flow Chart Code

eccher Observer;

Date: Subject. No of Students.

Discussion Topic:

Student raises hand
Teacher calls on or communicates with student
Student comments (not elicited by teacher)
Teacher calls on student and gets response
Teacher calls on student and gets no response
Student raises hand, and teacher calls on student

and receives response

Directions: Draw enough squares below to represent student desks in the classroom. Symbols above are written
inside desks during discussion. If known, names of students may be written under desk squares.

'.:
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(H-II-11)

At Task Observation
Time ActMty Legend

Teacher: 1. 10:05 Introduction A. At Task

Date/Time. 2. 10:08 Lecture B. Other Schoolwork
Lesson: 3. 10:11 Lecture C. Talking
Observer: 4. 10:14 Student Report D. Out of Seat

5. 10:17 Student Report

Susan Dawn Mel

1.A
2.A
3.A

4.A
5.0

1.A
2.A
3.A

4.A
5.0

1.8
2.8
3.A

4.A
5.D

Donald Harry Gloria

1.A
2.A
3.B

4.B
5.A

Absent 1.0
2.D
3.0

4.A
5.A

Comments:

Karen Debbie

1.A 4.B 1.0 4.A
2.A 5.A 2.B 5.A
3.B 3.A
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(H-I1-11)

AT TASK

AT TASK: Used to provide data in whether individual students are

engaged in the task or tasks that the teacher considers appropriate

for the lesson being presented.

The following steps must be completed to use this technique:

1. The observer constructs a seating chart of the
classroom, noting placement of student desks or table.

2. Students are identified on the chart by name or some

other identifying characteristic

3. A legend is created to identify on task behavior and

inappropriate behavior.

4. The observer visually scans or "sweeps" the classroom

noting students on task, doing what the teacher

considers appropriate. For example, where marking 1A

on the student's chart means that it is the first (1)

visual sweep and the A refers to At Task behavior. If

the student is not on task, the observer indicates

this by recording 1B, 1C, or 10.

5. step 4 is repeated at regular intervals of 3 or 4

minutes for the duration of the observation

6. The time of each sweep should be noted with the

classroom activity identified.

Adapted from Acheson, Keith A. Techniques in the
Clinical Supervison of Teachers Preservice and
Inservice Applications. New York: Longman, 1987
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0 Verbal Flow Between Teacher and Students

Key:

-

1

i
Q E

fDPEN

= Teacher I = Student Q = Question P = Praise
= Directive C = Control Statment N = Neutral

A = Antagonistic E = Encouraging

Q

Q N

1
N Q

M
C C D

Q E
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(H-I1-12)

VERBAL FLOW

VERBAL FLOW BETWEEN TEACHER AND STUDENTS: Used to record verbal
interaction between the teacher and individual students in a

discussion situation.

o Construct a seating chart noting teacher/student desks.

o Teacher remarks to individual students, as opposed to those
directed to the entire class, are indicated by srall arrows
pointing downward and entering the desk square of the

student addressed. At one end of the arrow iS a code
letter(s) representing the kind of remark made.

o Student remarks directed to the teacher are indicated by
arrows pLinting upward and originating within the desk

squarE of the student speaking. They, too, have a code

letter(s) at one end denoting the kind of remark made.

o A key to the code is at the top of the map and may be
modified to reflect the interests of the teacher involved.
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(H-I1-13)

PHYSICAL MOVEMENT

PHYSICAL MOVEMENT - Used to record the physical movement of both

students and teacher as they move around the classroom during an

observation period.

o Draw a detailed map of the classroom including teacher

desk, students' desks, pencil sharpener. bookshelves,

chalkboard anywhere in the room a student or teacher

might visit. Include all dovs as well.

o Teacher movement and student movement are recorded by

dotted or continuous lines as noted on the observation form.

o At each new movement, the time is recorded near the line.

o Stops are indicated by circles.

o Names of students, if known, may be written inside each

desk.
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(H-II-14-opt)

CLASSROOM SITUATIONS

Situation 1. The students in a sixth grade classroom are in the

teacher's words "driving me crazy". Talkouts and other disruptive

behaviors on the part of five or six students are hampering the

learning of the entire class. The teacher is unable to speak

without interruption, and constant inappropriate behavior keeps

students from classwork.

Situation 2. Students in a large high school photography class are

frustrated because lack of sufficient equipment creates impatient

waiting lines to use the darkroom, the ca 'eras, the mounting

supplies. This situation has led to vandalism and horseplay.

Situation 3. A fourth grade teacher is attempting to use peer

tutoring by encouraging her students to help each other with

seatwork. She is concerned, however, that this may lead to ofi-task

behavior and that some unpopular students might be neglected.
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(H-I1-15)

MODULE II. COLLECTING OBSERVATIONAL DATA

SUMMARY,AND ASSIGNMENT

Summary:

1. Various methods exist for collecting observation data.

Each can provide descriptive data on classroom instruction.

2. All observation data must be descrip'.ive (simple

description of what is said and done) rather than

judgmental.

3. Observation tools facilitate the collection of data and may

be designed by the teacher and observer working

collaboratively.

4. Good observation data should meet five criteria:

a. Dependable
b. Objective
c. Representative
d. Dependable
e Cost effective

Assignment:

Using an observation tool devised from the information given in this

module, record data in the classroom of a fellow educator. Conduct

a planning conference before the observation to determine the focus

and develop an observation tool. Discuss the results of the

observation in a nonjudgmental feedback conference.
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TEACHER EVALUATION FOR GROWTH

Collecting Observational Data

Module II Evaluation

1 What overall rating of effectiveness would you

give this module in meeting the outcomes

identified earlier?

1 2

(H-I1-16)

4 5

2 How effective were the transparencies in 1 2 3 4 5

providing you with an understanding of the topic?

3. How effective were the handout:: in providing you 1 2 3 4 5

with an understanding of this topic?

4. How effective was the process or design used in 1 2 3 4 5

this module in helping you to understand the topic?

5. How effective were the activities and information 1 2 3 4 5

provided in helping you plan for a teacher
evaluation program for growth?

6. How effective were the trainers in presenting the 1 2 3 4 5

information and skills in this module?

1. what activities in this training session were most effective in

understanding the concepts presented in this module?

2. What specific recommendations would you make for subsequent training

sessions of this module?

3. Do you have other comments?
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(T- I I-1)

rDESCRIPTIVE vs JUDGMENT

Teacher takes five minutes to take roll; three
changes made as students arrive late

Visual aids used in presentation are too small

Teacher's tone of voice is harsh and eyes are
unfriendly

Teacher handles discipline well

Three students express inability to read
handwriting on board

Northwest

Educational
Laboratory
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(T-II-2)

41/IETHODS OF DATA COLLECTION

1. Verbatimwritten record of everything said

2. Selective Verbatim--selects only one part of verbal
exchange

3. Videotapingcollect now; view later

4. Audiotapingoften used in conjuncVon with observation to
support a written record

5. Wide-Angle Notation--brief descriptive notes on classroom
instruction and management with comments giving overall
impressions

6. Observing Behaviorrecords what is said and done;
usually limited to specific behaviors

Counting

Coding

Checking

Rating

Mapping

Northwest
Regional
Educational
Laboratory
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rSELECTIVE VERBATIM

Teacher Questions

Student Questions

Positive Reinforcement

Student Responses

Control Statements

Habitual Remarks

Off Task Digressions

82
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0 ( T-11-4 )

1

(:HARACTERISTICS OF GOOD DATA

Northwest

Laboratory

Dependable

Relatively Objective

Representative

Communication Value

Reasonable Cost
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(T- II-5 )

iOBSERVATION TOOL CRITIQUE

Northwest

Educations
Laboratory

How is the desired behavior measured?

In what way is the observed behavior a key to
classroom learning?

How will behavior be recorded?

What evidence is there that the teacher will be
able to:

Understand the data

Interpret the results

=IMI
84



MODULE III. THE FEEDBACK CONFERENCE

"HOW IS IT THAT WE CAN BE SO BRUTALLY FRANK
WITH KIDS AND HAVE SUCH DIFFICULTY FACING OUR
EMPLOYEES WITH EVEN THE SIMPLEST PROBLEMS?"

FREDA M. HOLLEY, INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT,
AUSTIN, TEXAS



MODULE III - OVERVIEW

PROVIDING FEEDBACK/THE POST-CONFERENCE

Having collected classroom data, the next step for observer and teacher

is to analyze and interpret the results. The task is the teacher's. All

data should be received by the teacher first. Because the Information

was recorded pureiy as descriptive rather than judgmental data, the data

usually speaks for itself. Listening, sharing and asking for suggestions

in a caring environment are valuable components of the post-conference.

This module will present methods to analyze and interpret descriptive

data and provide procedures for a mutally productive post-conference

lead;ng to meaningful goal setting.

Anticipated Outcomes:

Participants will

(1) learn how to make inferences and
recommendations after reviewing

observation data

(2) learn the characteristics of

constructive feedback

(3) learn the components of a feedback

conference

(4) gain knowiedge of the roies and
feelings of teachers and evaluators
in a post-conference



(H-III-1)

NODULE III AGENDA

Activity Purpose

Introduction, Agenda Sharing, o to re-acquaint

Debriefing trainers and participants

o to review agenda

o to allow participants to
share observation experience

Classroom Situation
Problem Solving

Analyzing and Interpreting

Data

The Feedback Conference

Summary, Assignment, and

Evaluation

o to present classroom
situations

o to identify behaviors
for data gathering

o tc develop feedback based on
observational data

o to present various meti,ods to
analyze and interpret uata

o to provide practice in
interpreting data

o to inform of feedback
conference procedures

o to provide practice and
critique of the feedback

conference

o to summarize main
points of module

o to give observation assignment
o to allow participants to

evaluate module

8 10,,



Activity

NODULE III TRAINING AGENDA
Approximate time: 2 hours

Time Materials

1. Introduction, Agenda 20 min. Handout:

Sharing, Debriefing Module III Over.iew
and Agenda

o introductions if (H-III-1)

appropriate

o distribute Module Ill
Overview and Agenda

o review agenda

o answer questions

o teams meet to discuss
observation experience
from Module 11

assignment

o spokesperson leports
highlights to large
group

o record highlights

on chartpack

o facilitate discussion

2. Classroom Situation 40 min.

Problem Solving

o present classroom
situations

o team selects a
situation from list

o present tasks for
identifying behaviors
and feedback

o spokespersons report
data gathering
procedures from group

o trainer facilitates
discussions

87 .10,,t,

Handout:
Classroom Situations

(H-I11-2)

Transparency:
Classroom Situation

Tasks (1-III-1)



3. Analyzing and
interpreting Data

o present lecturette on
preparing for feedback

conference

o ask for questions

o distribute lesson
transcript

o teams read transcript,
analyze, interpret,
and decide ways to
improve teaching

o teams report to large

group

o ideas written on

chartpack

o facilitate discussion

4. The Feedback
Conference

o present lecturette
on feedback

o ask for two
volunteers to role-
play a feedback
conference

o use Lesson Transcript
and information
gained in team

analysis

o role-play takes place

o facilitate discussion

5. Summary, Assignment,
and Evaluation

45 min.

25 min.

10 min.

88

Handouts:
Keys to Data Analysis

and Interpretation
(H-I11-3)

Lesson Transcript
(H-I11-4)

Transparencies:
Steps in the Feedback

Conference
(T-III-2)

Keys to Data Analysis
and Interpretation
(T-111-3)

Transparencies:
Feedback Conference

Beliefs (1-III-4)
The Feedback

Conference
(T-III-5)

Handouts:
Summary and

Assignment
(H-III-5)

Evaluation Form
(H-I11-6)



MOTE: Training equipment and supplies needed for Module III:

o Overhead Projector

o Chartpack
o Marking Pens

o Paper and Pencils for Participants
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Activity

NODULE III

INTRODUCTION

AGENDA SNARING AND DEBRIEFING

1. To re-acquaint trainers and participants

2. To review agenda

3. To allow participants to share observation experiences

1. Trainer distributes Module III Overview and Agenda

(H-III-1) and reviews agenda with participants.

2. Trainer asks for questions and concerns.

3. Participants group in school teams, discuss observation
experiences from Module ll assignment, and select a
spokesperson to share highlights with large group.

4. Teams report observation highlichts. Trainer records

comments on chart pack and facilitates discussion.

NOTES:
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Activity 2

Purpose:

Procedure:

MODULE III

CLASSROOM SITUATION PROBLEM SOLVING

1. To present classroom situations

2. To identify behaviors for data gathering

3. To develop feedback based on observational data

1. Trainer distributes handout (H-lll-2) and presents an

overview of each of the classroom situations.

2. Each team of training participants selects a classroom
situation from the list.

3. Trainer directs the teams to complete the following

tasks. (1-III-1)

CLASSROOM SITUATION TASKS

Describe the specific behaviors to be recorded that will

provide the information requested by the teacher.

Determine how the behaviors could be recorded; and which

kind of observation instruments would provide objective

data

Decide now the feedback, based on the recorded data,
should be presented to the teacher.

CLASSROOM SITUATIONS

Situation 1

Parents of a TAG (Talented and Gifted) student have
complained to a teacher that the students in the class

are harrassing their child. Two or three years younger

than the other students, yet more capable, the child

tends to arnoy his classmates with bright remarks and

excellent grades. The teacher has net observed overt

harrassment of the student but is concerned that it may

be going on behind her back.

91
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Situation 2

An oider teacher fears his slight hearing loss may be

affecting his teaching. He carries on lectures and

lessons as usual but wonders if he is ignoring student

comments and questions because he doesn't always hear

them. Sometimes the students appear to be laughing at

him, and he cannot discern the treason.

Siivat;on 3

Lower skilled students feel the teacher is giving

brighter students preferential treatment in class. The

teacher cannot see why these students feel this way

because he feels that he treats all studen's equally and

fairly. The teacher would like to know if there is

anything in his mannerisms or behavior that indicates

discrimination.

Situation 4

A particular teacher of high school seniors is cited

continuously as "my favorite teacher" by graduating

seniors on a newspaper survey. The school administrator

would like to know what this teacher does to merit this

continued high recognition.

Situation 5

A teacher has been attempting to elicit classroom

discussion of the literature read. However, students

have been reluctant to respond when she calls on them.

and no one seems to volunteer comments. Discussions

usually end up being teacher dominated.

4. When teams ha.e completed assigned tasks a team
spokesperson reports their discussion and data gathering

decisions to the large group. Trainer facilitates

discussion.

NOTES:



ActIvIly 3

Purpose:

Procedure:

NODULE III

ANALYZING AND INTERPRETING DATA

1. To present various methods to analyze and interpret data

2. To provide practice in interpreting data

1 Trainer presents lecturette on data analysis and

interpretation.

POSSIBLE SCRIPT (adapt as needed to fit context)

Now that the data is collected, what is to be done with

it? Teacher and cbserver must Wk. Commonly called the
"feedback Lonference," this step might bring to mind a
scene of one-sided conversation in which one person, the

observer, "feeds back" everything the observation data

has revealed. Not true the task of interpreting is a

joint one between teacher and observer. If there is a

leader, that should be the role of the teacher.

Theoretically, if the data, are accurate and clear, they

could be left in the teacher's hands to interpret and to

use a'L his or her discretion. In fact, that should be

the first step. But hopefully, the information is
important and valuable enough to merit discussion. Not

only is the intelligent input of the observer useful, but

the sharing itself assures the teacher that what he or

she does in the classroom is important.

Keith Acheson and Meredith Damion Gall outline three
basic steps in dealing with observation data in their
book Techniques in the Clinical Supervision of Teachers:

(58) (T-III-2)

STEPS IN THE FEEDBACK CONFERENCE

1. Analyzing
(looking at the data to determine what it shows
without judgmental conclusions)
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2. Interorf!tinq
(attempting to figure out why or how events occurred,

looking at the effects of such events and considering

options)

3. Deciding
(what to change to improve instruction)

There are many different ways to analyze data. Keys to

analysis and interpretation can be used to make feedback

more meaningful: (T-III-3)

KEYS TO DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION

TREND - discover recurring patterns within a single class

or happening across classes.

A teacher may use a questioning format, a means of

presentation, or a response behavior that forms a

repetitive pattern and dominates the instructional

pattern. Look for patterns across classes where the

teacher teaches the same subject more than once during

the day.

Examples:

a. One teacher directs attention and calls on students

only in the back half of the room. Students in the

front seats are habitually ignored unless their

behavior calls attention.

b. A teacher either repeats or paraphrases every student

answer and follows with her own answer without

redirecting the question.

CONTENT analyze the accuracy, difficulty, relevance,

and relationship of the instruction to the district

curriculum guidelines.

THs :s where professional knowledge enters into the

feedback process. If the observer is unsure of the

relevancy of the observed instruction to the district

program or to the skii; level of the students, the

observer and teacher need to review the data for

appropriateness of content.

INTERACTION - determine the quality and vitality of the

interaction between students, and between students and

teacher.
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Learning is more likely to occur in an environment that

is non-threatening and encouraging yet stimulating. The

verbal interaction in a classroom is a gauge for

classroom climatc. Are the exchanges primarily positkie,

exhibiting respect and kindness? Is there a balance

between engaged interaction in the classroom and
non-interactive opportunities for students to develop

their own skills?

DISCREPANCY - find discrepancies between intended and

actual results.

Objectives of the lesson were made clear in the planning

conference - were they achieved? Following the classroom

observation, a review by the observer and teacher of the

Preobservation Planning Guide and a review of the

recorded data will determine whether the discrepancy

exists.

RATIO - count behaviors and set up ratios.

Ratio analysis is easily understood, easy to do, and used

by most observers. Some common ratio analyses are to

focus on individual students and set up a ratio for

students on task to those off task; the ratio of positive

comments to total comments; and the ratio of actual

positive reinforcement to opportunities of possible

positive reinforcement. The teacher ana observer need to

come to an agreement on behaviors to be recorded in the

preobservat.on conference.

OUTCOME - measure student achievement after instruction.

With objectives clearly addressed, a teacher made test or

quiz is one way to measure the effectiveness of

instruction. Taking pre-knowledge of the subject into

account and allowing for basic skill deficiencies, a

teacher can assess fairly accurately the success or

failure of the lesson. (Assessing student outcomes is

addressed in Module IV.)

NULL - identify what is lacking.

To analyze missing inwedients, an observer needs to

address several questions regarding a classroom

observation experience. Do the students or teacher or

both lack enthusiasm for the subject matter or prepared

daily lesson? Is participation of all or at least most

of the students apparent? Did the teacher demonstrate
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preparation and organization" Was there an introduction,

a connection to previous learning, a summary, an

assessment, and an appropriate closure? A feedback

conference provides the teacher and the observer the
opportunity of answering these questions and seeking
alternative approaches that will improve the quality of

the classroom instruction.

2. Trainer asks for clarification questions or comments.

3. Trainer distributes Lesson Transcript handout on teacher,

Jane Clark, and explains. (H-I11-4)

Example. This is a lesson transcript, a record of
everything that occurred in a half hour's observation of

an eighth grade English class. Read the transcript

carefully, and then in you, teams attempt to analyze and

interpret the data. Next decide what you feel this

teacher could do to improve. Select someone to record

the team's ideas and leer report to the large group.

4. Trainer asks spokespersons to repoil and writes comments

on chartpack.

5. Trainer summarizes activity.

Example: Now we have all of the objective data that Jane

Clark and the observer agreed upon for the lesson. An

effective feedback session is one in which the teacher,

Jane, has an opportunity to read and evaluate the data

before the postconference session with the supervisor or

co!league. When Jane can reveal her concerns, identify
problems, and/or select areas for growth in her classroom

instruction, the potential for growth is more likely to

occur. Accuracy, clarity, and objectivity are key
characteristics of a feedback conference.

NOTES:
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Activity 4

Purpose:

Procedure:

NODULE III

THE FEEDBACK CONFERENCE

1. To inform of feedback conference procedure

2. To provide practice and critique of the feedba:k

conference

1 Trainer presents lecturette on feedback conference.

POSSIBLE SCRIPT (adapt as needed to fit context)

Before observer and teacher enter the feedback

conference, it may be necessary for each to do a self

check on attitude. To assist the participants in
becoming more trustworthy and to encourage a collegial
relationship, the teacher and observer might enter the
conference with the following beliefs: (1-III-4)

FEEDBACK CONFERENCE BELIEFS

Observer -

o This is a teacher with rights and feelings the
same as mine.

o This teacher wants to improve and has the capacity

to do so.

o The observation data were taken objectively and

will be reviewed the same way.

o This meeting is not to determine the teacher's
eligibility for contract renewal.

Teacher

o I am a competent teacher and would like to become

an even better teacher.

o The observer is an equal who is helping me to

improve my teaching.



o By keeping an open mind and seeking objective

data, I'll gain valuable information on my

teaching.

o The observation data are mine to use to improve my

teaching.

EFFECTIVE FEEDBACK ODNFERENCES

An effective Feedback Conference will answer the following

questions: (1-111-5)

1. WHEN? The feedback conference follows the classroom

observation ;...s soon as possible. If too much time

elapses between the two events, the 'eacher often feels

that the observation event is less important than other

2. WHERE? As with the planning conference, the meeting

place must be a comfort area for both participants. Some

suggestions for the meeting place are the teacher's

classroom, the media center, or a qu.et corner in the

teachers' conference rooms or lounge. If the

supervisor's office is used, it is suggested that a round

table be used instead of the traditional setting of the

supervisor and teacher facing one another on either side

of the supervisor's desk.

3. WHAT? The observer begins by presenting the data for the

teacher to analyze. Data should be reviewed for
objectivity and assurance that the observation data and

instruments are those decided upon in the planning

conference.

4. WHY? Together the teacher and observer interpret the

lata, looking for causes, effects, and consequences.
At ention should be focused upon those aspects of the

observation that, when changed, will have the potential

for improved classroom instruction. The observer's role

is to seek the teacher's opinions and feelings about the

data and the classroom observation. The teacher's role

is to determine causes, effects, and consequences of

actions in the classroom based upon the data. Both the

teacher and observer play an important role in the

interpretation of the data in order to explore

alternatives.
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5. HOW? Based on the observation and feedback,
decisions can be made concerning possible changes in

the lesson, the objectives, classroom interactions,

etc. In the feedback conference, the teacher and
observer discuss options for improvement based on the

data, understanding that there is rarely one "best"

way. The observer may compile a list of available

resources and knowledgeable professionals, e.g.,

professional readings, audiovisual aids, available
courses, peers who teach the same or similar courses,

counselors, and media specialists.

6. NOW WHAT? At the end, the teacher and observer

summarize the observation experience and resulting

data with a plan for future activities.

At the end of the conference, feedback should be viewed

as a "sharing" rather than a "giving" experience.

2. Trainer asks for comments or questions and facilitates

discussion.

3. Trainer asks for two volunteers to role play a feedback_

conference based on the Lesson Transcript of Jane Clark s

eighth grade class.

Example: Let's go back to that English teacher Jane

Clark. What might occur in Jane's feedback conference?

We know what happened during the observation and we have

taken a transcript of the lesson. Based on the data,

we've made some interpretations and suggestions. Now we

are prepared to meet with Jane in a feedback conference.

4. Volunteers are given a brief time to prepare for role

play.

5. Role play is presented.

6. Trainer facilitates discussion as indicated, focusing on

appropriate and inappropriate behavior in the role play.

7. Trainer summarizes Feedback Conference.

Example: The Feedback Conference is the last step in the

three stages of classroom observation, but it is the

first step in goal setting. Observation data, along with

the interpretation and decision-making that follow,
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combined with other sources of data covered in detail in

Module IV. become the necessary base for productive goal

setting.

NOTES:
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Activity 5

Purpose:

Procedure:

MODULE III

SUMMARY, ASSIGNMENT, AND EVALUATION

1. To summarize main points of module

2. To give observation assignment

3. To allow participants to evaluate module

1 Trainer passes out hand-out containing summary and

assignment. (H-I11-5)

Summary:

1. The task of analyzing and interpreting observation
data belongs to both teacher and observer.

2. Obser-atior data can be interpreted by examining a
number of different aspects which are keys to

interpretation.

3. The feedback conference is a "sharing" rather than a
"giving" and requires certain steps as well as

appropriate attitudes.

Assignment:

Conduct a preconference, an observation of instruction,
and a feedback conference with a fellow educator.
Attempt to enlist a second prty to observe and record

the class as well. Following the observation, compare

results to validate your data.

2. Trainer reviews main points in the summary, explains

assignment, and responds to questions.

3. Trainer distributes evaluation forms and collects on

completion. (H-I11-6)

NOTES:

1 .i_()
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( H- I I I -1 )

MODULE III - OVERVIEW

PROVIDING FEEDBACK/THE POST-CONFERENCE

Having collected classroom data, the next step for observer and teacher

is to analyze and Interpret the results. The task is the teacher's. All

data should be received by the teacher first. Because the information

was recorded purely as descriptive rather than judgmental data, the data

usually speaks for itself. Listening, sharing and asking for suggestions

in a caring environment e valuable components of the post-conference.

This module will present methods to analyze and interpret descriptive

data and provide procedures for a mutally productive post-conference

leading to meaningful goal setting

Anticipated Outcomes

Participants will

(1) learn how to make inferences and
recommendations after reviewing

observation data

(2) learn the characteristics of

constructive feedback

(3) learn the components of a feedback

conference

(4) gain knowledge of the roles and
feelings of teachers and evaluators
in a post-conference



(H-III-1)

NODULE III AGENDA

Activity Purpose

Introduction, Agenda Sharing, o to re-acquaint

Debriefing trainers and participants

o to review agenda

o to allow participants to
share observation experience

Classroom Situation
Problem Solving

Analyzing and Interpreting

Data

The Feedback Conference

Summary, Assignment, and

Evaluation

o to present classroom
situations

o to identify behaviors
for data gathering

o to develop feedback based on
observational data

o to present various methods to
analyze and interpret data

o to provide practice in
interpreting data

o to inform of feedback
conference procedures

o to provide practice and
critique of the feedback

conference

o to summarize main
points of module

o to give observation assignment

o to allow participants to
evaluate module
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MODULE III

CLASSROOM SITUATIONS

Situation 1

(H-I11-2)

Parents of a TAG (Talented and Gifted) student have

complained to a teacher that the students in the class are

harassing their child. Two or three years younger than the

other students, yet more capable, the child tends to annoy

his classmates with bright remarks and excellent grades. The

teacher has not observed overt harassment of the student but

is concerned that it may be going on behind her back.

Situation 2

An older teacher fears his slight hearing loss may be

affecting his teaching. He carries on lectures and lessons

as usual but wonders if he is ignoring student comments and

questions because he doesn't always hear them. He feels that

sometimes students appear to be laughing at him. He asks for

help in determining the reason and is asking for assistance

in improving the situation.

Situation 3

Lower skilled students feel the teacher is giving brighter

students preferential treatment in class. The teacher cannot

see why these students feel this way because he feels that he

treats all students equally and fairly. The teacher would

like to know if there ie anything in h's mannerisms or

behavior that indicates discrimination.

Situation 4

A teacher of high school seniors IS cited continuously as "my

favorite teacher" by graduating seniors on a newspaper

survey. The school administrator would like to know whe

this teacher does to merit this continued high recognition.

Situation 5

A teacher has been attempting to elicit classroom discussion

of the literature read. However, students have been reluc-

tant to respond when she calls on them, and no one seems to

volunteer comments. Discussions usually end up being teacher

dominated.
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(H-III-3)

KEYS TO DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION

TREND - discover recurring patterns within a single class er

happening across classes.

CONTENT - analyze the accuracy, difficulty, re!evance, and

relationship of instruction to the district curriculum

guidelines.

INTERACTION determine the quaiity and vitality of the

interaction between students, and between students and

teacher.

DISCREPANCY find discrepancies between intended and actual

results.

RATIO - count behaviors and set up ratios of expected to

unacceptable responses or behaviors.

OUTCOME - measure student achievement after instruction.

NULL identify what is lacking.
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LESSON TRANSCRIPT

TIME ?..go c. a. m .

OBSERVER

SUBJECT GRADE NO.OF STUDENTS .427,

8:30 Jane begins class by calling roll. She marks each student

twice. The first is on a pink roll slip and the second in her

roll book. Students are talking; most pay no attention when

their name is called; only 5 answer to roll. Jane visually

determines those present, searching the room after each name

is called.

8:33 Jane walks to the front of the room, attaches the roll s!ip to

the clip.

She calls out to the class, "Did everyone remember your lit

book? Take it out and turn to page 97." Noise level increases
as students unzip packs or reach under desks to VA.:ate books.

Four students rise and walk to the shelf on the right side of

the room to take books. Jane says, "If yJu must borrow a book
from the shelf, Lease remember to return it at the end of

class. Too many of you walk off with them."

One boy says, "I've got six in my locker." Other students

laugh.

"OK, Roger, get the pass now and bring all six books to me.

What have you done with your own book9"

"My dog ate it," Roger responds. Class laughs again. Jane

does not smile. Roger walks to the teacher's desk, opens the
middle drawer, grabs the hall pass. and leaves the room.

Two students come in late. Jane changes roll slip at the door

and walks back to her desk to change the roll book. Several

students call out, "What page9" Student talking continues.

8:38 Jane wdlks to the blackboard, repeats "Page 97" and writes it

on the board.

"All right, may I have it quiet?" Jane speaks and waits for

noise to subside. Five or six students continue to talk.
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Jane picks up the grade book. repeats "Quiet please" and

continues "Last one to stop talking loses the points."

Talking stops in sudden unison, except one voice. "OK, Joel,

you were last - 5 points off daily grade." Joel groans and

rolls his eyes.

8:40 Room is quiet. Jane begins lesson, "Who can tell me the four

basic conflicts in literature? Remember we had them on the

board yesterday?"

Three hands go up. Jane calls on student whose hand is not

up. "Nancy, what are they?"

"Uh, let's see, um, OK. Man against Nature and..."

'Whoops, remember what we changed the word 'man' too? There

are not only men in this world, but women too. So what do we

say instead of man'?"

"Oh, yeah, Human."

"Right!"

"OK, Human against Nature (Jane writes each conflict on the

blackboard as it is given.) Human against Human, Human against

Society and, and, humm, uh, is it Death? 1 can't remember."

"That's not a bad guess - only if it were Death, Death would

always win in the end of every conflict."

"Uh, uh, not if you believe in life after death." Talk-out

from Joe.

"Well, U lt's right, Joe, but nevertheless, Death isn't one of

the basic conflicts. What .s the one we're missing?"

8:42 Roger returns carrying four lit books He pretends to be

stumbling under their weight. Class laughs.

"OK, Roger, put them on the shelf and get to your seat."

Roger slowly places books one by one on the shelf. Ten

students have resumed talking. One calls out to Roger, "Good

job, Rog."

"All right, where were we? We need one more conflict What

is it?" Two hands go up. "Susan?" Susan s hand was not up

Before Susan can answer, Nancy calls out, "Seif. Self. I

just remembered."

"Yeh, sure, you just found it in your notebook, cheater," Joe

responds.
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Jane says. "Look, things will go a whole lot better if we
don't 1) interrupt each other, 2) speak out of turn and 3)
call each other names Is that too much to expect?"

8:45 "Self is right, Nancy, but I had called on Susan. OK, we have
read a short story for each one of these conflicts except
one. Which one have we not had a story on?" Silence in
room. Roger laughs.

"OK, Roger, you tell us. The first story we read was what9"
"I don't know - oh, yeah, it was about that bird." Class
laughs.

"The Scarlet Ibis', right9 Now what was the conflict in that

story9"

"Beats me." Class laughs.

"Anybody else know9" Three hands go up. One of them is
Ellen's. "Ellen9"

"Man, I mean Human against Self."
"Correct, and how about the second story 'To Build a Fire'?"
Several students call out, "Nature'"

"Right, and how about the story about the black boy getting
robbed9 Human against9 Dorothy9" Silence. (2 seconds)
"Andy9" Silence. (3 seconds) "Arnold9"

"That was man against society because the black boy was being
discriminated against."

"Good. OK, that only leaves one."

Four students call out, "Human."

"Exactly. This story is about one person battling another in
a lifa or death struggle. Now this is kind of long so start
reading now and plan on taking the book hoffie as homework. Now
I want it quiet and that means you as well, Roger. Wh3re's

your book?"

"I put 'em all on the shelf." Class laughs.

"Roger, will you just get a book, turn to page 97, and read9
Thank you." Voice is stern. Roger, grinning widely, walks to
the book shelf and gets a book.

8:50 After some shuffling and whispering, students begin reading.
Jane stands at front of room watching. Room is quiet.

9:00 Observer leaves room.



I

(H-I11-5)

MODULE III. PROVIDING FEEDBACK/THE POST-CONFERENCE

Summary and Assignment

Summary:

1. The task of analyzing and interpreting observation

data belongs to both teacher and observer.

2. Observation data can be interpreted by examining a
number of different aspects which are keys to

interpretation.

3. The Feedback Conference is a "sharing" rather than a

"giving" and requires certain steps as well as

appropriate attitudes.

Assignment:

Conduct a preconference, al observation of instruction, and a

feedback conference with a fellow educator. Attempt to

enlist a second party to cbserve and record the class as

well Following the observation, compare results to validate

your data.
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TEACHER EVALUATION FOR GROWTH

The Feedback Conference

Module III Evaluation

1. What overall rating of effectiveness would you

give this module in meeting the outcomes

identified earlier?

1

2. How effective were the transparencies in 1

providing you with an understanding of the topic?

3. How effective were the handouts in providing you 1

with an understanding of this topic?

4. How effective was the process or design used in 1

this module in helping you to understand the topic?

5. How effective were the activities and information 1

provided in helping you plan for a teacher

evaluation program for growth?

6. How effective were the trainers in presenting the 1

information and skills in this module?

(H-I11-6)

CIS

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

1. What activities in this +raining session were lost effective in

understanding the concepts presented in this module?

5

5

5

5

5

2. What specific recommendations would you make for subsequent training

sessions of this module?

3. Do you have other comments?



e (T-III-1)

CLASSROOM SITUATION TASKS

Describe the specific behaviors to be recorded
that will provide the information requested by the
teacher.

Determine how the behaviors can be recorded
and which observation instruments would provide
objective data.

Decide how the feedback, based on the recorded
data, should be shared with the teacher.

Northwood
Ragionsl
Educational
Laboratory

1.11 i
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(T-III-2)

STEPS IN THE FEEDBACK
CONFERENCE

Analyzing

Interpreting

Deciding

A
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(T-III-3)

KEYS TO DATA ANALYSIS
AND INTERPRETATION

Trenddiscover recurring patterns within a single class or
happening across classes

Contentanalyze the accuracy, difficulty, relevance and
relationship of the instruction to the district curriculum
guidelines

Interactiondetermine the quality and vitality of the interaction
between students, and between students and teacher

Discrepancyfind discrepancies between intended and actual
results

Ratioscoun1 behaviors and set up ratios of expected to
unacceptable responses or behaviors

Outcomemeasure student achievement after instruction

Null--identify what is lacking

Reillonatebthwalst

Educational
Laboratory
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(T-111-4)

4EDBACK CONFERENCE BELIEFS

Observer:

This is a teacher with rights and feelings the same as
mine

This teacher wants to improve and has the capacity to do
so

The observation data were taken objectively and will be
reviewed the same way

This meeting is not to determine the teacher's eligibility
for contract renewal

Teacher:

I am a competent teacher and would like to become an
even better teacher

Northwest

Laboratory

The observer is an equal who is helping me to improve
my teaching

By keeping an ok.en mind mnd seeking objective data, I'll
gain valuable information on my teaching

The observation data are mine to use to improve my
teaching



( T-111-5 )

EFFECTIVE FEEDBACK
CONFERENCES

When? The feedback conference follows the classroom
observation as soon as possible.

Where? As with the planning conference, the meeting place
must be a comfortable area for both participants.

Whait? The observer begins by presenting the data for the
teacher to analyze.

Why? Together the teacher and observer interpret the data,
looking for causes, effects and consequences.

How? Based on the observation and feedback, decisions can be
made concerning possible changes in the lesson, the
nbjectives, classroom interactions, etc.

Now What? At the end, the teacher and observer summarize
the observation experience and resulting data with a plan for
future activities.

Northwest
eduReglinaloniZt
Laboratory
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NODULE IV: USING OTHER DATA SOURCES

"WHEN ONE PERSON HELPS ANOTHER TO SUCCEED,
BOTH PARTIES ARE ENHANCED BY THE SUCCESS."

JERRY J. BELLON, UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE,
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE



NODULE IV OVERVIEW

USING OTHER SOURCES OF DATA

Though classroom observation is often used in teacher evaluation,

other sources of evaluation data are not to be discounted,

particJlarly in evaluation for professional growth where legal and

contractual requirements are not restrictive. This module will

present other means of measuring instructional effectiveness:

student assessment teaching artifacts, student evaluations, and

self assessment. Through a combination of data gained by using

these methods and classroom observation, a more definitive picture

of a teacher's instructional skill comes together.

Anticipated Outcomes:

Participants will -

(1) understand why standardized tests are not
dependable teacher evaluation tools

(2) recognize the value of well-constructed
classroom assessments in teacher evaluation

(3) learn to analyze and evaluate other
artifacts of teaching

(4) learn why student evaluations of teaching

can provide teachers with valuable

information

(5) recognize self assessment as a culminating
activity leading to goal setting



NODULE IV AGENDA

Activity Purpose

Introduction, Agenda Setting, o to introduce or re-acquaint

and Debriefing trainer and participants

o to review agenda items and allow
for comments and questions

o to allow particpants to share
observation experience from Module

III

Student Assessment

Teaching Artifacts as

EvalJation Data

Student Evaluation of Teaching

Self Assessment

Summary, Assignment,
Evaluation

o to explain the inadequacies of
standardized tests as measurements
of the effectiveness of an
individual teacher

o to describe the importance of
student assessment in the
evaluation of teaching

o to emphasize the need for teacher
and supervisor training in

assessment

o to define the term teaching

artifacts
o to inform of the methodology used

to analyze and evaluate teaching

artifacts

o to dispel the misconceptions
concerning student evaluations

o to enable participants to gather
information from students about

teaching

o to establish self assessment as
the first step in goal setting

o to provide guidance in self

assessment processes

o to summarize module

o to assign group task

o to allow participants to evaluate

module
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NODULE IV: TRAINING AGENDA

Approximate time: 2 hours, 5 minutes

Activity

Introduction, Agenda
Sharing, Debriefing

o introduce self and

co-trainer

o if appropriate,
participants introduce
selves

o distribute Module IV
Overview and Agenda

o ask for questions and
concerns about agenda

o teams iorm to discuss

observation
experiences from
Module III

assignment

o team spokespersons
present observation
highlights to large

group

o comments recorded on

chartpack

o facilitate discussion

o review reacher
Centered Evaluation
model

2. Student Assessment

o teams brainstorm
1) student character-
istics schools measure,
2) methods used to
measure,

Time

30 min.

40 min.
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Materials

Handout:
Module IV Overview and
Agenda (H-IV-1)

Transparency:,
Teacher Centered
Evaluation (T-111-1)

Transparencies:
Limitations of

Standardized Tests
(T-IV-2)

Why Use Classroom
Tests? (T-IV-3)



3) purposes for which
results of measurements

are used

o teams report to large

group

o responses written on

chartpack

o discuss and summArize

o present lecture on

student assessment

o ask for clarification
questions on lecture

o facilitate discussion

3. Teaching Artifacts
as Evaluation Data

o explain artifacts as
evaluation data

o distribute handout on
artifacts and discuss

4. Student Evaluation

o introduce student

evaluation

o teams form to list

common teacher
objections to student

evaluations

o teams report to group

o summarize by
presenting Common

Objections

o facilitate discussion

5min.

30 min.

Handout:
Framework for
Analyzing Artifacts
(H-IV-2)

Transparencies:
Can Students Evaluate

Teachers9 (T-IV-4)

Common Objections
(T-IV-5)

Positive Aspects of
Student Eva'..Jation

(T-IV-6)

Implications (T-IV-7)

Student Evaluation
Tactics (T-IV-8)

Keys to Success
(T-IV-9)

Handout:
Question Categories

(H-IV-3)



o teams brainstorm
positive aspects of
student evaluation

o teams report to large

group

o present remainder of
lecture and ask for

clarification
questions

o teams generate list
of questions to be
used to evaluate
teaching

o distribute handout on

question categories

o teams report to large

group

o questions written on

chartpack under
categories

o facilitate discussion

o summarize student
evaluation of teaching

5. Self Assessment

o present lecturette
explaining cincept of

self assessment

o ask for clarification

questions

o distribute handouts

6. Summary, Assignment
and Evaluation

o distribute Summary
and Assignment sheet

10 min. Handout:
Personal Reflection

(H-(V-4)

Transparencies:
Steps in Self
Assessment (T-IV-10)

Self Assessment
Assumptions (T-IV-11)

Handouts:
Module IV Summary

and Assignment
(H-IV-5)

Evaluation Form
(H-IV-6)



o ask for clarification
questions and explain

o distribute evaluation
forms and collect on

completion

NOTE: Training supplies and equipment needed for Module IV:

o Overhead Projector
o Chartpack
o Marking Pens

o Paper and Pencils for Participants
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Activity 1

Purpose:

Procedure:

NODULE IV

INTRODUCTION

AGENDA SHARING AND DEBRIEFING

1. To introduce or re-acquaint trainer and participants

2. To review agenda and allow for comments and questions

3. To allow participants to share observation experiences

4. To review Teacher Centered Evaluation

1 If this is the first meeting, trainer introduces self and

allows time for participants to introduce themselves to

the group - name, school, position, etc.

2. Trainer distributes Module IV Overview and asks for

luestions and concerns.

3. If participants completed Module III, school teams form

to discuss observation assignment experiences. A

spokesperson is selected to report observation highlights

to the large group.

4. Teams report. Comments are written on the chartpack.

Trainer facilitates discussion.

5. Trainer places Teacher Centered Evaluation transparency

on overhead and reviews concept. (T-IV-1)

Example: In Teacher Centered Evaluation with

professional growth as the desired outcome, the teacher

receives input from many directions. As in typical

evaluation programs, the supervisor plays an important

role through open communication and classroom

observation; however, the supervisor's role is no more

important than the other sources of input as pictured in

this model.
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*
Colleagues will also provide communication about teaching
and they, too, will have collected descriptive data for

the teacher through classroom observations. This module

will elaborate on the ways students, through assessment
of their work and through their evaluation of the

teacher's methods, can be a rich source of data. It will

also touch on the inclusion of teaching artifacts such as

exams and gradebooks as evaluation data as well as the

teacher's self assessment of himself/herself in the

classroom, a necessary step before goal setting, where

resources will add to the whole to provide a well-rounded

;-..put system for the continuous evaluation of a teacher's

instructional skill.

NOTES:



Activity 2

Purpose:

Procedure:

MODULE IV

STUDENT ASSESSMENT

1. To describe the importance of student assessment to the

evaluation of teaching

2. To explain the inadequacies of standardized tests as

evaluations of teaching

3. To emphasize the need for teacner training in assessment

1. Trainer asks teams to brainstorm ideas in three

categories:

1. Student characteristics schools

measure.

2. Methods used to measure these

characteristics.

3. Purposes for which the results of such
measurements are used.

2. Teams meet, discuss, and record their ideas.

3. Teams report to large group. Trainer writes ideas on

chartpack under three categories. This will necessitate
tearing chart sheets from the tablet and securing them to

the wall or bulletin board.

4. Trainer facilitates discussion as ideas are shared and

then summarizes.

Example: It becomes quite apparent that a good part of

school time is spent in the assessment of students,

measuring a varietl ,f characteristics through numerous

methods for some undeniable good reasons. Several

conclusions can be drawn:

1. Assessment is important in schools, taking

up a good deal of time and effort



2. Of the various methods to assess students,
those most frequently used depend on
teachers' observations and judgments, and
their ability to construct tests.

3. Among the uses for assessment it is clear

that teachers can use these classroom

measures to determine how things are going

... whether their teaching is producing

learning.

(Note: Trainer may have to prompt and reword to end up

with these points. But they are the key points. The

trainer may have to facilitate discussion to draw out

these ideas.)

5. Trainer presents lecture on student assessment.

POSSIBLE SCRIPT (adapt as needed to fit context)

Educators, both teachers and administrators, would be

highly insulted, and rightfully so, if they were to be

accused of not caring if their students learned. Surely

the primary goal of schools is to encourage, facilitate,

and, in fact, bring about learning on the part of

students. If this is truly the case, why then have the

skills necessary to measure such learning been sadly

disregarded in the teacher education curriculum? Neither

teacher training programs nor teacher certification

agencies have typically required any assessment

training. Classroom teachers, as well as their
administrators, carry on their ed.,..cational Cuties daily

with little krowledge of the means to accurately measure

the learnino o their students.

Certainly they try. Teachers can spend 25 to 30 percent

of professional time involved in assessment-related

activities. These activities often are carried without

the important training necessary to insure quality and

accuracy. Supervisors, who lack expertise themselves,
hesitate to place confidence in teacher made testing

tools.

One might argue that those tests accompanying or embedded

in textbooks fill the need for quality testing. As most

educators will attest, such examinations often fall short

of expectations. Sometimes these tests are developed in

the complete absence of quality control standards.
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In response, when placed under pressure from the public,
districts turn to norm referenced standardized
achievement tests such as the Iowa Test of Basic Skills,
California Achievement Test, and the Standard Achievement

Test. True, these tests must meet certain standards, and
they do provide a basis for comparison on a national

level. However, one thing they do not do is provide
specific information on the effectiveness of the
classroom instruction of individual teachers.

Administrators who use standardized achievement tests to
evaluate teachers are failing to realize the following:

(T-IV-2)

LIMITATIONS OF STANDARDIZED TESTS
FOR PURPOSES OF TEACHER EVALUATION

o Broad, shallow content coverage
(Standardized tests graze only the surface of a
student's knowledge, touching on areas that may or

may not have been stressed in the student's

classrooms. Up to three years of content might be

tested in 35 or 40 test items.)

o Match between test and instructional content
(The overlap between test content coverage and the
priorities of any particular local curriculum can be

less than 50 percent. But what is most problematic

is that few districts have checked the extent of

overlap.)

o Match between test and instructional cognitive level

(Different test batteries test various levels of
cognitive challenge in different ways to different

degrees. Thus, there exists the danger that local
curriculum with respect to thinking skills will not
be adequately tested by the locally adopted test

battery. Again few districts have checked the extent

of this match.)

o Imprecision of score scales
(Sometimes a single wrong answer in a specific area

can plunge or raise a student's score as much as two

grade levels. Because so few questions attempt to

measure so much, each question carries more weight

than it merits, especially in the extreme high and

low ends of the grade equivalent score scale.)
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o Unreliability of change scores
(Educators tend to look closely at change scores
hoping to see improvement in s child's score from

year to year. But for reasons having to do with the
statistical properties of these data, individual
student pretest to posttest change scores cannot be
counted upon to be reliable enough to warrant such

analysis.)

o Narrow operational definition of student achievement
(Most standardized tests measure a very narrow part
of a student s total knowledge and skills,
concentrating on reading, vocabulary, grammar, math,
and other subjects that are tested only by means of
multiple choice test items. More complex achievement
related skills such as speaking and writing that do
not translate into multiple choice formats--and that
we value greatly--are not assessed )

o Influence of outside factors on student performance
(Scores on standardized achievement tests are
influenced by many factors that are beyond the direct
control of the teacher, such as educational
environment at home and the direct influence (or lack
thereof) of prior teachers.)

So do we conclude from tP,iq that student achievement

data have no role to play in teacher evaluation? We

certainly do not! Paradoxically, one of the best

measures of the effectiveness of teaching is how wel'

students are learning. The issue is, how do we

measure that learning? The answer is: day to day

classroom measures of student achievement. Here's

why: (T-IV-3)

WHY USE CLASSROOM PERFORMANCE TESTS?

o Students can demonstrate skills taught by the present

teacher.

o Situation is real life, in an actual classroom with

classroom competencies.

o Effective diagnosis is possible.

o Natural classroom events can be observed.

o Continuous feedback on student progress occurs.
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But one key point remains; teachers need more training in

developing and using effective assessments. A vast

majority of teachers received no such relevant training

during their professional preparation. Recent trends

indicate that such training may become more available and

required for teacher certification.

6. Trainer asks for clarification questions on the lecture

and facilitates discussion.

NOTES:
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Activity 3

Purpose:

Procedure:

MODULE IV

CLASSROOM ARTIFACTS AS EVALUATION DATA

1. To define and explain the term teaching artifacts

2 To inform of methodology used to analyze and evaluate

teaching artifacts

1. Trainer explains the use of teaching artifacts in the

evaluation of teaching.

Example: As part of assessment training, the analysis

and evaluation of teaching artifacts enables teachers to

better their instructional skills. The term teaching

artifacts is defined by Thomas McGreal in Successful

Teacher Evaluation as "all instructional materials

teachers use to facilitate student learning." He

includes lesson plans, unit planning materials, tests,

quizzes, study guides, worksheets, homework assignments,

and any other item used in teaching. (159)

Every teaching tool a teacher creates or selects either

enhances student learning or detracts from it. Care and

attention are necessary in order to provide the best

teaching materials to complement the subject matter and

learning styles and levels of the pupils. However,

teachers seldom are able to analyze and evaluate the

materials they use. To help in this task, McGreal has

set up criteria for the evaluation of content, design,

and presentation of teaching artifacts

2. Trainer distributes handout A Framework for Analyzing the

Artifacts of Teaching (H-IV-2).

Example: McGreal's Framework for Analyzing the Artifacts

of Teaching speaks to all kinds of teaching materials,

not only written forms but audiovisual presentations as

well.
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Though such handouts can only motivate teachers to begin

to think about the effects of teaching materials,

thorough training in the area would improve classroom

instruction greatly.

NOTES:
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Activity 4

Purpose:

Procedure:

NODULE IV

STUDENT EVALUATION OF TEACHERS

1. To dispel the misconceptions concerning student

evaluations

2. To enable participants to generate questions for students

about teaching

1. Trainer begins lecture on Student Evaluation of Teaching.

SCRIPT

Most teachers feel uncomfortable with student

evaluations. At present, student evaluation is common

only at the college and university level, but its value,

even with primary grade students, is under-estimated. A

strong rationale exists for using student evaluation at

a'l levels. As long as specific guidelines are followed
in writing the forms, making sure that the teaching,

rather than the teacher is evaluated, great benefits for

the teacher and the student can result. To provide a

clear look at student evaluation, we will look at (1)

Teachers' Concerns, (2) Rationale, (3) Models for Use and

(4) Implications. (T-IV-4)

2. Trainer has group brainstorm and record reasons why
teachers are distrustful of student evaluations of their

teaching.

After about 5 to 10 minutes, trainer asks teams to
compare their list with the transparency list of Common

Objections. Trainer continues lecture as follows:

Teachers are distrustful of student evaluations for a

number of reasons. (T-IV-5)

COMMON OBJECTIONS

o Students Immature
(Immaturity. even among very young students, does not

appear to affect their assessmemt of what goes on in



their classes. At their own level, students can

describe honestly and accurately.)

o Students Untrained
(Though students do not have vast knowledge of either

teaching technique or subject matter, they are able

to appraise classroom climate and environment fairly

accurately.)

o Students Inexperienced
(Being full-time students, they may be more
experienced than most adults out of the education

field, and certainly their first-hand experience in

that classroom is more than a one or two time adult

observer. Furthermore, their experience is fresh,

and they commonly compare experiences with that of

their peers who are also full-time students.)

o Popularity Contest
(Popularity contests are won on good looks, smiling

faces, handshakes, hugs, and favors, none of which

seem to carry much weight when students evaluate

teachers.)

o Delayed Judgments Better

(Sometimes it is felt students will be better judges

of their past teachers later in life when they have

more wisdom and perspective. Studies comparing

teacher evaluations from adults looking back on past

teachers and those from students presently enrolled

in those same teachers' classes are surprisingly the

same.)

o Students Volatile
(Yes, at football games and rock concerts; however,

in evaluating teaching, they appear to maintain

classroom composure, and their evaluations seldom

show excessive negative or positive emotion.)

3. Trainer asks teams to again brainstorm, this time

recording the positive aspects of student evaluations.

After five to ten minutes, trainer continues the lecture

using the transparency on Positive Eftects of Student

Evaluation of Teaching. Ask teams to compare their lists

and ask for possib'e additions.

(Lecture continues)

1 ut)
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Not only are most of the concerns about student

evaluations unwarrented, but the practice has a

considerable list of merits. (T-1V-6)

POSITIVE ASPECTS OF STUDENT EVALUATION OF TEACHING

o Students participate in all instruction

(Their observation is more than the two or three

half-hour sessions a supervisor may be able to

afford. They're always there.)

o Teaching and learning a reciprocal process

(It takes two cooperatives to make a learning

situation complete.)

o Students partners in classroom interaction

(Students have a vesteH interest in what goes on in

the classroom. All of them want to feel comfortable

and most of them want to learn something. In this

process they become a partner because much depends on

them.)

o Student evaluators can feel more involved

(Students feel flattered that someone cares what they

think and feel they have some power to bring about

change.)

o Teachers listen to students
(Teachers are trained to listen and respond to

students. When a teacher's self-evaluaiion is

contradicted by student evaluations, teachers are

often motivated to change.)

o Student evaluation promote trust

(Students are aware the teacher is laying himself

open to criticism. This promotes a trusting

relationship.)

o Feedback can be obtained regularly at low cost

(Students are available every day of the school year

and willing to share their expert opinions without

pay.)

Beyond these positive aspects are implications that

affect the entire school climate positively. (T-IV-7)
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IMPLICATIONS

Involving students in the assessment of teacher

periormance:

1. Establishes a greater dialogue between students

and teachers

2. Requires that students and teachers both take a
clo!!r look at what goes on in the learning

process

3. Increases the trust level between students and

teachers

4. Provides immediate feedback and gives teachers
information about their instruction without the

threat of formal evaluation

5. Provides teachers with a strong and viable
opportunity to move toward greater instruction

excellence

Student evaluations need not always be a rating form.

Other tactics can yield valuable information from

students. (T-IV-8)

STUCENT EVALUATION TACTICS

o Open discussion of a particular unit or activity

o Ircerview with individuaio or small groups

o Paper and pencil questionnaire

o Inferential evaluation via focused student writings

The primary key to using student evaluation is to be sure

all participants - the students, the teacher, the
administrator - understand that the object of evaluation

is teaching, not teacher. McGreal says, "Students are

much more reliable in describing life in the classroom

than they are in making evaluative judgments of the

teacher."

1111

Other keys to success are the following: (T-IV-9)
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KEYS TO SUCCESS

o Ask the right questions
(Questions refer to teaching practices not personal

qualities of the teacher. Teachers should make-up

the evaluation forms or at least be involved in their

development.)

o Make it voluntary
(For both student and teacher.)

o Eliminate all risk to the student
(No names or other information that could give

identity away. Often questionnaires are administered

and collected by a third party.)

o Suggest action, possible change
(Unless improvement can result, why spend time and

eftort?)

2. Trainer asks for clarification questions or comments on

the lecture and facilitates discussion.

3. Trainer asks teams to generate a list of questions to be

used in the evaluation of teaching. Ouestions may fall

into such categories as course content, instructional

processes, learning environment and other aspects of

teaching. Handout on questions is distributed. (H-lV-3)

4. After approximately 10 minutes, teams report their

questions to the large group. Trainer writes them under

categories listed on chartpack paper and displayed on the

wall. Trainer facilitates discussion as questions are

shared.

5. Trainer summarizes.

Example: Although student evaluations can make teachers

uncomfortable, their value is under-estimated.
Consistent ratings of a teacher comparing one year's

evaluations to the next year's and from adult alumni

the class to current students have shown the honesty and

accuracy students display. However, resevch is

inconclusive as to whether student evaluation can improve

teaching. Much, of course, depends upon the attitude and

teaching goals of the teacher.

NOTES:
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Activity 5

Purpose:

Procedure:

MODULE IV

SELF EVALUAVON

1. To provide guidance in self evaluation

2. To establish self evaluation as the first step in goal

setting.

POSSIBLE SCRIPT (adapt as needed to fit context)

1. Trainer presents lecturette on Self Assessment.

Gerald Douglas Bailey defines self assessment as the

"process of collecting, analyzing and drawing

conclusions about the teaching act." From this

definition, most teachers will realize that the practice

is practically a given in the teaching profession. Such

behavior is probably a daily occurrence for most

teachers, and yet it is doubtful that most would see it

as self assessment. In order for the activity to become

useful in the goal setting process, teachers must delve a
little deeper than normal procedure and perceive the act

as more than a cursory review of a lesson or unit.

Bailey advises teachers to concentrate on present

behavior. He questions "any self help activity which

depends heavily on memory." The handout called Personal
Reflection (H-IV-4), developed by Vito Perione. aoes

accent the present by requiring a close examination of

the highs and lows of the teaching day just completed.

Video tapes of classroom instluction can be useful in

self assessment. They become more valuable if the

teacher views the tapes with a teaching peer or
supervisor to point out aspects a teacher may fail to

see.

As a process leading directly to relevant productive

goals, a set of steps may be followed. (T-IV-10)
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STEPS IN THE SELF ASSESSMENT PROCESS

o Identify relevant performance criteria
(What behaviors illustrate good teaching?)

o Analyze self perceived skills
(What are your strengths?)

o Acquire additional objective informat;on from
students, peers, videotape critiques
(Observation by peers and/or supervisor and student
assessments are also useful data.)

o Compare outcomes from self and others
(Closely examine all data.)

o Establish priorities by asking questions:

1. What are the priorities in this
instructional setting?

2. How do my priorities relate to
organizational goals?

3. What will give me the greatest amount
of return for time invested?

4. How will these priorities improve
learning cpportunities for students?

o Prepare to write goals

From the beginning to the end of self assessment, keep
the following key assumptions in mind: (T-IV-11)

SELF ASSESSMENT ASSUMPTIONS

o Necessary but not sufficient activity
(By itself, self assessment is never enough to
provide a thorough review of instructional practices.)

o Key to change process; motivation from within

(It is important that the teacher is aware that
change is possible and beneficial. In self

assessment, more so than any other data gathering
activity, motivation is likely to be a by-product.)
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o Places teacher in a pro-active role

(The teacher acts on self knowledge and self

motivation, not administrative prompting.)

o Subjective process; supplement with other data

(Because the process is a sub;ective one, other data

from objective sources must be gathered.)

o Need skill and knowledge of teaching process

(Without a sound background in what constitutes good

teaching, the teacher will be unable to identify

strengths and weaknesses in his/her teaching; this,

of course, must be a prerequisite to professional

growth.)

o Contributes to sense of self efficacy

(The practice puts teachers in zontrol, empowers them

to seek Lllf improvement in a safe, nonjudgmental

climate.)

o Basis for professional set' development

(Self assessment is not on., an essential part of

professional development, but its cornerstone.

Professional development cannot occur without

periodic self assessment.)

o Easier to recommend than to do

(Looking at one's teaching skill in depth is more

than mere appraisal, and self evaluation is never

entirely easy or pleasant.)

NOTES:
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Purpose:

Procedure:

MODULE IV

Activity 6

SUMMARY, ASSIGNMENT, AND EVALUATION

1. To summarize module

2. To assign group task

3. To allow participants to evaluate module _

1 Trainer distributes Module IV Summary and Assignment

(H-IV-5), reviews material, and asks for clarification

questions.

Summary:

1. Standardized tests scores have no role to play in

teacher evaluation.

2. Teacher made assessment tools are the most valid

instruments to measure student learning when the
teacher has been trained in assessment practices and

when the results are used to promote professional

development.

3. Assessment training in teacher education and

inservice is essential.

4. Teaching artifacts may be used as data in teacher

evaluation.

5. Student evaluation of teaching is a useful source of

data at all levels of instruction.

6. Self assessment of teaching is another source of data

and the first step in meaningful goal setting.

Assignment:

If you are a teacher, design a student evaluation form to

cover a unit of instruction recently given in your

classroom. Keep in mind that questions should cover
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methodology and technique rather than personal

characteristics, in other words teaching, not the

teacher. Examine the data and with a teaching peer,

interpret the data.

Second, complete the activities on the Personal
Reflection handout as a first step in self assessment

(H-IV-4).

If you are a supervisor, do the same assignment modifying
it to question teachers in your school about your

performance as an administrator.

2. Trainer distributes Evaluation Form (H-IV-6) and collects

on completion.

NOTES:



(H-IV-1)

MODULE IV OVERVIEW

USING OTHER SOURCES OF DATA

Though classroom observation is often used in teacher evaluation,

other sources of evaluation data are not to be discounted,

particularly in evaluation for professional growth where legal and

contractual requirements are not restrictive. This module will

present other means of measuring instructional effectiveness

student assessment, teaching artifacts, student evaluations and

self assessment. Through a combinaion of data gained by using

these methods and classroom observation, a more definitive picture

lf a teacher's instructional skill comes together.

Anticipated Outcomes:

Participants will

(1) understand why standardized tests are not

dependable teacher evaluation tools

(2) recognize the value of well-constructed
classroom assessments in teacher evaluation

(3) learn to analyze and evaluate other
artifacts of teaching

(4) learn why student evaluations of teaching

can provide teachers with valuable

information

(5) recognize self assessment as a culminating

activity leading to goal setting

1
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MODULE IV AGENDA

Activity Purpose

Introduction, Agenda Setting, o to introduce or re-acquaint

and Debriefing trainer and participants

o to review agenda items and allow
for comments and questions

o to allow particpants to share
observation experience from Module

Student Assessment

Teaching Artifacts as
Evaluation Data

Student Evaluation of Teaching

Self Assessment

Summary, Assignment,
Evaluation

o to explain the inadequacies of
standardized tests as measurements
of the effectiveness of an
individual teacher

o to describe the importance of
student assessment in the
evaluation of teaching

o to emphasize the need for teacher
and supervisor training in
assessment

o to define the term teaching

atifacts
o to inform of the methodology used

to analyze and evaluate teaching
artifacts

o to dispel the misconceptions
concerning student evaluations

o to enable participants to gather
information from students about

teaching

o to establish self assessment as
the first step in goal setting

o to provide guidance in self
assessment processes

o to summarize module
o to assign group task
o to allow participants to evaluate

module
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(H-lV-2)

A FRAMEWORK FOR ANALYZI1G

THE ARTIFACTS OF TE.,CHING

Content

Quality of artifacts can be considered from the point of view ot content

or essential meaning. Some considerations related to quality of content

are:

1. Validity. Is the artifact materially accurate and

authoritative?

2. Appropriateness. Is the content appropriate to the level

of the imended learner?

3. Relevance. Is the content r:-!.levant to the purpose of the

lesson?

4. Motivation. Does the artifact stimulate Interest to learn

more about the subject? Does it encourage ideas for using

the material?

5. Application. Does the artifact serve as a model for

applying learning outside the instructional situation?

6. Clarity. Is the content free of words, expressions, and

graphics that would limit its understandability?

7. Conciseness. Is the artifact free of superfluous

material? Does it stick to the point?

Design

Design of artifacts should proceed from an analysis of the content of the

lesson or instructional unit. High quality artifaots conform to

instructional objectives. The quality of an artifact is the product of

its design characteristics, its relevance to instructional objectives,

and its application to content.

1. Medium Selection. Is the most appropriate medium used for

meeting each objective and presenting each item of content

(e. g. films, textbook, teacher-prepared handout)?

2. Meaningfulness. Does the artifact clearly support learning

objectives? If so, is this apparent to the learner?
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3. Appropriatenebs. Is the design appropriate to the needs

and skill levels of the intended learner? Are time

constraints considered in the artifact's design?

4. Sequencing. Is the artifact sequenced logically? Is it

employed at the appropriate point in the presentation?

5. Instructional Strategies. Is the artifact format

appropriate to the teaching approach? Does its

construction incorporate sound learning principles?

6. Engagement. Does the artifact actively engage the

learner? Does it reinforce the content with appropriate

practice and feedback questions?

7. Evaluation. Is there a plan for evaluating the
effectiveness of the artifact when used by the intended

learner? Can the success rate for the artifact be easily

determined?

Presentation

Presentation considerations include physical and aesthetic aspects of an

artifact as well as direc..ons for its use.

1. Effective Use of Time. Is the artifact suitable for the

time allotted? Is learner time wasted by wordiness or

extraneous information unrelated to learning objectives?

2. Pace. Is the pace appropriate to the level jf the

learners, neither too fast nor too slow? Does the pace

vary inversely with difficulty of content?

3. Aids to Understanding. Are directions clearly explained?

Are unfamiliar terms defined? Are Important concepts

emphasized?

4. Visual Quality. Do the visuals show all educationally

significant details? Is composition ulcluttered? Does the

composition help the learner recognize important content?

Are essential details identified through appropriate use of

highlighting, color, tone, contrasts, position, motion, or

other devices? Is the type size legible from the

anticipated maximum viewing distance?

5. Audio Quality. Can the audio component be clearly heard?

1 h,
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6. Physical Quality. Is the artifact durable, attractive, and

simple? Are size and shape convenient for hands-on use and

storage?

From Thomas L. McGreal, Succcessful Teacher

Evaluation. Alexandria, VA: ASCD, 1983.
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ASK STUDENTS QUESTIONS PERTAINING TO:

1. Course Content

o Clarity of objectives or expectations

o Difficulty of material

o Organization of content

o Perceived relevance or usefulness

o

o

o

o

2. Instructional Processes

o Pace

o Clarity
o Amount of work required

o Fairness of assessments

o

o

o

o

3. Learning Environment

o Clarity of behavioral standards

o Quality of interactions

o Motivation to study

o Feelings of control over rewards

o

o

o

o

Other Relevant Topics

o Teacher Characteristics
o

o

o

o
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(H-IV-4)

PERSONAL n2FLECTION

Activity 1:

Think about the teaching day just completed.

Take ten minutes to jot down everything you recall about that teachinG

day.

Now consider the following questions:

What did you do alone?

What did you do with a few children, with large groups of

children, with other teachers?

Where did you stand/sit most of the time?

What did you do a little of that you would like to do more of?

What prevented pu from doing that?

What did you do a lot of that you would like to have done

less of?

Which of the things you noted reflect a n'^ior goal in

your teaching?

Activity 2:

Using a scale of 1-10 (worst possible 1 to best possible = 10), what

was the morning like? What was the afternoon like?

What contributed to the way you evaluated the day? List the factors and

rank them according to importance.

At the end of the work, analyze the factors listed. What ones occurred

repeatedly? What changes (select two or three manageable ones) could you

make to bring you. day closer to a 10 on the scale?

Activity 3.

During the last month, what experience or instructional task caused you

particular difficulty? What skills did you lack to conduct that

activity' What knowledge or skills would have helped?

From Vito Perrone, "Supporting Teacher

Growth." Childhood Education, April/May

1978
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s (H-IV-5)

MODULE IV SUMMARY AND ASSIGNMENT

Summary:

1. Standardized tests scores have no role to play in teacher evaluation.

2. Teacher made assessment tools are the most valid instruments to

measure student learning when the teacher has been trained in

ascessment practices and when the results are used to promote

professional development.

3. Assessment training in teache.' education and inservice is essential.

4. Teaching artifacts may be used as data in teacher evaluation.

5 Student evaluation of teaching is a useful source of data at all

levels of instruction.

6. Self assessment of teaching is another source of data and the first

step in meaningful goal setting.

Assignment:

If you are a teacher, design a student evaluation form to cover a unit of

instruction recently given in your classroom. Keep in mind that

questions should cover methodology and technique rather than personal

characteristics, in other words teaching, not the teacher. Examine the

data and with a teaching peer interprei the data.

Secondly, complete the activities on the Personal Reflection handout as a

first step in self-assessment. If you are a supervisor, do the same

assignment, modifying it to question teachers in your school about your

performance as an administrator.
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TEACHER EVALUATION FOR GROWTH

Using Other Data Sources

Module IV Evaluation

1. What overall rating of effectiveness would you

give this module in meeting the outcomes

identified earlier?

2. How effective were the transp_rencies in

providing you with an understanding of the topic?

3. How effective were the handouts in providing you

with an understanding of this topic?

4. How effective was the process or design used in

this module in helping you to understand the topic?

5. How effective were the activities and information

provided in helping you plan for a teacher

evaluation program for growth?

6. How effective were the trainers in presenting the

information and skills in this module?

(H-IV-6)

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1. What activities ir this training session were most effective in

understanding the concepts presented in this module?

5

4 5

4 5

4 5

4 5

4 5

2. What specific recommendations would you make for subsequent training

sessions of this module?

3. Do you have other coments?



0 (T- IV-1)

(ACHER-CENTERED EVALUATION

./r
Supervisor Self-Assessment

Growth

1Resources

TEACHER'S
INDIVIDUAL

KsIEEDS

Colleagues Students
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( T- lv-2 )

rLimitations of Standardized Tests
for Purposes of

Teacher Evaluation

Broad, shallow content coverage

Match between test and instructional content

Match between test and instructional cognitive
level

Imprecision of score scales

Unreliability of change scores

Narrow operational definition of student
achievement

Influence of outside factors on student
performance

RitionsiPkwthwset idli\
Educational
Laboratory
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0
rWHY USE CLASSROOM
PERFORMANCE TESTS?

(T-IV-3)

Students can demonstrate skills taught by the
present teacher

Situation is real-life, in an actual classroom
with classroom competencies

Effective diagnosis is possible

Natural classroom events can be observed

Continuous feedback on student progress
occurs
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(T-IV-4 )

CAN STUDENTS EVALUATE
TEACHERS?

Teachers' Concerns

Rationale

Models for Use

Implications
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rCOMMON OBJECTIONS

(T-IV-5)

Students Immature

Students Untrained

Students Inexperienced

Popularity Contest

Delayed Judgments Better

Students Volatile
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(T- Iv-6 )

POSITIVE ASPECTS OF STUDENT
EVALUATION OF TEACHING

Students participate in all instruction

Teaching and learning a reciprocal process

Students partners in classroom interaction

Student evaluators can feel more involved

Teachers listen to students

Student evaluation can promote trust

Feedback can be obtained regularly at low
cost
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( T- IV-7 )

IMPLICATIONS

Inv Ivin . nts in he s
performance

1. Establishes a greater dialogue between students and
teachers

e ment ea her

2. Requires that students and teachers both take a closer
look at what goes on in the learning process

3. Increases the trust level between students and teachers

4. Provides immediate feedback and gives teachers
information about their instruction without the threat of
formal evaluation

5. Provides teachers with a strong and viable opportunity to
move toward greater instruction excellence

A
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0 (T- Iv-8)

STUDENT EVALUATION
TACTICS

Open discussion of a particular unit or activity

Interview with individuals or small groups

Paper and pencil questionnaire

Inferential evaluation via focused student
writings
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r (T-IV-9)

KEYS TO SUCCESS

Ask the right questions

Make it voluntary

Eliminate all risk to the student

Suggest action, possible change

RillonliNINeiviest &
Educational
Laboratory
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rSTEPS IN THE
SELF ASSESSMENT PROGRAM

Northwest

Educations
Laboratory

Identify relevant performance criteria

Analyze self-perceived skills

( T- III-10 )

Acquire additional objective information from
students, peers, videotape critiques

Compare outcomes from self and others

Establish priorities by asking questions

Prepare to write goals
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0 isTIV-11)

SELF ASSESSMENT ASSUMPTIONS

Northwest

Laboratory

Necessary but not sufficient activity

Key to change process; motivation from within

Places teacher in a pro-active role

Subjective process; supplement with other data

Need skill and knowledge of teaching process

Contributes to sense of self-efficacy

Basis for professional self-development

Easier to recommend than to do
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MODULE V: GOAL SETTING AND NEXT STEPS

o

"TEACHERS COME TO US WITH A PROVISIONAL
CERTIFICATE, AND THUS ARE REQUIRED TO GROW.
'.: CAN AND MUST HELP THEM IN THAT GROWTH

THROUGH PERFORMANCE EVALUATION."

WILLIAM J. GEFHART, PRIVATE ED. CONSULTANT
ROBERT B. ENGLE, UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN

0
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NODULE V OVERVIEW

GOAL SETTING AND NEXT STEPS

Integral to effective evaluation is the goal setting process. Goal

setting occurs only when reliable data have been collected,

analyzed, and interpreted. Only then can meaningful, achievable

goals be set. This module gives participants criteria for
productive goals and present ideas for motivating and providing

resources for teachers. It also helps participants to begin the
process of implementing a growth oriented evaluation program in

their own school. Participants are encouraged to break with
tradition and begin to think creatively about their particular

school or district and its needs.

Anticipated Outcomes.

Participants will -

(1) learn the purpose of goal setting

(2) investigate motivation theory and its

application to teachers

(3) learn the steps in setting personal, meaningful

goals

(4) explore methods of implementing a growth
oriented teacher evaluation program
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NODULE V AGENDA

Activity Purpose

Introduction, Agenda Sharing, o to introduce or

and Debriefing re-acquaint trainer and

participants

o to review agenda

o to allow participants
to share observation experience

Teacher Motivation

Writing Meaningful Goals

Implementing Growth Oriented
Teacher Evaluation

Summary and Evaluation

o to describe ihe dilemma of the
mid-career teacher

o to review worker motivation
theories

o to identify the conditions that
promote professional development

o to present the steps in goal

setting

o to give criteria foi productive
goais and provide examples

o to brainstorm ideas for

implementation

o to identify barriers and consider
means of removal

o to summarize main points

o to summarize training as a whole

o to allow participants to evaluate

module
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MODULE V: TRAINING AGENDA
Approximate time: 2 hours

Activity

1. Introduction, Agenda
Sharing, and Debriefing

o introduce self and

co-trainer

o participants introduce
selves if appropriate

o distribute Module V
Ov,rview and Agenda

o review agenda

o ask for questions

o teams form to discuss
Module IV assignment
on Personal Reflection

o team spokespersons
selected

o spokespersons report
task highlights to
large group

o comments recorded on
chartpack

2. Teacher Motivation

o present lecturette
on dilemma of mid-
career teachers

o participant teams are
given profile on
Mr. Smith

o ask teams to list
ways to motivate
Mr. Smith

o teams report

Time

30 min.

30 min.

Materials

Handout:
Module V Overview and

Agenda (H-V-1)

Handout:
Mr. Smith - A Teacher

Profile (H-V-2)

Transparencies:
Teacher's Dilemma

(T-V-1)
Extrinsic and Intrinsic

Motivation (T-V-2)
Strategies for Teacher
Motivation (T-V-3)



o write comments on

chartpack

o present lecturette on
motivation theory

o ask for clarification
questions

3. Writing Meaningful Goals 25 min.

o present lecturette
on setting goals

o distribute Goal

Categories

o teams consider
teacher activities to
prepare for goal

setting

o teams report to
large group

o ideas recorded on

chartpack

o present steps in
personal goal setting

o complete goal setting

activity

o discuss personal goal

setting

o summarize goal setting

4. Implementing Growth 25 min.

Evaluation

o distribute Goal
Planning worksheet

o teams complete
worksheet

At),)

Handouts:
Goal Catriories (H-V-3)
Specific ,qoject and
Product Oriented
Activities (H-V-4)

Goal Setting Steps
(H-V-5)

Transparencies:
Goal Criteria (T-V-4)
Steps in Goal Setting

(T-V-5,

Handout:
Goal Pianning
Worksheet (H-V-6)

Transparency:
Team Goal Plannl^g

(T-V-6)



o teams report to
large group

o facilitate discussion

5. Summary and 10 min.

Evaluation

o distribute Summary

o ask for comments and

questions

o summarize training

o distribute Evaluation
Forms and collect

on completion

Handouts:
Summary (H-V-7)
Evaluation Form (H-V-8)

NOTE: Training supplies and equipment needed for Module V:

o Overhead Projector
o Chartpack
o Marking Pens

o Paper and Pencils for Participants
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Activity 1

Purpose:

Procedure:

NODULE V

INTRODUCTION

AGENDA SHARING AND DEBRIEFINIL

1. To introduce or re-acquaint trainers and participants

2. To review agenda items and allow for comments and

questions

3. To allow participants to share personal evaluation

experiences

1. If this is the first meeting, trainer introduces self and

co-trainer and asks participants to introduce selves.

2. Trainer distributes Module V Overview and Agenda (H-V-1)

and reviews agenda. Agenda may be printed on chartpack.

Trainer asks for clarification questions.

3. Teams meet to discuss data collection experiences from

Module IV activity assignments.

4. Team spokespersons report highlights to large group.
Trainer records on chartpack and facil.tates discussion

as appropriate.

NOTES:
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Activity 2

Purpose:

Procedure:

MODULE V

TEACHER MOTIVATION

1. To describe the dilemma of the mid-career teacher

2. To review worker motivation theories

3. To identify the conditions that promote professional

development

1. Trainer presents lecturette on dilemma of mid-career
teachers using The Teacher's Dilemma.

POSSIBLE SCRIPT (adapt as needed to fit context)

Most teachers are deemed to be competent professionals.
Their annual evaluations state in writing that the
teacher meets the standards of performance required by
school district policies and procedures. There is an

annual activity where teachers perform the evaluation

ritual of a district In research, terchers typically
reported that little growth resulted fr-lm the evaluation

experience and, in many instances, the evaluation became

a pro forma activity. However, these same teachers

report that they are seeking ways to improve their

teaching. Some talk about improving their questioning
patterns, student interactions, teaching strategies. or
improving relationships with other staff members. They

cite a myriad of activities that fall u, 'er the

professional umbrella of being an educator. If even the

outstanding teachers are capable of growth, the question
arises as to why so few teach,Irs experience professional

growth and development. Perhaps "The Teacher's Dilemma"

can provide us with some answers.

(Trainer places (1-V-1) on overhead.)

1 ki
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THE TEACHER'S DILEMMA

o Lack of Recognition

o Stagnancy
o Monotony
o Lack of Direction

o Lack of Opportunity to Grow

o Time Constraints

o Lack of Administrative Support

from Paul V. Bledeson, 1983 "Organizational
Incentives and Secondary Sc000l Teaching".
Journal of Research and Development in Education,

Summer, 1983.

Many teachers, even the best and most devoted, often find

themselves staring at a blank wall afte- ten or twelve

years of teaching. There are no new pictures to see, no
windows through which to view the rest of the world, and
most difficult of all, there seems to be lo staircase to
climb for promotion or recognition. Even teachers who
haven't been in the profession for a long time may fall
into the throes of apathy unless they know that there is

support from colleagues and supervisors and resources
allocated for their professional growth and development.

It's not that they have given up on teaching; they can't
imagine doing anything else for a living. It's more that

they feel teaching has given up on them, offering no new
challenges, few rewards or recognition, and little

direction.

Certainly this is not true for all teachers. Some

individuals are able to reach out and grasp the support

they need through community groups, professional
associations, and personal endeavors. Unfortunately,

this reaching out sometimes leads them away from teaching.

2. Trainer distributes Mr. Smith - A Teacher Profile (H-V-2)

and directs participants to read the handout and in teams
generate some ideas for revitalizing Mr. Smith.

Examp!e: Meet Mr. Smith, a math teacher at Yawning High

School. He does not seek professional growth. Mr. Smith

is seeking survival. Not that far from retirement, there

are days when he wonders if that day will ever come.

Read this story and brainstorm ideas to motivate this
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teacher. How would a good administrator provide support

and help for Mr. Smith9

4. Teams discuss and one member records ideas to report to

the large group.

5. Teams report; trainer writes ideas on chartpack and

facilitates discussion.

6. Trainer presents lecturette on motivational theories.

POSSIBLE SCRIPT (adapt as needed to fit context)

Theories of motivation have been around for some time,
surely since the first employer sought to get more and

better vork from an employee. Motivating factors fall

into twu categories: Extrinsic, applied by an outside

force, and Intrinsic, coming from within.

(Trainer displays T-V-2)

EXTRINSIC AND INTRINSIC MOTIVATION

Extrinsic

Money
Fringe Benefits
Praise
Recognition
Promotion
Criticism
Responsibility
Social Acceptance
Social Rejection

Intrinsic

Helping Others
Skill
Knowledge
Autonomy
Self-Respect
Achievement
Use and Development of Talent
Goal Setting

School systems must investigate every way possible to

bring about the motivaticn of the teaching staff which,

for the most part, means providing ways for teachers to

grow professionally by improving their effectiveness in

the classroom. Most, if not all, of the motivators on

the intrinsic side of the chart involve development of

skill to the leNel where one can 4eel competent,

valuable, and capable of growth.

What can move a teacher, like Mr. Smith, off the survival

track and on to one of professir .al growth" The answer,
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of course, is not a simple one. As a great national

teacher shortage looms ahead, researchers havP come up

with a number of suggestions, some requiring no budgetary

increases (T-V-3).

STRATEGIES FOR TEACHER MOTIVATION

o Increasing administrators' respect and support

for teachers

o Reducing class sizes

o Providing additional support services in the

classrcom, such as teacher aides

o Reducing classroom disruptions

o Limiting severely the amount of paperwork required

o Redesigning the workplaua physically to encourage
interaction among teachers and reduce isolation

o Fostering team teaching and other cooperative efforts

in order to reduce isolation and increase
intellectual challenges

o Formally providing new teachers with special support

and guidance from experienced teachers

o Involving teachers in the development of school goals

and performance expectations

o Encouraging interchange between teachers and other

community professionals

o Honoring outstanding teachers

Adapted from Improving the Attractiveness of the K-12

Teaching Profession in California. California Round

Table on Educational Opportunity, March, 1983.

And so an answer, at least the beginning of an answer,

becomes apparent. How can school systems motivate

teachers'? Two important ideas emerge: (1) Attention in

the form of honest concern, ro7spect and support: and (2)

open communication with supervisors and other teachers,

especially concerning teaching - both major ingredients
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in a teacher-centered evaluation program. Given such an

environment, teachers will be motivated to set goals that

will bring about professional growth and personal

satisfaction.

NOTES:



Activity 3

Purpose:

Procedure:

MODULE V

WRITING MEANINGFUL GOALS

1. To give criteria for productive goals

2. To present the steps in goal setting

3. To provide practice in writing personal and team

professional development goals

1. Trainer presents lecturette on goal setting.

POSSIBLE SCRIPT (adapt as needed to fit context)

Goal setting, contrary to popular practice in most
educational settings, falls last in our schedule of

events. Educational goals are really not much different

from those set in athletic events where the goal is "an

area or object toward which play is directed in order to

score." To translate, into teaching language, the "area

or object" becomes "instructional objective," "play"

becomes "work or methodology," and "to score" becomes "to

teach successfully." And, again, even in athletics, the

game is played after the coach has held numerous

practices, observed the players closely, and planned

strategies. The results are the same when the goal is

achieved - satisfaction, self-esteem, and motivation to

continue.

Goals are developed only aftcf much data gathering,

thought, and even soul searching. This awareness stage,

happening long before the actual goal setting, is longer

and more taxing than writing the goals themselves. A

serious, close look at one's self is not an easy task.

One will need to look at faults as well as strengths and

determine ways to develop the positives and remove the

negatives. It cannot be done alone. Feedback from

supportive observers is essential. This need not be

school personnel alone, but might include friends and

family. Activities could range from interviewing
students, to keeping a daily journal, or to spending a

week at the beach in quiet contemplation.
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2 Trainer asks teams to consider the pre-goal setting

stage. What might a teacher be doing over a period of

time to prepare to set goals for professional development9

Example: Awareness of self and situation is extremely

important to understand before setting goals. Assume

teachers had nine months to prepare to set their goals.
What a.,:tivities can you suggest to enable teachers to see
themselves clearly and understand their position in the

school environment fully9

3. Teams brainstorm ideas to share with the group.

4. Spokespersons report to large group. Comments are

recorded on chartpack.

5. Trainer presents goal criteria.

Example: When the homework is done, che goals are drawn

up by teacher and supervisor. Productive goals meet the

following criteria: (T-V-4)

GOAL CRITERIA

1. Specif c clear, simple, easy to understand,

stated in exact terms.

2. Challenging, yet Reachable - often teachers set
goals they've already met, defeating t'le entire

purpose.

3. Deadline - every goal needs a date set for
completion; perhaps it will need to be changed

later, but a definite date adds challenge.

4. Supervisorypresence - in the form of pcsitive
support and feedback along the way; threats and

intimidation stifle growth.

5. Perceived as Fair and Reasonable - true for both

teacher and supervisor: if goals are perceived

as exploitive on either side, they will be

rejected.

6. Resources Provided - in many possible forms
money, eguioment, time, help, freedom, etc.
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Goals will fail when (1) workers (teachers) feel they are

unable to reach the goal because they need more
confidence and expertise or (2) they see no personal

benefit, either intrinsic or extrinsic.

*Adapted from "Goal Setting - A Motivational Technique
That Works," Organizational Dynamics by Gary P. Latham

and Edwin A. Locke.

Thomas L. McGreal sees educational goals falling into

three categories: Program Goals, Learner Goals, and

Teaching Goals. Teaching Goals, because they refer
directly to the activities of the teacher, are most
useful, but goals can develop into dynamic, original
projects such as those listed by Allen and Peinert in the
article "Evaluate Teaching, Not Teachers."

(Trainer distributes Goal Categories (H-V-3) and Soecif;c
Product-Oriented Activities (H-V-4).

6. Trainer presents steps in writing personal goals (T-V-5)
and distributes goal setting worksheets (H-V-5).

Successful goal setting is an integral ingredient in

planning a successful professional growth plan. The

following specific steps provide a guide for teachers to

follow in planning their program.

STEPS IN GOAL SETTING

1. Become Aware of Self

Much data has been collected, not only through
classroom observation, but other means such as
self-assessment, student assessment, student
achievement, and classroom artifacts. All of this

information presents a picture of the teacher's
current teaching practices, but more than this,
teachers must examine their own feelings and desir.;s,

look closely at their own psyches.

2. Become Aware of Context

The context is the total school environment including
facilities, student population, policies, contractual
stipulations, community attitude, and all other
aspects having a direct or indirect influence on the

teaching situation.
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3. Become Aware of New Developments

Research into effective teaching practices is a

constant. New methods, materials, equipment and
information appear each day. An awareness of such

gives a teacher new ideas to apply.

4. Imagine All Possibilities

Allow the imagination to fly. Disregarding all

barriers, what would be the ideal? Is a sabbatical

in England the answer or a week in the curriculum

library? First, imagine solutions, no matter how

impractical they may seem.

5. Attach to Reaiity

Now after a flight of fancy, confront reality. What

realistically can and cannot be done considering

resources. Don't allow negative thinking to remove

any idea without consulting administrators.
Possibilities may exist of which you are unaware.

6. Write the Goal

Much has been said about the importance of writing

measurable goals. Allan A. Glatthorn in
Differentiated Supervision states "a simple proposal

is best." Attempts to make a goal quantifiable and
measurable could destroy the idea behind it. Many

worthwhile endeavors cannot be measured in black and

white numerical terms.

7. Seek Resources

What will be needed in the way of products and people

to accomplish the goal? Who and what can help?

7. Participants complete goal setting activity on developing

personal goals.

8. Trainer reviews steps and leads discussion on goal

setting.

9. Trainer summarizes goal setting.
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Example: Teachers' goals, administrators' goals, all
work together and become part of the "common vision" of a

school or district. Firm commitment on each individual's

part produces an effective school in which students learn

and teachers and administrators grow.

NOTES:
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Activity 4

Purpose:

Procedure:

MODULE V

IMPLEMENTING GROWTH ORIENTED

TEACHER EVALUATION

1. To develop team professional goals

2. To brainstorm ideas for implementation

3. To identify barriers and consider means of removal

1. Trainer introduces group task.

Example: Each team has a different school environment,
different concerns and different strengths. As teams,

look closely at your own situation and determine the ways
that teacher evaluation can enhance the potential for
professional growth and development.

Returning to the basic ideas of collegiality and common
vision, discuss in your teams how you would involve your
fellow educators in this program you have begun to

build.

The handout now being distributed has three columns - one
for professional growth goals for your new program, one
for the barriers you will most certainly confront, and
one for the methods to remove those barriers. (H-V-6) and

(T-V-6) Spend some time in serious exploration. This

worksheet can become the first draft of a plan of action.

Be ready to share your progress with the large group

2. After approximately 10-15 minutes, trainer asks teams to

share implementation ideas.

3. Teams report. Trainer facilitates discussion.

NOTES:
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Activity 5

Purpose:

Procedure:

HOWLEY

SUMMARY AND EVALUATION

1. To summarize main points of module

2. To summarize training

3. To allow participants to evaluate module

1. Trainer distributes Summary handout, reviews, and
asks for comments. (H-V-7)

SUMMARY

1. Teachers, particularly those in mid-career, often
lose the motivation to grow professionally
because they perceive that the educational
environment is not providing the attention and
concern that is needed to support their
professional development.

2. Teachers respond best to intrinsic motivators
which give them the means and opportunity to
improve their instructional skills.

3. Goal setting, from awareness of self and
situation to locating resources to fulfill goals,
takes time and careful thought on the part of

both teacher and supervisor.

4. Productive goals meet certain criteria and will

fail if teachers feel they cannot reach them
because of lack of skilis, confidence, or little
personal benefit if the goals are reached.

5. Implementing growth oriented teacher evaluation
develops collegial relationships between the
supervisors and teachers and establishes a common

vision of good educational practices.

2. Trainer summarizes training.

Example: We've cope to the end of this training
series, but as you can see, it's really the beginning
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for you. Now the effort is yours to return to your

schools and rebuild. With the help of your colleagues, a
new and improved teacher evaluation program can be
constructed, one that has the potential of changing the
entire school environment by motivating teachers to

continue tleir professional development. This growth

will have a positive effect upon their students and
fellow educators.

Beginning with a common vision of good teaching, moving
through a planning conference based on trust and
commitment, to careful and accurate classroom
observations, and concluding with constructive feedback
and meaningful goals, this training is a framework in

which to place your own vision. Your task has just

begun.

3. Trainer distributes evaluation forms and collects on

complotion. (H-V-8)

NOTES:
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es (H-V-1)

NODULE V OVERVIEW

GOAL SETTING AND NEXT STEPS

Integral to effective evaluation is the goal setting process. Goal

setting occurs only when reliable data have been collected,

analyzed. and interpreted. Only then can meaningful, achievable

goals be set. This module gives participants criteria for
productive goals and present ideas for motivating and providing

resources for teachers. It also helps participants to begin the

process of implementing a growth oriented evaluation program in

their own school. Participants are encouraged to break with

tradition and begin to think creatively about their particular
school or district and its needs.

Anticipated Outcomes:

Participants will -

(1) learn the purpose of goal setting

(2) investigate motivation theory and its

application to teachers

(3) learn the steps in setting personal, meaningful
goals

(4) explore methods of implementing a growth
oriented teacher evaluation program
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(H-V-1)

NODULE V AGENDA

Activity Purpose

Introduction, Agenda Sharing, o to introduce or

and Debriefing re-acquaint trainer and

participants
o to review agenda

o to allow participants
to share observation experience

Teacher Motivation

Writing Meaningful Goals

Implementing Growth Oriented

Teacher Evaluation

Summary and Evaluation

o to describe the dilemma of the
mid-career teacher

o to review worker motivation
theories

o to identify the conditions that
promote professional development

o to present the steps in goal

setting
o to give criteria for productive

goals and provide examples

o to brainstorm ideas for
implementation

o to identify barriers and consider
means of removal

o to summlrize main points

o to summarize training as a whole

o to allow participants to evaluate
module
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(H-V-2)

MR. SMITH - A TEACHER PROFILE

Mr. Smith has taught math at Yawning High School for 15 years and is

a competent teacher. Mr Smith's classes are well disciplined. No

one ever complains, neither student nor parent.

The same class procedure is followed every period, every day: oral

correction of homework, new assignment on the board and a cursory

"Any questions9" The rest of the period two-thirds of it at least

- is seatwork, quiet seatwork. Mr. Smith often leaves class at this

time and goes to the faculty smoking room or reads the daily

newspaper in the media center. Sometimes he stands in the hall and

watches the office aides pick up roll slips.

Once, about 5 years ago. an administrator asked Mr. Smith why he was

out of class so much. Mr Smith explained that if he were to stay

in the room, tne students would lean on him too heavily for help.

He felt it was best for the students to learn to work problems by

themselves, as their first tendency was to ask for help at any sign

of trouble. The administrator accepted tlis explanation, especially

when Mr. Smith pointed out that neither vandalism nor unruly

behavior ever occurred in his absence as proven by the immaculate

condition of the room.

Once Mr. Smith asked tne administrator why General Math and Remedial

Math classes, infamous for siow and unmotivated students, always

filled his teaching schedule when Geometry, Algebra, and Calculus

with brighter, better students always went to other math teachers.

Mr. Smith was told he was the only teacher who could "handle those

kids."

Contrary to what his teaching fellows believe, Mr. Smith is a highly

intelligent person with an excellent college record (a Master's

Degree in higher math). He is also slim, clean, and well dressed.

He is friendly to most people but not a socializer in the faculty

room after school. Students appear to respect him. He jokes around

with them now and then, but also has a reputation for immediate and

harsh discipline.

The administration has noted that Mr. Smith often leaves school

before 4 p.m., especially on warm days.



(H-V-3)

MAJOR CATEGORIES FOR GOAL SETTING

1. Program Goals

o To review and make appropriate changes in a seventh grade

language arts program;

o To introduce the new reading series to the second grade;

o To revise the contemporary American writer's unit for my

fourth-period advanced literature class;

o To review the thematic units used in my fifth-grade social

studies program;

o To improve articulation between science programs in fourth

and fifth grades;

2. Learner Goals

o At least 80 percent of the students will be able to correctly

identify at least 80 percent of the problems on a long

division test.

o The students will be able to demonstrate their ability to

write a descriptive essay.

o The students will show an increased appreciation for the

American free enterprise system.

o My fifth-grade class will be able to identify the Presidents

of the Unite6 States by October 15.

o At least 70 percent of my students wiil be reading at grade

level by February 15.

3. Teaching Goa's

o Increase use of instructional objectives in developing

classroom teaching strategies.

o Develop procedures for increasing the amount and quality of

student-teacher verbal interaction.

o Increase the number of extended student-teacher contacts and

student ideas in lecture and discussion settings

o Increase my level of enthusiasm by the use of more overt

physical actions (voice, gesture, facial expression.

movement).
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o Tailor my questioning style to the different ability levels

in my classroom.

From Tnomas L. McGreal, "Helping Teachers Set Goals".
Educational Leadership, February, 1980: 416-418.
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(H-V-4)

SPECIFIC PROJECT AND PRODUCT-ORIENTED ACTIVITIES

o Planning and directing an inservice workshop for area teachers

in a specific subject field.

o A business teacher developing a student secretary program.

o Developing pre and post unit mathematics skills tests for use of
mastery learning techniques correlated to textbooks and course

of study.

o Publishing articles about school system special programs.

o Developing an alternative comprehensive observation/evaluation
format appropriate for guidance counselors and library

specialists.

o Guiding parent evaluation of a guidance plan designed to

increase student/parent interaction.

o Designing student evaluation forms that correspond more closely

to specific subject matter.

o Organizing individual learning packets into self teaching

chemistry units.

o Developing a workbook for drug and alcohol awareness for use by

all district elementary teachers.

o Charting student behavior with recommerdations for changing

teaching procedures.

o Reviewing computer software and developing a resource book for
school system teachers correlated with course of study.

o Forming a volunteer parent program for diagnosing and defining
kindergarten students' developmental skills.

o Preparing a resource booklet on the State of Ohio for the course

of study.

o Implementing a plan using volunteers to teach computer awareness
and keyboarding at the elementary level.

o DeNdeloping an alternative spelling program for gifted students.

o Administering parent evaluations of teacher-parent conferences
witn recommendations for their improvement.
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o Developing and distributing a brochure on tips for
homework, study habits, and facts about our school.

o Organizing lunch hour group guidance sessions dealing with

healthy eating habits.

o Organizing National Honor Society students into a peer

tutoring contingent for use in study hall periods.

From Dennis L. Allen and William F. Peinert, "Evaluate

Teaching, Not Teachers," Updating ScPool Board Policies,

June, 1987: 5.
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4)
STEPS IN GOAL SETTING

PERSONAL GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT

1. Become Aware of Self (self assessment, feeiings)

2. Become Aware of Context (school environment)

3. Become Aware of New Developments (effective teaching

practices)

4. Imagine All Possibilities (ultimate dream)

5. Attach to Reality (consider available resources)

6. Write the Goal (develop for personal growth)

7. Seek Resources (who and what can help)

187
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PROFESS I ONAL

GROWTH GOALS

TEAM GOAL PLANN I NG

BARR I ERS TO

ACH I EVEMENT

(H-V-6)

METHODS TO
REMOVE

BARR I ERS
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MODULE V. GOAL SETTING AND NEXT STEPS

SUMMARY AND EVALUATION

Summary:

(H-V-7)

Teachers, particularly those in mid-career, often lose the

motivation to grow professionally because they perceive that the

educational env;ronment is not providing the attention and

concern that is needed to support their professional development.

Teachers respond best to intrinsic motivators which give them

the means and opportunity to improve their instructional skills.

Goal setting, from awareness of self and situation to locating

resources to fulfill goals, takes time and careful thought on

the part of both teacher and supervisor.

Productive goals meet certain criteria and will fail if workers

feel they cannot reach them because of lack of skills or

confidence; or they perceive no personal benefit if they do

reach them.

Implementing growth oriented teacher evaluation will take

collegial relationships between administrators and staff and a

common vision of good educational practices.
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TEACHER EVALUATION FOR GROWTH

Goal Setting and Next Steps

Module V Evaluation

1 What overall rating of effectiveness would you 1

give this module in meeting the outcomes

identified earlier?

2 How effective were the transparencies in 1

providing you with an understanding of the topic?

3 How eff.ctive were the handouts in providing you 1

with an understanding of this topic?

4. How effective was the process or design used in 1

this module in helping you to understand the topic?

5. How effective were the activities and information 1

provided io helping you plan for a teacher
evaluation program for growth?

6. How effective were the trainers in presenting the 1

information and skills in this module?

(H-V-8)

LU> LU1 >
U
LU I
LL
LL LU >
LU U.
Z U- )

LLI C.)
U.1

Lcii U.
U.= U.1

V)

§ A
CC
U.1>

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

1. What activities in this training session were most effective in

understanding the concepts presented in this module?

2. What specific recommendations would you make for subsequent training

sessions of this module?

3. Do you have other comments?
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THE TEACHER'S DILEMMA

Lack of recognition

Stagnancy

Monotony

Lack of direction

Lack of opportunity to grow

Time constraints

Lack of administrative support

( T-V-1 )

from Paul V. Bredeson and others, "Organizational
Incentives and Secondary School," Journal of Research and
Development irtEducation, Summer, 1983.

Notthwast 16
RegionalEducelionela
Laboratory
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(T-V-2)

EXTRINSIC AND INTRINSIC
MOTIVATION

Extrinsic

Money
Fringe Benefits
Praise
Recognition
Promotion
Criticism
Responsibility
Social Acceptance
Social Rejection

Intrinsic

Helping Others
Skill
Knowledge
Autonomy
Self-Respect
Achievement
Use and
Development
of Talent

Goal Setting



0
rSTRATEGIES FOR

TEACHER MOTIVATION

Cr-V-3)

Increasing administrators' respect and support for teachers

Reducing class sizes

Providing additional support services in the classroom,
such as teacher aides

Reducing classroom disruptions

Limiting severely the amount of paperwork required

Redesigning the workplace physically to encourage
interaction among teachers and reduce isolation

Fostering team teaching and other cooperative efforts in
order to reduce isolation and increase intellectual
challenges

Formally providing new teachers with special support and
guidance from experienced teachers

Involving teachers in the development of school goals and
performance expectations

Encouraging interchange between teachers and other
community professionals

Honoring outstanding teachers

Adapted from Improving the Attractiveness of the K-12 Teaching
profession in California, California State Department of Education,
1983

Wittman
Regional
Educational
Laboratory INNMMMI11111IMMMIMP
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GOAL CRITERIA

1. Specific

2. Challenging, Yet Reachable

3. Deadline

4. Supervisory Presence

5. Perceived as Fair and Reasonable

6. Resources provided

Adapted from Gary P. Latham and Edwin A. Locke, "Goal
SettingA Motivational Technique that Works,"
Qrganizational Dynamics, Autumn 1979

rthvmstvlonal gl
Educational
Laboratory

(T-v- 4 )
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(T-V-5 )

STEPS IN GOAL SETTING

Become aware of self

Become aware of context

Become aware of new developments

Imagine all possibilities

Attach to reality

Seek resources:
195
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(T-V-6)

TEAM GOAL PLANNING

Professional Barriers to Methods to
Growth Goals Achievement Remove Barriers

Northwest
Regional
Educational
Laboratory
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Teacher Evaluation:
Accountability and Growth

SystemsDifferent Purposes
What are the requirements and the diffeiences between an ac-
countability system and a growth-onented system of teacher
evaluation? The author explores the answers to this basic ques-
tion in an effort to show which one is likely to have more impact
on the quality of teaching.

BY RICHARD J. ST1GGLNS

pUT YOURSELF in this teacher's
place

"I m esaluated even rue) or three
ears and this is the sear' I've been
teaching 25 sears. so I knoss the rou-
tine But still, it alwass makes me a little
nersous The principal and I talked
about it and did fame planning Y.

agreed on ground rules. talked about
objeetises resieHed lesson plans.
nlanned for the classroom observation
etc Vie's(' worked together for yars
The principal knoNs I'm a good
teacher Win be nersous'

"The dal and the hour of the obser-
vation arrised No principal I started
the slum Twenn minutes into it the
principal arrised took a fest notes. and

RIcH,vt.) 1 STIoco.s ts director. Center for
Performance Assessment. Northskest Re-
gional Educational Laborator. Portland.
Greg
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departed 30 minutes later Did the prin-
cipal knobs I ran into trouble and had to
change plans midstream' 4 hs did th(
kids choose that time to behase as the%
did' Did the principal reali:e that eserl
das is not like this' Ms mind is r...-:ng'

"I received m.s answers to these and
other questions at ms post-observation
conference We. Here to meei after
school that same dos, but because the
principal Has delased at the district of-
fice. we met a couple of weeks later The
feedback Has all ver) positise The state
specifies the criteria There are no rat-
ings as such. .11.-1 comment.s All the
comments Here vet-) flattering las thes
alwass are) I received m) usual saris-
factors overall rating. signed the form
and left It's alHas i the sameI never
understand Hhs I get nersous"

What Was Accomplished?

Mabe no! a typical evaluation sce-
nario, but it exemplifies a majortt of

1
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themwhat was accomplished that was
of value to the teacher. to (he student. to
the school. administrator, or taxpayers')

The only accomplishment was that
the terms of the state teacher evaluation
law (requiring evaluation) and the col-
lective bargaining agreement (speci-
fying evaluation procedures) were sat-
isfi:.d Beyond this. the only noticeable
outcome was that the teacher's anxiety
was raised briefly then reduced for two
or three more years

But wt;at else could have been ac-
comptishecr Why were additional posi-
tive outcomes not achieved') Why. for
instance, did the teacher not receive
feedback that would promote pro-
fessional grovsth') Possible answers to
these questions are explored here

Purposes of Evaluation

Teacher evaluation systems typically
claim to serve two purposes

To pros ide information for use in
personnel management decisions
such as hir ng. firing, promotion.
ter tire. and. most recently . salary or
merit In this context. evaluations
promote educational accounicYrn
To promote the proffsponal thlel-
oprnent of teachers Ostensibly .
evaluations provide information on
teachers strengths and weaknesses.
so remedial training can be planned
Some define the first as summative

teacher ev aluation and the second as
formative (Millman. 1981). others, such
as school administrators, often refer to
formative evaluation as supervision and
summative as evaluation

Whatever tne labels, evidence sug-
gests that most teacher evaluation sys-
tems serve only the accountability
(summative evaluation) function and
have little or no impact on teacher or

school involvement (Stiggins and
Bridgeford. 1985) Sharp differences
between these two purposes appear to
make it difficult for the same evaluation
system to serve both Let's explore why
this might be the case

First, a definition of what I mean by
each type of evaluation system Ac-
countability systems are generally
defined by state law andior collective
bargaining agreements between teachers
and school districts to include a pre-
observation conference between teacher
and supervisor followed by classroom
observations by the supervisor. The par-
ticipants then meet again to review and
discuss the results A wntten record of
the evaluation is often placed on file

Because accountability
evaluation is subject to public
(possibly judicial) review, the
data required to demonstrate
minimum competence must be
verifiably objective and
standardized for all teachers
and evaluators.

These steps are carned out every year
or tuo or three to pros ide ev idence of
teacher competence If the principal
finds a problem, written evaluation rec-
ords become evidence of a need for
some personnel action If there me no
problems. the results are placed on file
and no further action is taken

Evaluations Intended to promote pro-
fessional growth are rare Therefore. my
description defines mor :. of an ideal than

a reality Growth-oriented evaluations
tell teachers what aspects of their teach-
ing performance are highly developed
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and what needs further development In-
formation on the quality of performance
may come from the supervisor. peels.
students. or the teacher's own self-
analysis

Feedback may be continuous or
intermittent It is the teachers' job to (a)
evaluate the feedback and (ti) take re-
sponsibility for acting on that feedback
More about this later However, for this
system to work. supervisors must sup-
port the teacher's self-improvement
etforts with staff development re-
source`,

This distinction should make clear
that both kinds of evaluation are impor-
tant Each can be useful. if done well.
but we should not pursue one to the
exclusion ot the other We need a bal-
ance Distnct policy statements on
tea.:her evaluation often recognize the
importance of that balance. but actul
evaluation practice is often out of bal-
ame

In effect. most districts ask one
ev aluation system to serve tv.o pur-
poses In my opinion. this cannot work
Accountability needs may be served
Unfortunately. however. teachers' im-
provement needs are not In fact. one
could argue that teachers' growth has
been suppress..d through a fear of trying
anything new. especially if expectations
and the cost of not improving aren't well
defined

To understand w hy . let's explore dif-
ferences between accountability and
grth-onented evaluation systems in

The purposes of the sy stems
decisions to be made and the interests
sened by ev sluation,
Impactthe number of teachers af-
fected and the importance of the deci-
sions,

Evaluation mechanisms available for

use in eachdata required. data
sources. and keys to success, and.
The potential limitations and key
benefits of each system.

Differences in Purposes

First, the two systems have different
Ty....poses Evaluation systems that serve
summative or accountability purposes
have as their purpose the elimination of
incompetent teachers. Teachers who fall
to meet minimum standards of com-
petence are required to improve under
threat of personnel action. Thus. the ac-
countability system has the Interests of
the district and the community at heart

Once minimum competence is dem-
onstrated and the teacher is certified
and/or granted tenure. the evaluation
system no longer affects that teacher
That is. teachers are not required by law
or contract to move beyond minimum
competence. nor does an accountability
evaluation system provide any external
motivation to do so

On the other hand. evaluation sys-
tems that serve professional develop-
ment purpases have a fundamentally
different purpose The) are designed to
promote excellence by helping thc
already competent teacher attain new
levels of professional excellence Thus.
it has the interests of the professional
teacher at heart.

Impact of Evaluation

As a result of these different pur-
poses. the two systems have a different
impact on overall school quality end in-
dividual teachers

Accountability systems stnve to af-
fect school quality by protecting :ru-
dents from incompetent teachers How-
ever. because nearly all teachers are at
least minimally competent. the accouni-
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ability system directly affect!. onl) a
very few teachers who are not com-
petent

Thus. if our goal is to improve gen-
eral school qualityand we use only
those strategies that affect a few
teachersoserall school improvement
is likely to be a very slow process

Growth-oriented systems. on the
other hand. hase the potential of affect-
ing all teachersnot just those few who
are has ing problems There is no ques-
tion that all teachers can improve some
chmension(si of their performance

The problem in this case. howeser. is
that evaluation s)stems purposely de-
signed to tngger such growth through-
out the teacher ranks are at least rare, if
not nonexistent This is why such sys-
tems offer the promise of great impact
on school improsement But that prom-
ise is yet to be realized

Now let's turn to the issue of impact
on the individual teacher If evaluation
is to improve schools. It must motisate
Inch% idual teachers to become better
teachers

The two systems differ in their man-
agement of this motisation issue Ac-
countability systems rely on (a) the re-
quirement of law and contractual
obligation to compel teachers to par-
ticipate. and (b) the threat of personnel
action to tngger growth when needed

The effect of required participation is
clear If teachers are not doing the job.
the) must change or lease the pro-
fession If the) are doing the job. there
Is no impact. as was shown in the open-
ing scenano

But a growth-onented system must
manage the motivation issue differently
and therefore, Its impact on the indi-
sidual vanes Since it is neither legal
nor feasible to require all teachers to

demonstrate skills above the level of
minimum competence participation in
growth systems cannot be required for
competent teachers

Teachers cannot be obliged to "attain
excellence. however lofty such a goal
might seem. because there is no uniser-
sally acceptable definition of excellent
performance While standards of nun
tmum competence can be defined and
applied uniformly to all, the standards

of defining excellence vary markedly
from context to context and teacher to
teacher (Duke. 19851

For Instance, excellent teaching could
be defined in radically different way s in
an inner city versus suburban hIgh
school. In a kindergarten .iersus a junior
high. or in music versus science The
pursuit of excellence is a pnsate. pro-
fessional matter best managed and con-
trolled by each individual teacher

This does not make it a less important
goal Nor does it erase the community's
responsibility to provide teachers the
support the) need to achiese pro-
fessional improvement But what it does
say is that motivation to participate in
grow th-onented systems must come
from within each teacher For all teach-
ers who can find that Inner motisation.
there is the promise of positise impact

Evaluation Mechanisms

Because accountability esaluation is
subject to public (possibly judicial) re-
view. the data required to demonstrate
minimum competence must be senfi-
ably objective and standardized for all
teachers and esaluators In short. the
data and the process by which they are
collected must be legally defensible

Typically, the most legally defensible
type of data for such an evaluation are
those based on direct obsersation
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classroom performanceusually con-
ducted by the teacher's supervisor All
accountability evaluation mechanisms
are designed to protect the due process
nghts of the teacher and the school dis-
tnct Therefore, they are ngidly rule-
goserned processes that are carefully
negotiated and managed

Growth systems are not constrained
in this way. Fat example. in growth
systemsunlike accountability sys-
temsthe performance cntena can be
indisidualized. and the nature and
sources of performance evaluation data
can be much broader than those used in
accountability systems

In order to grow, a teacher
must see and acknowledge
the need for c,Sange.

We have already said that the pursuit
,..f excellence is an indisidual matter
That means the direction and pace of
that growth must be defined in ways that
are relesant to the indisidual teacher
The direction and pace are defined in
terms of the performance goals or cn-
tena toward which the teacher strises

Growth systems place decisions about
what those criteria should be in the
hands of the teacher Teachers are more
likely to consider and act upon feedback
that describes their classroom perfor-
mance without judgment and in terms
the) understand and accept

Therefore, the key to successful
growth evaluation is reliance on perfor-
mance cntena endorsed as appropnate
by cach individual teacher

Man) data sources not permitted in
accountability systems are viable op-
tions for growth systems For instance.

a teacher's self-assessment would be
considered self-set-sing and therefore
inadmissible in a termination heanng
Yet the teacher's own perspectise on
growth needs is invaluable to pro-
fessional development !n order to
gross. a teacher must see and acknowl-
edge the need for change

Peer assessment would certainly be
challenged by the school distnct in an
adversanal battle with the teacher's as-
sociation over termination of one of its
members. In a legal sense, it would be
considered potentially biased Yet. we
know there may be no more qualified
source of feedback on teacher perfor-
mance than another expenenced. com-
petent teacher. Teachers take their col-
leagues' reviews to heart and learn from
them

Similarly. student es aluations of
teacher performance would be suspect
in a termination hearing Participants
could regard students as easil in-
fluenced. biased. or unqualified to Jui..,.
minimum competence But there may
be no more valid source of information
on and cnticism of learning ensiron-
ments than the students who !Ise and
work in those environments When their
views are sought in a careful, thoughtful
way. students can provide insights no
one else can Every teacher who is sen-
ous about professional growth is deeply
interested in how he or she affects stu-
dents and is perceived by them

Finally, data on standardized student
achievement test performance are not
regarded by experts as appropnate es I-
dence in summative teacher evaluation
because student standardized test per-
formance is influenced by so man) fac-
tors beyond the control of the teacher
Yet we know that one index of teacher
effectiveness is student learning
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If we are careful to give the teacher
the tools to track achievement using
teacher-made tests and place the teacher

in charge of gathering and analyzing the

student achievement results in the class-

room on a day-to-day basi, . surely

teachers can see areas of performance
where they might improve

In short, the key to success in ac-
countability systems is to protect every-
one's ello, process nghts That is very
important But we must realize that in
the interest of protecting those rights.
flexibility is necessarily sacrificed to
consiskncy and legal admissibility The
strict legal constraints placed on evalu-
ation mechanisms can be removed when
we change our purpose to teacher
grow th

Through this comparison sse see ssh)
the same esaluation system cannot serve
both purposes With accountability. .
legal requirements preclude the use of
most of the valuable sources of infor-
mation on performance Accountability
s stem, serve the interests of the district
ano the community by ensuring com-

ith minimum standards
This 1: necessary if we are to hese

good schools But it is not sufficient for
excellent schools %.% e must also pro-

mote the continued growth of average
and outstanding teachers Grow th sys-
tems can help us reach this goal and
therefore can serve the interests of all
teachers, students, the district, and the
community

The Balance Sheet

Both accountability and growth sys-
tems have advantages and limitations
On the positive side. accountability sys-
tems present a very positise public im
age of rigorous, hard-nosed personnel
managememar. image of account-

ability that will satisfy most persons
who are persuaded that this is in fact the
purpose evaluation is meant to serve

Further. there is no question that the
threat of job action motivates teachers
whose classroom performance is defi-
cient to strive to =prose

The potential limitations of account-
ability systems are that they often

Focus on a very narrow definition of
good teaching (based on a fess stan-
dard performance criteria).
Rely on a very nanow and shallow
sample of teacher performance (typi-
cally one or two bnef in-class obser-

ations).
Are subject to the potential biases and
opinions of just one obserse: (the su-
pervisor). and
Affect relansely few teachers and
pupils
Growth systems also carry liabilities

One of these is a role conflict for the
supervisor As instructional leaders. su .
persisors want to help teachers improse
But down the road they ma) also need to
make tough decisions about teacher re-

tention Because teachers and supervi-
sors know this, trust is often lacking

It can be risky for teachers to admi:
the) need to improve Yet without this
admission, the growth systems are not

useful It takes time and expertise to
build an) information system that can
give teachers systematic feedback from
supers isor, peers. studentsand them.
selves

In any evaluation. questions must be
thoughtful. criteria specific, com-
prehensible. and fair Persons unac-
customed to roles as es aluators must be
trained to observe, to notice, and to dis-
criminate between effective and ineffec-

tise behas iors
In addition, resources must be pro.
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sided to support the professional devel-
opment of many teachersnot just the

few in trouble Esaluation for growth is
effective only when it is backed by
sound insersice Thus. such systems
carry with them considerable costs

But what do we get for our money'
Growth-onented evaluation systems are
the onII systems capable of promoting
excellence among teachers and schools
They can reach their full potential, how-
eser. only when they are separated from

accountability systems
Separating the two will take some

courageous decision making. requiring
a reexamination of goals for teacher
esaluation and acknowledging that
accountabilitythough essentialma)
not be sufficient We must also ask how

much of a commitment and what sort of
commitment to excellence in education
we are prepared to maks

A ill we be satisfied to raise eszry
teacher to a defined minimum level
possibly at the expense of ignoring the
supremely gifted teacher who receises
no reward under the accountability s; s-
tems for exceeding minimal standards^
Or once these accountability require-
ments are satisfied, do we want to ex-
tend the resources and the guidelirzs
that will let esers mons ated teacher Ilse
up to his or her full potential '

What Are the Key Points?

The essential points are these Ac-
countabihty systems gather data on per-

formance via classroom observation.
and the results flow to the district for
restos, esaluation, and decision mak-
ing When the objectise is personnel

decision making. information flows to
centralized dezisionmakers and away
from teachers

Grov.th s. stems, on the other hand.

gather performance information from
the teacher, and from colleagues. stu-
dents, and others and gise that infor-
mation back to the teacher who then
esaluates it and decides if and hos% to
act on it When the objectise is growth.
the flow is toward the teacher

In this sense, accountability systems
are distnct-centered. while growth sys-
tems are teacher-centered Which ss ould
we expect to have the greater impact on
the quality of teaching Consider the
differences between our opening sce-
nario and this one

Accuuntability systems serve
the interests of the district ond
the community by ensuring
complionce with minimum
standards.

"You Anoi I. according to the other
teachers at school, evaluations are al.
wa.s a waste of time The% sal thes

neser get an.sthing out of it Hell I sure
got a lot out of it this \ear' That' s prob-
ablt because I ssas a nets teacher and
hate a lot to learn

"For instan«., right (Issas. I found
out hobs difficult it can he to manage
Aids 14 e talked about all that classroom
management stuff in collegebut it. s
different sshen sou' re standing in front
of them on our own for the first time
The% let me tr.% it for a week. then Juds

shossed up Thank God she kilos what
to do

"The principal had arranged for her
to spend time Kith me for the first quar-
ter Judi and I took one step at a time
She watched what the Aids were doing
and ms management skills Then sht

told mc Is hat she sass A em $, c dis
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custed n hat to do differentlt Tilt next
dat she took oter and I Hatchedand
learned Then I tried again and I mean
the lads here on task' I Kat ama:ed'
Her tactics reall% norked

"As we tiorked together that term.
she %tat( hed. demon.strated, and pro-
vided sugeestions I tried and sometimes
failedbut m confidence was build-

ing Evert couple of tteeks the principal
shoKed up to let me knot, holt pleased
he was unit nn progress

"I reall% felt like the% cared because
the% took nme to notch mc and shots me
hot% I'm not sure what I had learned

beforehandbut I knott I ould not
hate survited without them )idI learn
anthing from evaluation' You ,Set'''
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Int eret in acsewng tea( her perform-
ance has heighteiwd in the lac! decade
More than e% er before. parents want as-
surance that teachers are competent
professionals foci when schools are
plagued hv spiraling costs. dechning en-
rollments. and dwindling resouries. edu-
cators are pressed to seek better ways of
assuring plat% insirtn non Effei five
tea( her evaluation is one wav to rem h
that goal

Educatorc are con( erne(' about tea( her
evaluation for man v spy: ifii reasons
Howe% . as Millman (1 tut1) notes we ( all
distinguish between two malor ty nes of
teacher e% aluanon formative and sum-
many(' The go,d of formative evaluation
is to identif% tem hers' own strengths and
weaknesses and plan appropriate profes-
sional development activities. Sum manve
evaluation results. on the other hand, pro-
vide a base for administrative decisions
involving hiring and firing. promotion
and tenure. assignments and salary.

Clearly. formative and summauve eval
uations serve difkrent purposes. but both
are unpnrtant. Summative evaluations
are designed to ensure that highly quali-
fied educators enter the profession and
continue teaching Formative evaluations
help those ahead% teaching to develop

Thic rpNear( li Ina% condw ted under (intro( I
*411()R 4-110o v Oh the Nalional In,tont of I do, d-
non OinnionN rpreNNod 111 ilnk pohln anon do no!
nrceccarth rrfle( I the, pocdion of Nil and no olio idl
endorcrmeni :hoold be inforred

and refine vital skills Most teacher eval-
uation conducted today attempts to do
both simultaneously . In practice. how-
ever. most evaluation practices address
summa:ive goals. Formative teacher eval-
uationpotentially important in instruc-
tional improvement and individual de-
velopmentoften assumes a secondary
role

Neither summative nor formamr
teachm evaluations, as currently con
ducted. serve their respective purposes as
well ac they might Neither the Pn mon-
men! in which summative e%aluation is
conducted nor the assessment procedures
used for that e aluation arc as effective
as the% could be Formative evaluation
offers a potential seldom realized simpl%
because it demands more time and effort
than many evaluators can afford In both
cases. a new course of action is needed if
11 potential of teacher evaluation is to
be realized The research project de
scribed in this report is an attempt to chart
part of that course

This investigation addresses problems
and solutions associated with formative
evaluation. We do not wish to imply that
formative evaluation is necessarily more
important than surr Am. Both are po-
tentially valuahh. But issues of teacher
selection. retention. and promotion arc
already receiving widespread considera-
tion. we feel teacher improvement needs
more effort and attention If cn erall school
improvement is our primary goal. then
teachers' professional growth and devel-
opment become paramount
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Further performance assessmewthe
obsenation and rating of behaviorcan
make a significan: contribution to teacher
ealuation when used in a formative wa
For reasons that will be outlined, the rules
governing summative evaluation often
preclude the use of much potentially val-
uable performance data Formative eval-
uation free of such constraints, offers a
richer source of performance information
on which to base teacher development

Our goals in this study were first. to
understand current teacher evaluation.
both its problems and potentials. and sec-
ond. to identify ways that evaluation can
be effectively used to promote teacher
development To reach these goals. we
addressed four questions How are teach-
ers typicall evaluated' How are e% alua-
tions used to foster teacher improvement'
In what ways can evaluation and devel-
opment be more effectivel linkod' What
barriers prevent linkage?

In answering these questions. we (a)
reviewed current iesearch on teacher
evaluation (b) reviewed current laws.
regulations and contracts pertaining to
local evaluations. and (c) conducted case
studies of teacher evaluation policies and
practices in four school districts In addi-
tion. we conducted a working conference.
emphasizing formative teacher evalua-
tion practices and priorities, with task
forces of principals. teachers. and district
administrators from .?,ach of the four case
stud districts

Research on Teacher Evaluation

The majority of school districts look to
teacher evaluation as a means of improv-
ing teaching performance (Bolton. 1983:
Fducational Research Service. 1978) But
liven the ineffectiveness of current eval-
uation approaches. most are not achieving
this goal to an impressive degree To
understand wh. we explored four di-
mensions of teacher evaluation, the
current context: characteristics of con-
structive, formative evaluation systems.
research on the status of evaluation prac-
tices in schools, and the role. actual and
potential. of evaluation in fostering
teacher growth and development

The Context ot Teacher E% atuatior
The current context of teacher evalua.

nor. is chang.ng Donald DuBois former
coordinator of staff development in
Salem Oregon. explains part of the im-
petus behind this change "Teacher eval-
uation. historically, has been a mess
Teachers often feel naked and defenseless
by the 'inspection' and 'report card' sys-
tem For principals, the teacher evalua-
tion process is a gut wrenching. time con-
suming duty" (Lewis. 1982. id. 55).

Educational administrators are aware
of problems with current evaluations Re-
sponding to a national su vey by the
American Association of Secondary Ad-
ministrators (Lewis. 1982. p. 11). admin-
istrators specified the following needs

Better definitions of effective teach.
ing Although many evaluation pro-
grams attempt to define effective
teaching. most definitions center on
teachers' behaviorsnot on appro-
priately measured outcomes
More trust in the process. As one su-
perintendeni put it. "We need to
know how to evaluate i...3ople and get
them to feel good about it " In many
places. the "spirit" of evaluation has
been so structured by teacher con-
tract agreements that it is almost "pro
forma."
Proof of the link between evaluation
and instructional improvement Until
there is some specific inch..ation that
the process is worth the zrouble. some
say it will remain "pro forma
More specifics on evaluation tech-
niques: Conferences. persot.al goal-
setting. classroom observations
these are common approaches to
evaluation, but administrators want
to do them better.
More sensitivity to the needs of the
evaluator, primarily the principal
Many participants feel they have nei-
ther the skills nor the time for suc-
cessful evaluations. Evaluators won-
der what kind of training they should
have and how they shouid be evalu-
ated to be sure the system works

As these comments show, administra-
tors are often frustrated by current prac-
tices Evaluation is time consuming. po-
tentially disruptive to staff-administrator
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tthd u ImprmIng instruction
lier also are critical of evaluation

pro( edures The often contend that the
assessment methods used are inappro-
priate The performance criteria b hic h
the\ are judged are either unspecified or
too vorral classroom observations are
infrequent and superficial the factors
moluateo obeli hme little relationship to
instroctum super \ isor evaluations are
too often subiecthe bved more on per-
sonal characteristics than instructional
skill and result are either not commu-
nicated or are not useful in improving
performame (Bolton 1973, Borich & Fen-
to!, 147- Natriello & Dornbusch. 198(1-
E411

Re& (.n! stirs e s of teachers attitudes
about e aluation bnng these problems
into sharper focus For example lVood
and Pohland 11(179i report that onl 28rt
of the items in school districts' evaluation
hecklist e \annned relate to the instruc-

tional rAc of the teacher .N few additional
item, deal w ii h relevant personal char-

Irristit suc h as responsibiht and en-
It.usiwi; Bu: the remaining chvc klist
iI nis It'latv i bthd\ ior outside the class-
room niernbt rships in organizations and

ipdtion. ni professional social and
actimnistwi e itiuh" Ii other words
!hi criterhi used in thesc instruments
nob %%owl and Pohland appear unrelated
to impro\ mi.. teaching performance and
oft..r Iit ast,istar.c e ir c hanging teaching
)t,i t It t

In studie conducted k Natrieflo and
Dorinids, h (1 ifH)-81) teachers noted that
thc lewed their ealuation ssinns as
generall unsound overl subjective, and
unaffected b\ their efforts Teachers in
these studies indicated that evaluation
criteria were seldom shared with teach-
ers that teachers were uninformed about
the information collected to evaluate
their performance and that minimal time
was taken to communicate evaluation re-
sults to them The authors note. "The
teachers in our inter% iew study reported
that on the average the received formal
ealuations from their principals once
e PTA 3 ears Moreo% er. in these teac h-
ers' perspecti% es. e aluations were unre-
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lated to the sant lions or rev, cards of the
s\ cierr and hen( ..hdd litilt du( tp

Le% in (1974) in a summan of researc
on teacher e%eluation argues that "re
search pros ides little support for current
practices in teacher evaluation He goes
on to comment. "One of the few thing'
that can be safek said is that the pre\ d-
lent system of e aluation through ob-
servation b supervisors is biased and
sublectie The use of techniques that
have greater promise for providing objec-
tive data. such as observation instruments
... is &s yet uncommon' (p 244)

Designing cr ore Constructive
Lm ironment

Dissatisfaction with current evaluation
procedures and outcomes has prompted
man educators to propose substanti%
revisionsrevisions in plannirn in de-
signing performance criteria and acquir-
ing meaningful data. and in communicat-
ing results to teachers The following sug-
gestions represent a concise cross-section
of current thought on w hat strategies
might make ealuation practices more
constructive and effective

Manatt (19b2I d major proponent of an
aluation model being tried in school

districts across ih r. country. ach mates an
ealuation sstem manifesting these fea-
tures (a) teacher tnolement in the P\ al-
uation process a), centralized and collab-
orative de%elopment of performance
criteria based on research and on local
priorities. (c go sethng (di multidimen-
sional method, for assessing teachers'
skills including obiective data gathering
and seH- and peer ealuation (e) anal\
of results with teachers and development
of specific lob !awls for improvement.
and (f) inclusion of a preobservation con-
ference to acquire background data. and
postobservation conference to mutually
analyze classroom data and set goals for
improvement

Manatt s modd strongl icflects the
positive impact of clinical supervision, a
colle,zial process of professional develop-
ment designed b Harvard School of Ed-
ucation faculty in the 1960s Clinical su-
pervision is a system in which teacher
and supervisor work together to set goals
and determine progress This collabora-
tive model includes three mayor steps
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preotiserx cilion conferences to exc flange
kground information and to mutualk

estahhsh gook and meth...d, for gathering
data mutt qik. Clds,room Observations
that n lude collection of objective data
and postobservanon conferences to ana-

Ic nd %erif% data and to collahoratk ek
(lex clop a msternatic plan for improve-
ment In addition teac her and supervisor
communu ate extensk ek throughout the
ex ablation pro«.,, to ensure that the
tea( In r hds d real Volt e in determining
evaluation procedures ditd setting goal,
for professional growth Mlhough clinic al
supervision methods have been adopted
proc eduralk b districts across the mull-
tr.\ the heart cif the tem her dexelopment
procesfrequent obser\ ation and dis-
c ussion has not been sin c essfulk Inc or-
pirated into most ho aI S\ steins

In respOnsc to dIld oni erns about the
perfu 01 tor \ na t u re ot most evdtUdlions
and rellanc e on subtectk e observational
data mans edutators urtte the use of (a)
assessment methods that give more ade-
quate and oblectk e data about classroom
interactions (v erbatim rec ords. charts of
lassroom interactions records of ques-

tioning or reinforcement strategies) and
(hi Use ot multiple ex aluation proc edures
(student ar.4 peer ealuation assessment
of student products) to provide a more
comprehen,ive picture of the teac her's
performance (O'Hd nlon & Mortensen.
1977) Levin (19791 reinforces the need fur
more extensive use of student evalua-

tions and les, reliance on ratings b prin-
cipals and other supervisors He also con-
cludes that "reliance on a single evalua-
tion technique lc unwise" (p 244) since it
reduc es the possibilit that the teacher
will be judged fairk

Following a comprehensive analysis of
current teacher evaluation practices. Dar-
hng-Hammond Wise, and Pease (1983. p
32(1) specifs four minimal conditions for a
successful teacher evaluation sstem

all individuals in the sysem under-
stand the Intend and processes for
teacher evaluation.
all participants understand how these
criteria and processes relate to the
basic goals of the organization. that
is. there is a shared sense that the
criteria reflect the most important dS-

peck ot tedc hing that the es aludtion
S5stei1l is (1/11SOndilt oh their edu-
ational go,ils dr I cum uption, ot

teat hing.
teachers perceise that the esdluation
procedure enables and monsdtes
them to improve their performance.
and principals perceive that it enables
them to provide instructional leader-
ship.
all individuals in the evaluation per-
ceive that the evaluation proLedu re
allows them to strike d bdldm e -be-
tween adaptation and adaptabihtv.
between stability to handle present
demands and ilexibihty to handle un-
anticipated demands" (VS dc k. 198.!
p b74) thdt is it allows participants
to cit hies e d balance bets% een cunt Nil
dmi autonomy

Ac Ines ing a More Constructit e
Environment

How extensively do current school
practices incorporate these commonly ad-
vocated criteria? In summarizing a series
of surveys of evaluation pram, ec Knapp
(1982) c ()wend, thdt despite strong ads o-
cacy of multiple information sources in-
volvement of students and peers. and
more objective means of collecting data.
schools have not really changed their ap-
proach to teacher evaluation Principals
still do most of the observing staff are
seldom involved in planning, and there is
little real effort to use evaluation out-
comes in designing constructise staff de-
velopnient

Similarly, a recent analysis of 32 fpghls
developed current teacher evaluation s s-
tems across the country, completed by the
Rand Corporation under sponsorship of
the National Institute of Education, pro-
vides the following Insights regarding
evaluation practices (McLaughlin. 1982)

Exemplary programs displayed a num-
ber of common features Nearly all of the
32 programs studied required a preeval-
uation conference (88%), classroom obser-
vation (100%), postevaluation conference
(100%). a written action plan following
evaluation (88%), action plan follow-up
(81%). and the participating principal as
primary evaluator (78%) Few however,
used self-evaluation (38e) peer evalua-

t,y



tion 12rIC-r I. or student" achie% ement data
(22(f i in e%aluating teachers

Despite these similarities McLaughlin
(19621 suggests "there is scant agreement
about instrumentation. frequency of eval-
uation role of ti. leacher in the process.
or how the information could or should
inform other district activities" (p 11) In
other words, little consensus exists about
"best prai tu e Moreo% er. although 74("(
of the distrn ts named school improve-
ment or staff development as the primal.%
goal of the s% stem, few districts estab-
lished the necessary links between
teac her e%aluation and staff development
to make that goal achievable There is as
the study notes "a general lack of integra-
tion ',city% ef n teacher evaluation and staff
de% elopment or distric t curriculum
guide" tp 111 Thus although exemplary
program appear to emphasize staff de-
velopment and school improvement.
teacher evaluation operates more often
than not as an independent, self-con-
tained system not an integral component
of a broader staff development program

Efiecfn e Formative Evaluation Oust% e

As rec ent studies point out. even higlly
de% eloped teac her evaluation programs
seem to lac k procedures or organizational
links essentia) for s% st emat lc Individual
or staff dey elopment through teacher
evaluation

As Knapp t1(18-21 notes strong formative
e% Aunt ion programs require both staff in-
vol% ement and a specified relationship
between tea( her de% elopment and e% al-
uation But despite the urgings of re-
scan her' and educators themselves not
much h ik happened As Knapp states al-
though effective evaluation of individual
teachers c an pro% ide "a more ac curate
picture of an mdi% idual teacher's needs
1 ha n for exdrnple. t h e group neodc assesc.
rnenk I filli(Thilik (iced cclefliall(
e% ablation of indi% idudl tem lier doec not
ai. %et appear to be a standard part of staff
de% elopment planning- tp RI

Holle (1(182I «mtend that districts
need to make better use of evaluation
datd "When evaluator ratings are sum-
mari/ed ai roc c ornpetem les or areas the
trdining need,. of both e% aludtee and
e dludtor emerve' (p 7) Dion( t and

building innildrie (d11 lie intrumental
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in identifying staff development needs
"The data." argues Holley "should be c ap-
tured and used for the imprmement of
both the evaluation process and instruc-
tion" (p 7)

While teacher evaluation practices are
becoming more systematic procedurally
most are still insufficient to support viable
teacher improvement programs Teachers
want. at the very least. an e%aluation ss-
tem that provides accurate information on
classroom needs, opportunity to acquire
and master new learning approaches. and
collegial support when instigating needed
changes These activities demand more
time. instructional involvement, and
more thorough assessment than man%
principals seem to find manageable Ac a
consequence. practices become more for-
malized, remaining basically unchanged
Moreover, as the next section indicates
changes in practice may occur more in
response to external pressures than to in-
ternal needs

Factors Regulating Teacher Evaluation
Practice

State teacher evaluation laws and reg-
ulations can influence local evaluation
practices, as can collective bargaining
agreements This analysis explores
whether these laws and contracts pro-
mote or constrain the use of evaluation
for teacher development

Ve begin the analysis of state laws and
regulations with a brief summary of the
national picture. then comment on dis-
trict/teacher association contracts

Teacher Evaluation Law'
Twenty-six states current:y have lawc

requiring teacher evaluation, according io
Wuhs and Manatt (1983) Though an
equal number currently have no laws. the
number of such laws has increased dra-
matic ally during the past 12 years, with
over tioCi of all laws enacted since 1971

Wuhs and Manatt. for example. report
that in ne lv all states improvement is a
primary purpose. in almost half. evalua-
tion data are also used for personnel pur-
poses Beckham (1981). by contrast. re-
ports that less than half of the states list
ci hool or teacher impro% ement as their
primary purpose and that the remainder
of laws ser%e personnel decisionmaking
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fuld lion, 1 his apparc tit dIsi rvpdln \ Ind \
slit); \ Ind Ii d U I tii I Mu.; v ,1111,0100
ser\ multiple purpose, and often claim
to address both lormati \ I and stimmati \
issues

Three-quarters of the states I. on-

(rid of e\ aludtion proc edUres to local &s-
un Is Vet- \ few spec it\ c riteria to be e\ aI-
Udtt'd And still fewer provide any guide-
lines fur the de\ elopment of lo:al s stem,
So ii is apparenth lot al decisions nut
state mandates that determine most dis-
tric t e\ aluation proceduies Sint e lot al
pr,q edurc d' ",t 1.;,0,1dted as part of
collecti \ bargaining agreements. a d

general ruk, state law, would apiwar to
\ infl twin e (III promoting or

111111114 an \ lot al emphasis on forniatrt e
fltI edlUdI1011 \ nld \ 110%\ t' \ VT'

Indite( tl \ lortllini\ t' prac tic es \
requiring c pro( edures. stic h use
ot uniform mandated e \ aludtion reports
or rigid spec incation ol tedclong criteria
unrelated to district-identified leaching
priorities hi such instances e\ dluators
iuu,i \ first meet the formal state-mandated
requirements and then nId\ diq Idc
InnilcIncIndlIon t1 elddvd ltiniuuti ' prac -
tic es is not laj net essdl o lb) pussddr
gi\ Lithe! time demands

Although some Sidle Id \\ s do include
some pro\ ision for led( her developnwnt
most are far les, presc ripti \ than the law
passed In Connectic ut fur the purpose of
mandating formatt\ e e \ dlua bun Lon-
nectic tit State Departnient of Educ ation

t-Cin guidelines spec lf \ the follow ing
e\ dludtion methods

cooperative planning between profes-
sionals and e\ aludtors of the o'Jlec-

\ es ot eac h individual evaluation.
the e \ aluation procedures, am the
proc ess of evaluating the s stem by
staff
c lear spec ific ation dnd communica-
tion of V\ dlUallon purposes as
vVell as the specific responsibilities
and Ijsks that w ill serve dS 1111, frame
of referenc e for individual evalua-
tions
opportund \ fur teat her, to e \ aluaie
thenisel \ 110,011\ dun! construi -
ti \\ a \ s and

emphasis on diagnostic rather than
aluati\ e assessment w. ,th spec di(

attention gi\ en to analLiin.., diffic ul-
ties planiung ements and
providing c lear. personalized. con-
structive feedback

As our discussion will show, these state
guidelines attempt to establish a stronger
tie between teacher evaluation and
teacher de% elopment than do most

lhe Impact of Collective Bargaining
Agreements

A malor force in defining and limiting
chstric t led( her evaluation procedures has
been the collec t i \ e bargaining agreement
lts 111111 Mind( t lia beim ki pro\ ide due
process sa eg u a rc.. for teachers Accoid-
ing to Strike and Bull 119tin. ho studied
numerous such agrecieents. thesi con-
tracts ailed the evaluotion process b\
specifying the frequency of e\ aluations or
obser ations, informing teachers of eval-
uation c ri tend, restric ling some methods
of information gathering g unan-
nounced isits, secret monitoring. elec-
tronic equipment etc and specifing

ho can dnd cannot participate in the
aluation process They also often re-

quire lormal communication or evalua-
tion results regulate written reports (e g
conlitlentidld\, opport unit \ for a V\ Mien
response h teachers) require remedia-
hon for negative ex aluations, allow union
representation at all conferenc es and pro-
cedures, and necessitate that notice and
reasons be filed for d.sciplinr S dctlon,
dismissal, or demotion

OverdN, the effect of these contracted
agreements is to promote uniformity and
specificity in evaluation procedures But
because of the adversarial nature of many
contract negotiations. teacher evaluation
is becoming more rule governed and Jo-
( used on Licari \ specified minimum work
standards (Mitc hell & ken( hner, 1903)
Collective bargaining has done little to
promote links between teacher evalua-
tion and mdividual development Al-
though it has often clarified evaluation
requirements. it also has made evaluation
procedures more impersonal and rule
go\ erned and it has unnitentionall\ iii-
tioduc ed another dimension of divisi \ e-
ness ht. pro( es,



The legal and contractual fac tors gox
erning tea, ner oaluatioii are tx pu allx
designed to standardlie evaluation re
quirement, and to promote due pro«.5,.
in summatixe evaluation 13x promoting
adherence to fair practices in personnel
demsionmaking howrver the\ hate in
effet t directed attention toward legal re-
quirement, and avta from methods for
promoting tea( her growth and dex elop-
ment Although it is encouraging to find
some state laws attempting to strike a
balant p between formatixe and summa-
live teacher ex aluation the laws only set
an merall context for practice in distric ts
and st hook Their effectiveness still de-
pends on interpretation and implementa-
tion Regulations max indeed enhance the
potentiai for improx merit, or thex max
be viewed as lust one more requirement
to he nwt thu, hax ing little substantive
impac t on instruc tional changes

District Teacher Evaluation Practices
What impat t do existing laws and on-

triacts act uallx have on local evaluation
practices"' Do the same teacher evaluation
issues identified in national studies ilso
concern local distru ts X\ hat practu vs do
local program, use to promote tea( her
development" To answ er these questions,
we asked four Pacific Northwest school
distru ts to participate in case studies of
their tea( her ex aluation sx stems The re-
sult, added much (Had to our under-
standing of the ex aluation environment

cos/ Stuck Description

To learn about tea( her ex aluation prat -
tires in thrKe distru ts we conducted 17
interviews with district administrators in
charge of teacher evaluation and with
building prim ipals lelementar x. pinior
hitrh and high st hool) In addition each
principal was asked to name 4 teachers
from her or his si hool who would respond
to a questionnaire on teat her evaluation
practices rortv-eight !vac hers received
questionnaires and 36 responded

Participants were asked to describe
teacher evaluation practices from their
viewpoint Further the\ were asked if
and hot% thrx used results to plan teacher
dexelopment Int erx lows and question-
naires tow hod nn stale and dist rut t

dexelopmen' of ex aluation pro(
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dunes methods for gathering informa'
on teacher performance method, for
commumt Ming evaluation result,. in
teat hers. and relatle satisfaction w it h
their evaluation system In outlining avs
evaluation data are w 1, administratk,rs
and principals descrd ne specific de-
cisionssummativc tormativein-
fluenced by the re- . They were also
asked what role .?.vaIuation Oa\ s
in promr'ing teacher agrowth and im-
provement Results of the interviews and
questionnaires are summarized below

Case Stud% Aesufts

In summari7ing case studs results we
found exaluation procgilures to he strik-
inglx similar across districts For e \ ample
all distru is used a three-stage evaluation
process inc hiding a pie- and postobser-
vation conference and classroom ousel.-
yation The observations, conducted
either by principals or vice-principals,
were the central feature of all evaluations
They occurred formalk either once or
twice a Year Peers and students were
seldom involved in the exilluation, self-
evaluations were curspry if done at all
and stud, nt achievemAt scores were not
used Results of the ev'aluator's observa-
tion were communicatV both in person
and in writing to the tealher The written
reports called for supervisors to des( ribe
teachers' strengths and weaknesses on
either state or locally specified criteria
None of the districts used rating scales or
indit ations of performance levels to iden-
tif hers' skills Finally, training pro-
vided evaluators ranged in one district
from a frequent. integrated program that
involved all staff to intermittent or spo-
radu training in other districts In addi-
tion. both teachers and administrators
saw room for improvement in the evalu-
ation process and made specific recom-
mendations about needed changes

Teachers' perspectives on needed
changes The primar goal of our case
studies was to identify barriers precluding
use of teacher evaluation results for
teacher growth and development In the
questionnaire, teachers were asked for
their perspectives on la) needed changes
in the teacher's role ip evaluation (b)

needed ch..:Aes in district procedures
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anti tt ideas for impro int; tne qualm ol
teat hint. in the district

11111) respet t to the teal hers role o\ er
halt Co', sponlaneousk urged more op
port unit for collegial obser%ation and for
self-ealuatton through goal setting and

ideotaping Others suggested more pro-
1 in evaluating lessons and giving

teat hers mo e knowledge about what
c (institutes 11 1 e led( 'wig

Recommendations for improvements Ill
the overall evaluation system were far
more extensive Repeatedk . teachers sug-
gested more frequent lormal and informal
obser% anon:, greater use of peer obser-
%ation and self-evaluation and more ef-
let IR preparation ond training for e% Il
UMW. Ii 1(1(11 1011 1 10'1 t il III 101 1100'1
0liscr1d11011di siliilepcs MON rtlet 111 .,

011111111111t dI1011 ol results vt ith emphasis
on spec iht sugLestioos for Inipro mem.
int teased skill among evaluators. and bet-
tet general management of evaluation
Teachers also noted that the need qual-
m inser it. t. training to improve their

'I eat hers seemed to agree that to ht
elle( me. ealuation must ta) be d %altiett
M huol ide priorm not lust d require-
nwnt hj o« ur frequentk enough so that
outcumes reflect ac tual classroom acti1I-
ties lct Incorporate methods that pros ide
rely\ ant specific and complete informa-
tion and (di in% ol% e evaluators trained to
proitle specilit useful suggestions for
impro ement Repeatetik teat hers called
for more frequent feedbac k and for con-
structive critit ism. not 'vague generali-
ties that hide medioc re teaching

Administrolors perspec tic es on .leeded
change, How satisfied were prim ipals
and district staff with their evaluation
ss stems? Responses differed considerahl
across districts

In two districts, administrators were
generally satisfied with the evaluation
process. kut were concerned with the
amount of time available to conduct oh-
seilations In the two other case study
districts, administrators were less satis-
fied Reasons for dissatisfaction included
teac hers' lack of trust in the evaluation
proc PSS lack Of clarity in criteria and the
fact that evaluat;on seemed more ori-
ented to meeting state standards than pro-
moting imp,. qemeins

S111111,111'. not oil 4recti that te,t( ht r
C1dilldhltll It'd 10 teat her implownent
Some felt that the goal setting pro( ess

maiot step tow ard improt ement anti
111( reasinglt . evaluation was lot Us-

ing more on improvement than on tudg-
ment Others felt the link was weak at
best Print ipals also generall acknowl-
edged that evaluation results were not
directk used to plan school or district-
wide stall development. and that local
supervisors did not include evaluation re-
sults in setting instruc ticual priorities
Evaluation was. howe%er, used by some
evaluators to help teachers identif indi-
vidual goals and to spec if a plan of action
lor tin eat The completion ()I these
plall Mid their au( t on instruc lion 1%d
seldom monitored

These administrators cited four major
barriers limiting the det elopment of a
more lormaliVe evaluation system (a)
teachers' lac k of trust in the process, (L))
insufficient ttme for evaluation. (c) the
adversarial context of evaluation, and (d)
prim pals' skills as evaluators The trust
and lime issui s w ere mentioned most Ire-
quenth Print wals also noted these prob-
lems int onsistent evaluation procedure,
impret ise requirements lac k of training
for evaluators, imprecise dismissal pro-
cedures. :,erly general ealuation out-
comes. teat hers' reststanc e to change and
inadequate staff de% elopment Admim
trators noted too that man ptim ;pals did
not know how to establvii e aluatiun pro-
grams or set realistic priorities

When asked how evaluation could be
more directly related to the improvement
of teaching administrators recommended
changes in system management, includ-
ing increased staff involvement in goal
setting and emphasis on improvement as
a district priority, improved methods of
conducting observations, more time al-
lowed for evaluation and observations.
development of evaluators' skills, a

stronger link between evaluation and staff
development, and accountability for all
principals conducting evaluations

Yes, say supervisors, evaluation could
be more effective in diagnosing teachers'
needs and improt mg their skillsbut
only if the process c hanges in many was
And the Mawr 1 hanges called for closel



parallel those on( erns identified in na-
tional ctudies of tea( her ealuu'ion

A Conti rem(' on 7m her h (dilation

As a condusion to the case studies. we
invited teams of educatorseach team
including a district administrator. princi-
pal. and lea( herfrom ea( h of tlw four
case studs districts to attend a working
conference and consider in greater depth.
methods for more Pffectivel linking eval-
uation and staff development in the dis-
tric t Conferenc e teams discussed two
mator issues (al the barriers to more form-
ative evaluation and (bi potential ways of
linking e% aluation more dosel% to teacher
imprm ement

After rex lev mg the recultc of the case
studies conference participants worked
together to produc e the following com-
Moll list of harriers to formane tea( her
maluation (listed in or(er of importance)
in their districts

EA ablators often 1a k important
skills needed to maluate. and the training
needed to solve this problem is frequently
not available. nrt used. or ineffective At
leact two sets of skilk Are larking (al skills
in evaluating tea( her performam u and
ad skills in commu mcat mg with teachers
about the e% alum ion pro s and results

2 There Is often insufficient time for
both evaluaticm and follow-up A ( ontin-
nous (1( le of feedhac k and growth is
needed to promote tea( her development
The i ompet I ng demands of ethic at ion fry-
quentk push e% aluatum to a lo% priont%
culls

3 The pro( essiesl for lmking staff de-
velopment and teacher evaluation is (arel
not clear 1Ve la( k a clear goal for forma-
tive tea( her maluation e an image of
the desired s% stem) and a plan for achie% -
ing that goal State laws and district poli-
cies and proc edures do not reflect that
goal, and individuals (teachers and ad-
ministrators ahkel in the system have yet
to provide the support needed to make
e% aluation results truly prodw live De-
vitt, an important emphcods on ptoteciing
the due proc esc rights of tea( hers. evalu-
ation s% stems la k commitment
to pronuiting professional development

4 Trust in the maluation stem is

oftr» Id( king (11111111g min( ators fun( hon
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ing in that system Unclear or unaccept-
able performance criteria combined w
lack of teacher involvement in dmeloping
performance criteria and infrequent and
superficial observations, tend to breed
skepticism among teachers about the
value of results The adversarial relation-
ship between districts and collective bar-
gaining units also breeds distrust

Having identified a list of significant
barners. conference participants ther
turned to the task of finding solutions
Simple solutions were not expected or
sought Nevertheless, participants gener-
ated a list of starting points from which to
begin various assaults on key barriers

Individuals noted that commitment to
effective teacher evaluation as an impor-
tant means to school improvement must
be given priority status in the district In
addition. district staff need to determine
the foremost purpose of their evalua-
tioneither staff improvement or person-
nel decisionmakingand develop proc e-
dures appropriate to accomplishing that
purpose Added to these initial steps. con-
ference participants called for

involvement of all staff in the plan-
ning process.
identification of meaningful and rel-
evant performance criteria as the ba-
sk of the evaluation.
eveluators trained iO pinpoint teach-
ers' skills in need of development
inclusion of other sources of infor-
ruotion about teachers' profic lent V.
including data from peers. self dnd
students.
de% elopment of a comprehensive staff
del elopment program for evaluators
as well as teachers: and
ade.quate resourcestime and
moneyto develop a thorough pro-
gram of feedback and development
for staff

In Search of Solutions

Teacher evaluation, as the case studies
and summaries of national teacher eval-
uation practices Indicate. t viewed as an
important school-based method for im-
proving teachers skills. In practice. how-
ever. evaluation has substantially less im-
pact than is desired Despite increasing
emphasis on improving the qualm of
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teacher et alUcition firOgralie, MOO -im-
provements' seem dire( It'd al s sternal/I-
1,4:, prof ed U re As d res !I regulations
abound Most teac her et dluation sv stems

now require regular annual or biannual
evaluations. speof the general perform-
am e criteria to be used &fine the pro-
( edures in the evaluation cycle call (or
w mien documentation of results and re-
quire that those results be formall re-
viewed tith teachers Sonw teacher e% al -

uanon prognms have inci eased leachers'
participation in evaluation b including
peisonal goal setting and carefull outlin-
ing plans for d( complishing goals But ed-
Ut generallv com ur that even highlv
developed et Juane!) st stems are not

helping lea( huts either ind,t iduallt or
collo( tit el% to improt e their skills

Sone of the changes heeded to mak(
et aluehon more effec t it e, from tea( hers'
and super visors' perspec tives are these
Teachers and administrators need to col-
laborate on the goals. c,,'en, and proce-
dures fur evaluation. t aluetiun proi e-
dures need to be geared to diagnosing
tea( hers' skills and aiding them in making
instrui tional changes. supert isors need

1110rt slip)un amid Irainillg IC> diae-
nose instrui Ilonal problems tie ' evalua-
tion method need to be more soundlv
based and linked to rewards and sanctions
in the organization

Persistent problems suggest that sub-
stantial changes are needed in tilt 'Aga-
nwation of evaluation sv stems. in the em-
phasis giver instructional improvement.
in the kim4 and quality of information
pro% ided teachers. and oi the Wa\ eval-
uation is conducted

Making the Purpose Clear
Most leacher evaluation st stems have

attempted to accomplish simullaneouslv
two polentiallv conflicting purposes to
encourage lea( her development and im-
prove instructional quahlv (formative)
and to judge leacher effectiveness and
acquire evidence of incompetence (sum-
mative) As a result, most have succeeded
onit mark:math . doing whatever nec es-
Sart to meet minimal legal requirements
In practice summatit e evaluation has
usuallt taken precedence. formative ac-
ht dies 1>1 nature more time c onsuming
alit! demanding hat e been dealt tv ith su

perfe i,tl1 ii al all A, d consequile
Cahtlitittii sitq.ls hat t. not pro% ute,l ad-

equate diagnosis end assilailt slipp,,r1

It at her nuprot ement Further the dual
purpose of most evaluation programs has
inc reased tension, in man\ instant es un-
dermining the trust, honest , openness,
alld 11101 ival 1011 needed to promote exper-
imentation with new leac hmg ap-

proce hes For formative el alUdlion to

work most effectivel. it needs first to be
spec died as a prinlary purpose of evalua-
tion. and sec ond 10 include appropriate
procedures for acquiring information

In the authors' opinion it is both feasi-
ble mid adv isable to emphasize formative
et aluation and to develop an ent iron-
mew c olefin e to it SIN( v.+ Although
this mat be ai ( 0111illished Ill ilIdilt %%Os
slil ( ss 01 d( lit itt appears to hinge on

a number of important steps I irst it de-
mands all openness 10 changi and com-
mitment to improv ement Teachers and
super\ isors must agree on priorities shar-
ing die isions on whal needs to be accom-
plished and w hen Second. it involves co-
opera tit tI t selecting training opportuni-
ties determining the degree to which Oh-
le( lit es sire ric ( ()niplishvd and new skills
learned Iselei line ( riteria for perform-
ance). Inc orporating multiple sources of
information to determine the effect of
new lea( bine approaches on students and
sharing resouri es to support changing 'W-

hat lots In Ole( I. suc ess will require that
teachers and administrators work to-

gether coopteativel). cis Mut uall suppor-
tive allies

Emphasizing teacher development as a
major purpose of evaluation requires
strategies different from those commonl
used in summative evaluation, as the fol-
lowing paragraphs show

Improving the Quaht.t and Availability
of Information

Responsibility for summative evalua
lion falls most frequently to the school's
principal or vice-principal More often
than not, once-a-year observation is the
sole basis for determining teachers per-
formance and identifying needed skills In
formative evaluation, numerous infor-
mation sources mo be tapped Peers. st u
dents and teachers themselves offer a
broad spectrum of perspectives, thus in-
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creasing thv odds that stremiths arid needs
will he identified an ura:el Further. re-
sponsitnlik for formative evaluation can
be pla«,d first and foremost in the hands
of eac h teacher and can Pmplo% relevant,
useful data from sources, such as students
and fellow !achers. who are thoroughly
familial with the classioom environment

Mans other information resoun es. usu-
ally disregarded m surnmative evaluation,
are appropriate in formative evaluation
For example student achievement data
can be useful Although standardized
ac hir ement test data are considered an
inappropriate basis for summative evalu-
ation. trdt hers' own da -to-day cla-c-oorn
measures provide diagnostic information
that rna% bp a itaI component of a teach-
er's self-maluation instrut tional
strengths and weaknesses

Ensuring Adequote Performance Criteria

The significance of relevant perform-
ance criteria can scarcel be overstated
Criteria present stumbling blocks to
sound assessment if and when the\ (a)

fot us on personal characteristics rather
than instructional skills. (b) c all for infrr-
ern es about tea( long beha ior I nm-
pronusv rehabilir% ) are bio gvneraI
pros ide diavnostu information and ((It
are urn lear or unrelated to professiomd
prat tit es of teachers Formative teacher
e't Autumn t an be wry effec tr%e if these
fat tors are considered in establishing the
perforrnain ritena that ke the prot ftC

First riteria should relate to student
out( omes defined as important k urrent
reseau h ,md should be identified
orativel b't teachers and principals The
emphasis should be on behaviors that
seem to make a difference. such as the
claws. of a teacher's presentations Al-
though researchers acknowledge that not
all behavior works in all settings, there is
growing evidence now that certain in-
structional methods. cur h as those asso-
ciated with direct instruction. have im-
pact on student achies ement in many
contexts

Second. each performance criterion
should describe some teacher behavior or

harac tench( of the classroom environ-
ment that car be consistenth evaluated.
regardless of V hen the evahiat ion o« urs
or w ho Miser% es the behavior
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Third, each criterion should tw clear
and specific enough to Yield diagnostit
information Ratings that do not suggost
how performance might be improved are
of little value to a teacher

Fourth. each performance factor must
be endorsed by the teacher as appropriate
for his or her classroom To merit such
endorsement. criteria must be (a) vahd
within the unique learning environment
established by the teacher. (b) appropriate
for the content taught and the instrut
tional method(s) used by that teacher, and
(c) flexible enough to allow the teacher a
choice of instructional strategies

Fifth, performance criteria need to be
practical as well as relevant Though cri-
teria need to be diagnostic. a long list of
minutel specific behaviors that cannot
be rated, communicated, or addressed in
a reasonable time is likely to generate
confusing feedback and planning prob-
lems. Some balanc.e is needed between
diagnostic precision and cumbersome de-
tail If the list of important performance
criteria grows excessive, evaluators
should set priorities and address only part
of the list in a given term. semester. or
year

Sixth in reviewing critena. the teat her
and evaluator should identif relativelt
weak areas of performance and mutually
design steps to improve those areas More-
over. in all formative evaluations, II is

inappropriate to compare one teat her's
performance with that of another for the
purpose of ranking teachers by profi-
ciency The uniqueness of learning envi-
ronments student groups. instrut floral
styles, and teacher groups make such
compansons meaningless In addition. us-
ing teacher norms or rankings invariably
promotes a defensiveness that is counter-
productive. After all. professional devel-
opment. not criticism for its own sake. is
the whole point of the system

Finally. all desirable change depends on
establishment of effective channels of
communication between teacher and su-
pervisor. For many teachers. evaluation
results have not been commurncated
either constructively or diagnostically As
one educator commented. "fault finding
without suggestions for remedy, categon-
zations (e.g . good. average) that provide
little diagnostic assistance, generahties
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that appear to ha% e httle factual basis and
reports that fldkt ir C ontrih t%1

OrgallILdn011di goals- are not ettecti%
forms of communication (Bolton, 1,4-1 p
148) This is true of course, for either
formati% e or summative evaluation

Useful evaluation results promote io-
struchonal awareness and prompt
change To do so. presentation of feedbac k
should occ ur in dll atmosphere of mutual
problem solving and trust, teachers need
evidence that their efforts toward profes-
sional growth will be rewarded with per-
sonal recogmtion and support As Darling-
Hammond ci al (1983) state. "Effectively
changing the behavior of another person
requires enlisting the cooperdnon and
mon% anon of that person in addition to
pro% ichm, guidance on the steps needed
tor irnpro%ernent to occur" (p 314)

Elle( e Formant Evaluution

Assessing teachers performance is dil
important task It is hoped that the fore-
going disc ussion will promote better un-
derstanding of effectie evaluation prac -
lice while at the same time encouraging
educators to attempt alternative. dynamic
approac hes to the human% e e% dlUdliOn
process Those alternatives can work to
irnpro% e instruction if the following
guidelines are observed

Select methods to match el, aluation
purpose 1 he purpose of an eVal
11011 sYstem must be clearly identifwd
and understood in order to select ap-
propriate methods The same proce-
dures cannot constructively and si-
multaneously SVIA e the needs of
*hose interested in promoting teacher
development and those responsible
for personnel decisions Both sets of
needs are important But different
methods are needed to address differ-
ent purposes
Involve teachers in evaluation
Teachers should be involved in all
phases of developing and operating
formative systems Any evaluation
program that does not reflect the in-
terests. concerns. aspirations, and
needs of teachers is doomed to fdilure
13 the same token teachers must
have constructive attitudes to make
the system work Teaching must be

regarded as a skill to he learned and
party want, must tie %villtng man-
agers ot thclr 131%n de% elopment
read% to consider. e \plore. and prac-
tic e iww teaching skills
Provide relevant training All evalu-
ators and staff must be thoroughly
trained Everyone involved in the
evaluation should know how to use
e.aluation instruments to acquire
useful, objective data, interpret re-
suhs. and use those results to advan-
tage Similarly. evaluatoN should be
trained to provide feedback to teach-
ers thdt is clear. prep., and suffi-
ciently diagnostic to promote realishc
plans for improvement
Inc ;Taw sour( es of e%dlUdtIOn ddld
Thorough fort-mill e VVdIudtion
should include the perspectives of
students, peers, teachers themsel% es,
and super% isors, and should incorpo-
rate several kinds of thservdtion, not
just once-a-year classroom spot
checks
Use meaningful criteria Performance
criteria must be relevant to desired
student outcomes, specific enough to
be useful in planning professional de-
veloprnent, and accepted as impor-
tant by each teacher to whom they
will apply
Relate results to organizational goals
Evaluation results should be used by
both teachers and staff development
planners to set training priorities and
to evaluate success in achieving or-
ganizational and personal goals Suc-
cessful evaluation is clearl% tied to
organizational planning Morecver,
the system itself should be evaluated
regularly before any procedures be-
come so firmly entrenched that they
are unresponsive to change

The entire framework of this proposal
for formative evaluation rests on one
overriding imption School managers
and teachers alike function best in an
environment characterized by mutual
support, by respect and concern for per-
sonal growth and for the well-being of
staff and students Where such an envi-
ronment exists. formdt!ve teacher evalu-
ation offers great potential for helping
teac hers learn to teach better



GI% en current ec omsm n condition,: and
declining enrollments fewer nev,
er,, are entering the profe.cion Therefore,
improving the quahtk of instruction de-
mandc developing the skilk of teachers
alreadt in the classroom Formative eval-
uationa s%stem inherenth sensitive to
teachers needs and goalscan he a vital
step in strengthen :g instructional zffec-
tiveness nationwide
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Commentary on the Role of Student Achievement Data

in the Evaluation of Teachers

While teacher evaluations typically are based on the observation and

rating of teacher performance in the classroom, there is a constant

undercurrent of interest in evaluating teachers based on the achievement of

their students. This interest often focuses on the use of norm-referenced

standardized achievement test scores as the index of student learning and

therefore of teacher performance. However, both Haertel (1986) and Berk

(1988) have spelled out in precise detail why this summative teacher

evaluation use of standardized test scores is indefensible from both

assessment and evaluation perspectives. The reasons rest principally on the

insensitivity of the assessment instruments to the effects of particular

teachers and the long list of factors that are beyond the control of the

4111
teacher that influence the scores. Haertel dispells common misconceptions

about the role of such test scores in teacher evaluation and chen outlines the

complex and demanding set of steps local districts must complete in order to

develop standardized assessments that will be sensitive to individual teacher

effects. While such test development programs are feasible, few districts

seem willing to hire the measurement expertise or allocate the resources

needed to carry out those steps successfully.

This leaves us on the horns of a dilemma. On one hand, we believe that

one legitimate source of evidence of the effectiveness of teacher performance

should be whether or not students are learning. We feel certain that if

teachers are held accountable for student aclqevement, then teacher and

student performance will improve. Yet, on the other hand, the one index of

1111

achievement that we always thought we could count on--standardized achievement

test batteries--cannot and will not do the job.



Do we conclude therefore that there is no role for student achievement

data in teacher evaluation? Definitely not. I believe there is a clear and

appropriate :ole. But for reasons outlined below, we have a great deal of

work to do if we wish to take advantage of it. In order to understand that

role, we must face our real aspirations for students. First, we must decide

if we really care if students learn or not. Then we must act decisively to

make high-quality assessment of student learning an integral part of the

teaching/learning process.

Do we care about learning . . . really?

While our interest in evaluating teachers in terms of student learning

appears to stem from a desire to concentrate teacher efforts on l'romotinq

student academic achievement, there is considerable evidence available to

suggest that, indeed, we do not really care if students learn at all. Before

proceeding, let me hasten to add that I know educators care very much about

students achievement. But just for a moment, consider some evidence to the

contrary.

If we cared about student achievement, would we not go to great lengths to

be sure ea0 and every teacher is ready and able to assess that achievement in

the classroom on o day to day basis, so they would know how to monitor and

could adjust instruction to maximize learning? In fact, we rarely offer

teachers the assessment training needed to do so. Schafer & Lissitz (1987)

have shown us that most teachers are not required to complete any assessment

training whatever in ord, to graduate from teacher training programs or in

order to bo certified to practice their profession. Many are not even offered
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the option of participating in such training. Further, those who are trained

typically are inadequately prepared with respect to assessment concepts and

pmcedures needed to address the ongoing assessment demands of the classroom

(Gullickson, 1986). Does this sound like a profession that cares if learning

is occurring? How can we argue that we care, when so few practitioners are

trained to determine if learning occurs?

And when we examine the professinnal preparation of administrators with

respect to the assessment o2 5tudent achievement, we see an even more

troubling picture. The w.st majority of administrator training and

certificate programs offer no training in assessment at all (Schafer &

Lissitz, 1987). This often leaves principals less well-equipped to address

assessment issues of those teachers whose work they are to supervise. Many

simply cannot evaluate assessments and therefore do not know if sound

assessments are being used in their classrooms. Many admininstrators are so

ill-prepared to address matters related to the assessment of student

achievement that they do not understand why it is indefensible to use

norm-referenced standArdized test scores to evaluate teachers. Does a

profession that cares about learning not prepare its leaders to verify that

learning is, in fact, occurring?

There is more. Would a profession that really cared not impose standards

for high-quality assessment on those who develop the tests that accompany

published textbooks and other curriculum materials? Such stanaards exist for

standardized test batteries. But no such standards exist for text-embedded

tests and the effect often is obvious in terms of the quality of these

assessments.

6541e 3
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e Would a profession that cared about student learning not have long since

thoroughly researched the nature of the classroom assessment environment so as

to translate the results into relevant and helpful training for its

practitioners? That research and development effort is only now getting

underway and is being conducted in just a vet.; few places. It is literally in

its infancy. So far, the measurement community knows little about the task

demands of classroom assessment (Stiggins, Conklin & Bridgeford, 1986:

Natriello, 1987). How can we argue that we care about student learning when

we don't understanu it's assessment in the classroom?

Finally, would a profession that really cared about outcomes not have

systematically trained its policy makers (schoolboard members, state

department personnel, state legislators, federal policy makers, etc.) to

understand and use assessment data in an informed and appropriate manner?

Such understanding is rare indeed.

However, with all of this having been said, my point is not that we don't

care about learning. Of course we care! The point is that we spend all

available resouzces training teachers and admininstrators to produce learning,

put that training to work in schools, and then allocate no resources to train

practitioners in the methods of assessing the outcomes of their efforts. Then

when the crunch time comes, such as when the public demands that teachers be

evaluated based on student learning, we naively look for the easiest possible

way out by unquestioningly using standardized norm-referenced test

scores--assessments that cannot work in the teacher evaluation contezt--as

evidence of teacher effectivetnss. The point is that most educators on the

firing line have not been trained to generate and implement alternative

6541e 4
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strategies for bringing student achievement data into the teacher evaluation

equation. In my opinion, we have not yet begun to pay the dues we owe in the

form of the commitment, training and resources needed to develop the

assessment expertise or sound instrumentation required at the school building

level to assess student learning and evaluate the impact of teachers on that

learning.

Taking a New Look From a Different Perspective

We can bring student achievement data to bear in the teacher evaluation

contezt if we simultaneously change our perspectives in two important ways.

First, when we regard the teacher evaluation process, there is a pervasive

tendency to think only of the summative side of the evaluation equation. Even

Berk and Haertel took this perspective in their very thorough discussions of

the role of student achievement data in teacher evaluation. But Duke and I

(Duke & Stiggins, 1986) have suggested that we can do a great deal more to

improve the effectiveness of teachers and schools if we begin to regard

teacher evaluation as growth-producing events. Student achievement data can

play a much more significant role in the teacher evaluation equation if we

make this shift. The specific reasons are spelled out below.

Second, we must shift the focus of our consideration of achievement data

in teacher evaluation away from test results derived from centralized,

standardized testi2g programs and toward results derived from teachers'

classroom assessments of student achievement. If we help teachers to use

high-quality classroom-level achievement information to determine if their

instruction is working, then we take a major step toward helping these

teachers tap student achievement data as one source of the informaton needed

to establish and achieve their own important professional development goals.

6541e 5
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Let's consider these two proposed changes in perspective in greater detail.

Focus on formative. We gain a major advantage in improving the impact of

teacher evaluation if we use evaluation formatively rather than summatively.

Summative evaluation serves the screening function of identifying those

few teachers who have failed to attain minimal teaching competence. These

teachers must be retrained and improve or leave, and resources are brought to

bear to determine which will happen. Certainly, t.his is a very important and

useful form of teacher evaluation. But we often lose sight of the fact that

this process typically impacts very few teachers--by design. We seek to

eliminate incompetence. But by and large, we do not have a great deal of

incompetence to eliminate. Nearly all teachers are at least minimally

competent. Thus, for the vast majority of teachers, repeated and continuous

summative evaluation typically has no impact. They continually demonstrate

their competence and Lothing changes.

Formative evaluation, on the other hand, can achieve a much broader

impact. The objective of evaluation in this case is to help each individual

teacher identify professional development goals that are uniquely relevant to

them. Since all teachers can grow in some important ways, formative

evaluation offers the potential of helpinq large numbers of teachers to become

more effective.

If we seek to use student achievement data to improve schools through

effective tearher evaluation, the critical question we must ask is this:

Given extremely limited resources for teacher evaluation, do we gain more

school improvement per unit of resources invested by (a) using student

achievement data to weed out the very few incompetents, or (b) using that data

to help all teachers see in clear and unequivocal te-dis how they might become

better teachers? Why not do both, you might ask? We can do that. But then
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we confront the heart of the matter: How should we apportion Nur extremely

limited teacher evaluation resources between the two? Whichyill provide the

biggest school improvement bang for our buck? I think the answ,- is obvious.

Resources devoted to helping teachers use assessment data to:improve teaching

hold much greater potential for school improvement than do "'sources spent for

standardized testing for summative purposes. Yet resources rarely are

invested in this way. More about that later.

Focus on classroom assessment. As mentioned above, inherent limitations

in norm-referenced standardized test scores make them inappropriate tools in

the evaluation of teacher performance. They lack the power needed to provide

indepth information on student learning over a sufficiently long period of

time and under sufficiently controlled conditions to permit Li.e establishment

of causal links between teacher performance and that learning. But as luck

would have it, we appear to have an excellent alternative at our disposal.

Tear:hers measure student achievement continuously in their classrooms. Why

not use these classroom measurements of student learning as a tool to evaluate

teachers?

On the surface this sounds feasible. But one frequently cited argument

against the idea is that ast !zits across various classrooms are not

comparable. They are unique to each classroom. How can we compare teachers

across classrooms using different measures? We need standardized outcome

measures.

This is specious argument that reveals precisely where our thinking has

become confused about the real differences between formative and summative

evaluation and the role of student achievement Qata. The very strength of

standardized tests is their comparability. But if our goal is to help each

6541e 7
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individual teacher to identify her or his own relevant professional

development goals through analysis of how well their own students are

learning, why must the student achievement data used in this process be like

the data gathered by any other teacher? There is no reason. No teacher to

teacher comparison is needed. There is no requirement of comparabil'ty of

achievement data in the formative teacher evaluation context.

The price we pay for trying to force comparability of achievement data

into the teacher evaluation context by usin; standardized test scores is the

loss of sensitivity of the data to individual teacher effects. Formative

evaluation requires only data that are valid and reliable in terms of the

objectives the teacher intends for her or his students to master. For

personal professional growth purposes, it matters not how other teachers'

students achieve.

So for formative evaluation purposes, it appears that the pest index of

student learning is classroom assessment results. Under ideal circumstances,

there is no question that this would be the case. But unfortunately, this

brings us to another dilemma: we cannot encourage teachers to use their own

student achievement dcta to determine how th improve their Leaching because

their assessments often are undependable (Stiggins, Conklin & Bridgeford,

1986, and Natriello, 1987). Typicall:, these are assessment, developed by

practitioners untrained in assessment methodology who admit to concern about

thr quality of their assessments (Stiggins & Bridgeford, 1985). We know what

they need to learn about assessment processes and we know how to teach them to

assess effectively (Stiggins, 1987). But the point is that most teachers have

not participated in this training. Therefore, if we wish to use student

achievement data for formative teacher evaluation, we must first lay the

foundation with effective assessment training.

6541e 8
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Teachers use many different forms of assessment in their classrooms on a

day to day basis:

o Teacher-developed paper and pencil tests and quizzes,

o Tests and quizzes that accompany textbooks,

o Assessments based on observations of and judgments about

achievement-related %ehavior,

o Assessments based on observations of achievement-related products,

o Homework :..nd seatwork assignments,

o Oral questions posed during recitation and in interviews and

conferences,

o Student self and peer assessment,

o Group assessment activities, and

o Opinions of others, such as other teachers and parents.

Each of these options represents an excellent source of information for

teachers regarding the achievement of their students, if developed and used

well. Often they are not. Teachers need to know how to be sure each form is

providing dependable data on student achievement, and they need to know how

and when to make corrections when standards of dependability are not being

met. Most are not trained to do so.

As I review the above list of assessment method options. I am struck by

the exciting varieties of student achievement we can assess if we use this

full range of options effectively. Note the extreme contrast between the rich

definitions of achievement we can derive from this array of options compared

to the very narrow definition of achievement we can derive from the

multiple-choice format of the norm-referenced standardized test. Consider the

potential of classroom assessment to provide the teacher with a continuous
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flow of data on student learning, sc that teachers can make timely adjustments

to maximize effectiveness, in contrast to the once-a-year data of the

standardized test. Consider also much teachers can learn about their own

effectiveness and improvement needs based on the results of good-quality,

continuous classroom assessment compared to how little they can learn from

once-a-year standardized tests.

But again, you might ask, why not use both classroom assessment and

standardized test data to help us make important decisions? With some notable

exceptions, I think we can do that. One such exception is teacher

evaluation. Both Berk and Haertel have shown us that norm-referenced

standardized test scores were not designed for this purpose and cannot serve

well in this decision context. That is not to say that such test scores

cannot serve many other valuable purposes. Certainly they can.

However, here again, we must face the same kind of critical question

raised earlier about the relative value of formative and summative teacher

evaluation: Given limited resources to spend on assessment (in this case, in

the context of teacher evaluation), do we gain more school improvement (a) by

developing and implementing more centralized standardized testing programs, or

(b) hy training each teacher to assess student achievement effectively and

efficiently in the classroom on an ongoing basis? And if we decide to do

both, how shall we apportion those limited resources betweer the two? Which

returns to us the most school improvement for our assessment dollar? Once

again, I think the answer is obvious. We need to train teachers to generate

their own valid, reliable data with confidence. But we currently are spending

all available assessment resources on the former and virtually nothing on the

latter.
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The Bottom Line

Some teachers are evaluated in some districts on the basis of standardized

student achievement performance of students. Often, norm-referenced

standardized test scores are examined. This is done in the service of

promoting school improvement by identifying less-than-competent teachers.

While the goal is important, this use of test scores does not represent sound

assessment or evaluation practice.

We have far better options at our disposal. First, we can strive for a

more defensible balance in the allocation of resources betwepn formative and

summative teacher evaluation, so as to provide the most support to the option

that holds the most promise for helping the largest number of teacher

improvements. Second, we can strive for a nore defensible balance in the

allocation of resources between generating standardized test scores and

training teachers and instructional leaders to assess well in the classroom on

a daily basis, so as to provide the greatest support to the option that holds

the greatest promise for helping the most teachers improve.

In my opinion, both resource allocations have been and continue to be

grossly out of balance favoring the option with the least potential impact.

It need not be so. Used together, formative teacher evaluation and dependable

data on student achievement can represent an unbeatable combination for school

improvement. But we must be prepared to invest the resources needed to build

such a powerful team.

Changing Direction

A wide variety of very specific actions can be undertaken at once to move

us toward a proper balance. For instance, we can design teacher evaluation
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environments to be sure the evaluation experiences of teachers reflect those

attributes that maximize the chances that teachers will benefit from the

experience. Those attributes are known to us and are well within our reach

(Duke & Stiggins, 1986). In addition, however, it is as important that we

begin at once to move as rapidly as possible toward a time when the assessment

of student achievement has been "demystified" for all--toward a time when

everyone who has a vested interest in schools, students and learning has come

to be both comfortable and competent with respect to the basics of measuring

achievement. By everyone, I mean the public, policy makers, administrators,

teachers, students and parents. If we are to reach this goal, many must

contribute.

The educational measurement community muLt remove the shrouds of technical

complexity from its instruments and procedures. Guidelines for the proper

development and use of all types of classroom assessment must j cast in terms

the practitioner can understand and use. Then those basic assessment concepts

must be translated into training programs that integrate assessment isco

instruction--i.e., training programs that are relevant to the teacher in the

classroom. Training methods must fit into preservice and inservice training

contexts, but primari y the latter. Then teacher and administrator training

and certification requirements must be amended to reflect the importance of

assessment to effective instruction (and thus teacher evaluation) and

resources must be allocated to provide the training. This will take

assertive, collective action at state department, post-secondary, local

district, building and classroom levels.

6541e 12
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Much already has been accomplished, but there is much more to be done. We

are gaining a clear sense of the basic measurement tools teachers need to have

at their disposal (Stiggins, Conklin, Bridgeford, Green & Brody, in press).

Further, we are beginning to understand how to make classroom assessment

training work for teachers. Now we need to find the most efficient and

economical ways to deliver needed training. I urge that those resources be

obtained in part by redistributing some of the resources allocated for

summative teacher evaluation systems to formative systems, and by transferring

at least some of the considerable resources spent on standardized testing to

the improvement of classroom assessment. Let the proportional distribution of

resources reflect the potential for each expenditure to improve schools and

student learning. Currently they do not.
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TEACHER EVALUATION PROFILE
USER'S GUIDE

This guide introduces the Teacher Evaluation Profile, or TEP, to those

who plan to use it. The TEP is a data collection instrument and

reporting system that allows users to document the nature of the teacher

evaluation environment in a particular school or district. The

instrument and reporting system have been developed from a program of

research at the Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory (NWREL) that

identified the important attributes of a specific kind of teacher

evaluation environmentthat is. an environment that promotes the

professional development of teachers. Thus, information derived from

administration of the TEP allows the user to analyze the growth-producing

potential of a particular teacher evaluation environment.

In this guide. we review the research origins of the TEP. present a

detailed description of it, discuss its various uses. analyze the

Fsychcr-eric cnaracteristics of the instrument, provide directions for

TEP administration, explain how to interpret TEP results, and illustrate

how those results can be used to enhance the growth-producing quality of

local teacher evaluation systems.

THE ORIGINS OF THE 7ZP

We know that things grow when conditions are right to promote that

growth. Growth takes place when the growing medium is appropriate, the

growing organism is healthy. and the proper nutrients are provided over a

sufficient period of time. This equation holds for all living, growing

organisms, and it applies to psychological as well as biological 'growth.

If practicing teachers are to grow in professional competence. the school

environment must be appropriate, the teacher must be open to and ready to

grow, and sufficient resources and activities must be provided over a

sufficient period of time to stimulate and encourage that growth. The

teacher evaluation process has the potential of promoting growth. Data

can be gathered to suggest needed improvements, growth goals can be set,

resources can be brought to bear to promote professional development, and

the evaluation process can provide feedback that stimulates and

encourages professional development.

Unfortunately, there is much research to document the fact that teachers

almost never derive any professional improvement from their participation

in the evaluation process (Stiggins Bridegford. 1985). The research

leading to the development of the TEP began with an attempt to discover
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why this is the case. That research included three studies and is

descrihed in great detail elsewhere (Stiggins & Duke, 1988) and so it

wi:1 not be reviewed in depth here. But a brief summary will help to set

the stage for t'ne effective use of the TEP.

STUDY I. The first study in the three-study sequence leading to the

developrent of the TEP began with an indepth study of the teacher

evaluation systems in four school districts. The goal of the

investigation was to uncover barriers to teacher growth through effective

evaluation. Indepth irterviews with teachers and supervisors, as well as

responses to questionnaires, revealed that both teachers and

administrators were able to cite critical weaknesses in the evaluation

environment and mechanisms that were detrimental to teacher growth.

After reviewing the results of the studies of their four districts and

discussing the issues, both teachers and supervisors agreed that the

major barriers to teacher development in the present evaluation systems

were (1) a lack of training among participants in effective evaluation

and feedback procedures, (2) insufficient time available or allocated for

evaluation, (3) a lack of trust in each other among teachers and their

supervis:rs, and (4) the complete domination of the evaluation process by

concerns for due process rights and evaluation for accountability

concerns tc the exclusion of concerns for teacher growth.

STUDY 2. Since it was not possible for the researchers to assume

responsibility for a district evaluation system, remove the barriers and

see if more teacher growth resulted, the second study in the sequence

examined teacher growth from a different perspective. This investigation

sought out and focused on teachers who reported that they had experienced

very important professional growth as a result of a high-quality

evaluation experience. While only about thirty such cases could be

identified for study, the researchers were able to examine and describe

each case in great depth for comparative analysis. The cJmparison of

cases was conducted to discover if these instances of successful,

growth-producing evaluation had any important ingredients in comma.. /f

common elements were found--elements that lead to the elimination of the

barriers found in study one--then perhaps conditions that promoted the

growth for a few could be replicated elsewhere to promote the growth of

many.

In fact, a wide variety of common elements were found. There were

elements that teachers brought to the evaluation event that contributed

to the positive results of the experience. There were attributes that

the evaluator brought to the event that contributed to success. The

specific procedures used to collect performance data also seemed to be

related to a positive outccme of the evaluation, as did specific

characteristics of the feedback delivered to the teacher. And finally,

the general context within which the event took place appeared critical

to its success. Thus, attributes of these five components were

identified as keys to effective, growth-producing teacher evaluation:

6117e
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the teacher, the evaluator, data collection procedures, the feedback, and

the evaluation context.

STUDY 3. The third study in the sequence asked if the attributes

uncovered in the few cases of successfu, evaluation were related to the

differential growth ezperiences of the general teacher population. Among

teachers who experienced little or no growth as a result of a particular

evaluation event, were the key attributes missing? Among those who

ezperienced moderate growth, were attributes present in moderation? Do

other teachers not involved in the original study who experience

important growth report the key attributes to be part of their experience?

To answer these questions, a questionnaire was developed which allowed

400 teachers to describe their recent evaluation experiences in terms of

the apparent keys to succesei. First, that questionnaire asked teachers

to rate the overall quality and impact of their AOst recent evaluation

experience. Then it asked them to describe nine specific aspects of

themselves as teachers, such as the strength of their expectation of

themselves and their orientation to risk taking and change. These were

attributes that seemed important in the succe.si..l cases studied in the

previous investigation.

Next, the teachers were asked to describe thei perceptions of the person

who evaluated theit performance, in terms of their credibility as a

source of feedback on teaching, interpersonal manner and knowledge of the

technical aspects of teaching. Additio,,al questions solicited

information of evaluation procedures (treatment of standards, sources of

performamce information tapped, etc.), feedback provided (nature and

frequency, etc.), and the evaluation context (intended role of

evaluation, time spent evaluating, and policies governing evaluation).

Over 50 descriptive scales were included in the instrument.

Analysis of the responses revealel that 44 of the original scales

combined to create an internally consistent picture of teacher evaluation

practices that provided a fairly accurate prediction of the overall

quality and impact of those practices. More specific technical data on

these points is presented below. For now, however, it is sufficient to

say the result of this comprehensive study confirmed that the first study

had resulted in the identification of keys to a growth-producing teacher

evaluation. The questionnaire used in the third study has been revised

and zefined to become the Teacher Evaluation Profile.

DESCRIPTION OF THE TEP

When the research aad been completed, the resulting questionnaire was

Piministered to a series of pilot test districts and procedures were

developed for summarizing and reporting results to district decision

makers in an understandable and useable fashion. In this section, both

the questionnaire and reporting system are described.
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As mentioned above, the questionnaire
begins by asking the respondent to

rate the overall quality and impact of their most recent evaluation

experienze:

Please reflect on the last time you were
evaluated; that is, your

most recent experience with your teacher evaluation system. Regard

the entire evaluation process, including planning for evaluation,

classroom observations and feedback. As you think about this

experience, how would you rate the overall quality of the

evaluation? Use a scale from 0 to 9. with 0 representing very poor

quality and 9 very high quality.

Then rate the overall
impact of your last evaluation experience on

your professional practices. A high rating of 9 would reflect a

strong impact leading to changes in your teaching practices,

attitudes about tcching and/or understanding of the teaching

process. A low rating of 0 would reflect no
impact at all and no

changes in your practices, attitudes and/or understanding.

To provide fc: ease of data analysis and summary, these ratings ant; all

other responses are collected on a machine-scanable response sheet.

The teache7s begin the process of describing their evaluation experience

in terms of some key attributes that they brought to the event:

Strength of professional
expectations of yourself

Orientation to risk taking

Orientation to change

Orientation to experimentation in classroom

Openness to criticism
Knowledge of technical aspects of teaching

Knowledge of subject matter

Years of teaching experience

Experience with teacher
evaluation prior to most recent

experience

Next, the teachers describe the person who conducted the most recent

evaluation of their performance, in terms of:

Credibility as a source of feedback

Working relationship with you

Level of trust
Interpersonal manner

Temperament
Flexibility
Knowledge of technical aspects of teaching

Capacity to demonstrate or model needed improvements

Familiarity with your particular classroom

Experience with classrooms in general

Usefulness of suggestions for improvements

Persuasiveness of rationale for suggestions

ell7e
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The teachers then describe the specific
procedures used during the

evaluation:

1. What procedures were used to address the dimensions of your

teaching (standards or criteria) to be evaluated?

Were standards communicated to you?

Were standards clear to you?

Were standards endorsed by you as appropriate for your

classroom?
Were the standards the same for all teachers?

2. To what extent were the following sources of performance

information tapped as part of the evaluation?

Observation of your classroom performance

Examina.tion of classroom or school records (lesson plans,

etc.)
E:.amination of student achievement

3. Extent of observation in your classroom, based on your most

recent experience:

Number of FORMAL (prescheduled) observations per year

Approximate frequency of INFORMAL (unannounced drop-in)

observations

Then a series of inquiries focuses on the teachers perceptions of the

feedback they received, including:

Amount of information received

Frequency of formal feedback

Frequency of informal feedback

Depth of information provided

Quality of the ideas and suggestions contained in the feedback

Specificity of information provided

Nature of information provided

Timing of the feedback
Feedback focused on district teaching standards

And finally, the
respondents a...e asked to describe the context within

which the evaluation took place, focusing on:

Amount of time spent on the evaluation process including your

time and that of all other participants

Resources available for professional development:

Time allotted during the teaching day for professional

development
Availability of training programs and models of good practice

6117e
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District values and policies in evaluation:

Clarity of policy statements regarding purpose for evaluation

Intended role of evaluation

Tea:hers describe each of the 44 key attributes of their evaluation

experience by registering their response on a 5-point descriptive scale

provided on the form. Each item is accompanied by its own unique rating

scale. For example, respondents describe their perceptions of the

credibility of the person who evaluated their performance on a scale

ranging from "not credible" to "very credible," while they rate the

frequency of the feedback they received from "infrequent" to "frequent."

Please refer to the complete version of the TEP questionnaire in the

appendix for more examp:es.

The reporting system design for the TEP collects the responses of all

teachers in a given school or district and portrays them in three forms:

a frequency distribution, a graphic profile of average responses, and a

cor.elational analysis. These data are used to generate a narrative

report for the user, interpreting results and recommending possible areas

for improvement.

The frequency distribution report summarizes the percent of all

respondents selecting each response option for each item on the

questionnaire. These data are reported simultaneously for the user

district and the entire population of several thousand teachers who have

previously completed the questionnaire. This allows each user to compare

results with a much larger sample of responses and to analyze the pattern

of responses across the range of options. Illustrations of this and the

other reports are provided in a later section on interpreting results.

The graphic representation of results charts the district's average

r.-sponse on the 5-point scale of each item on a graph chat also includes

the average response of the total teacher population to date and the

highest and lowest district averages to use the TEP to date. This

summary provides additional normative data to use in interpreting

results. The user can see at a glance where their average eatings were

above and below the larger sample, and they can detect items rated

relatively high and low within their own particular set of ratings.

The correlational analysis examines the relationship between the

teachers ratings of each of the 44 individual itms and their ratings of

the overall quality and impact of their most recent evaluation

experience. With these data, users can identify those individual items

that are most highly correlated with positive impact and quality in their

own unique evaluation environment. Highly correlatd '..ems vary greatly

from district to district and represent a possible starting point for

adjusting the evaluation system, as positive adjustments in the ras

covered by e'ese items are most likely to be associated with higher

quality and greater impact.
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Kno4ing which items are most correlated with high imnact and quality is

most helpful when that information is combined with the graphic profile

of results, which
highlights those items that are relatively low for a

d:strict compared to responses to all items for that district. The

deolsion maker's objective is to identify those items that are both (1)

relatively low and (2) predictive of impact and quality. They have the

greatest potential for change with a positive result in terms of teacher

17pro:e7ent. For this reason, each TEP user is provided with a narrative

summary of results identifying all such items and recommending action.

USES OF THE TEF

The TEP is recommended for use in school districts interested in

maximizing the growth-producing
potential of their teacher evaluation

en...ironment. As such, TEP results have implications for both teacher

evaluation policy and practice. In addition, results have obvious

implications for all who have a vested interest in the quality and impact

of the teacher evaluation process: teachers, supervisors and

district-level administrators. For these reasons, virtually all recent

research and development on teacher evaluation leads to the

recommendation that district policies and practices be reviewed, revised

and impiemented by means of a collaborative effort 'nvolving all

interested parties. We agree with this perspectil. and STRONGLY

RECOMMEND THAT TEP RESULTS BE GATHERED, INTERPRETED AND USED BY A

DISTRICT TEACHER EVALUATION ACTION COMMITTEE CONSISTING OF TEACHERS,

PR:NCIPALS, AND DISTRICT-LEVEL
ADMINISTRATORS WORKING AS A TEAM TO

IMPROVE THE TEACHER EVALUATION ENVIRONMENT IN EACH SCHOOL BUILDING AND

THE ::57R:::" AS A WHOLE.

)sed in this way TEP results can serve three specific purposes:

d:agnosls, program evaluation. snd research. They can help to diagnose

specific dimensions of the environment that might be profitably changed

to improve the environment. As mentioned above, results highlight which

of the 44 items in the orofile are both relatively low and predictive of

quality and impact for that particular district. Given this kind of

information, a teacher evaluation
planning committee can plan a course of

action based on results that has the potential of improving the teacher

evaluation environment in their own schools.

TEP results also can help the user to evaluate the impact of

interventions intended to change the teacher valuation environment. FOr

instance, if TEP results reveal relative low regard 0! supervisors by

teachers and the district institutes a program of training for

supervisors designed to enhance the teachers' perceptions of those

supervisors as credible, trustworthy, etc. sources of feedback on

performance, then a successful program over a period of time should be

reflected in the results of subsequent readministrations of the TEP.

6117e
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Similarly, the TEP can serve the district as a research tool of a more

general variety. Profiles can be used as dependent measures to compare

schools, grade levels, different intervention programs designed to

improve evaluation, and other multi-level independent variables of

interest to district and school level decision makers, as well as

university-based researchers.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TEP

The technical or psychometric quality of the TEP data collection

instrument is reflected in its validity, reliability, sensitivity,

communication value, and economy of use. Each of these indicators of

quality is addressed in this section.

VALIDITT. An assessment instrument is valid to the extent that it

provides an accurate representation
of the attribute it is intended to

measure. The TEP is intended to provide an accurate picture of some of

the key dimensions of the teacher evaluation environment in a particular

school district. Its validity was established during its development by

conducting a content analysis of growth-producing teacher evaluation

environments and designing the TEP systematically to include key

dimensions of those environments. Subsequent collection and analysis of

questionnaire responses (see study three above) verified the predictive

validity of those dimensions.
Regression analyses using the TEP items to

predict perceived overall quality and impact for user districts

consistently produce multiple correlations in excess of .80. In additon,

a factor analysis of the 44-item intercorrelation matrix revealed five

factors very similiar in composition to those designed into the

instrument (Stiggins & Duke, 1988), suggesting an appropriate degree of

construct validity.

RELIABILITY. Reliable instruments are those capable of producing

dependable or consistent data of variable interest. Dependability of TEP

results was established by demonstrating that the combined set of 44

items provides an internally consistent portrait of a teacher evaluation

environment. The internal consistency reliability of the instrument as a

whole is .93. Internal consistency reliability estimates of each of the

five subscales are reported below, along with subscale intercorrelations.

Internal Consistency Reliability and

Intercorrelations Among Original Five Scales

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Attributes of teacher .72

Attributes of evaluator .22 .94

Attributes of evaluation feedback .17 .58 .77

Attributes of feedback .16 .70 .76 .89

Attributes of context .18 .55 .58 .60 .71
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SENSITIVITY. Appropriately sensitive instruments are those capable of

producing results with sufficient precision to allow users to make

desired differentiaticn on the bases of scores or attributes of

interest. The TEP was designed to be powerful enough to detect the

unique dimensions of the teacher evaluation environment o: each

individual district. To test the power of the TEP microscope. it was

administered to five pilot test districts and the results were analyzed

to determine if the instrument could detect differences in the profiles

of those districts. Results of a multivariate analysis of variance of

the five subscale scores across the five districts, as reported below,

reveals a sufficiently sensitive instrument. Each user district receives

results that are uniquely reflective of their own teacher evaluation

environment.

Results of One-Way Multivariate Analysis of Variance

Comparing Scale Scores Across Districts

df

Multivariate (Hotellings) 8.44 24,814 .000

Univariete:
Teacher attributes 2.96 4,460 .020

Evaluator attributes 7.68 .000

Procedures 13.19 .000

Feedback 7.10 .000

Context 4.51 .001

COMMUNICATICN VALUE. Useful instruments are those'that provide results

in a form that can be understood and used by those who are in fact the

intended users. Such instruments are said to have appropriately high

communication value. The TEP relies on individual items and subscale

data reflecting common sense and easily understood attributes and

dimensions of the teacher evaluation environment. Since these

characteristics are described in TEP reports in the form of simple

summary statistics anA graphic representations that translate into clear

recommendations for action that can be understood and used by school

personnel, it is clear that the TEP has high communication value.

ECONOMY OF USE. Assessment instruments are said to be conomical to use

to the extent that high-quality, useful results ars produced with an

appropriate investment of time and effort by the user. The standard for

what is considered an appropriate investment of time will vary across

users of the TEP. But users should realise that the thoughtful teacher

will take between 15 and 20 minutes to complete the questionnaire. All

results and summaries are generated automatically, requiring no further

investment of time by the user. Thus, we regard this as a very efficient
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and economical way to generate very high-resolution and
information-packed pictures of the relatively complex interpersonal
environrrents that surround the teacher evaluation process.

DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTRATION OF THE TEP

To administer the TEP, the user needs to provide each teacher in the
study with a copy of the TEP questionnaire, an NCS 16432 response form
and a pencil. Questionnaires and NCS forms are available from NWREL.

It is recommended that the questionnaire be completed at a time when the
teacher can clear at least 20 minutes for quiet reflection. For ease and
quality of administration, the following guidelines are suggested:

designate one person for the district and one person in each
building to be responsible for the distribution and collection
of forms;

designate one time when all teachers in a building will be given
time to complete the form, such as at a staff meeting;

ccect the response sheets from the teachers, as these will
need to be returned for analysis; and,

allow three weeks for return of the results.

TEP.REPORTS ANL ANALYSES

The reports and analyses generated from TEP responses allow each district
to examine its teacher evaluation environment from a variety of

perspectives. Each perspective contributes ultimately to the
identification of a limited set of profile elements which hold wi.chin
them the promise of maximizing the unique growth-producing potential
within each user district. In short, each district can use the TEP
reports to reduce the 44 items that comprise the total instrument to a
set of 8 or 10 that are most important for that district. If these few
items become the focal point of district action, they hold the promise of
increasing the quality and impact of teacher evaluation in that district.

OVERVIEW OF THE DATA SUMMARY. A total of four reports serve to summarize
results for the user. These include:

a summary of the item-by-item distribution of responses across
the rating associated with each item--this reports data
simultaneously for the user district and the total NWREL TEP
population responding to date;
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a graphic profile of the teacher evaluation environment in the

districtgraphs plot district average responses to all items

a:cng with populaticn averages and the highest and lowest

district averages to date;

correlational analyses detailing which items are most strongly

associated with perceived impact and quality for the

district-summary identifies items with highest correlations to

quality and impact ratings; and,

a n,rrative report
interpreting results from the above reports

and recommending action.

The interpretive strategy used in preparing the narrative report is

this: The distributional report
allows the user to identify items where

the responses of their teachers appear to spread across the range of

response options differently than the larger population. The graphic

profile allows the district to identify items where the average teacher

rating is relatively high and low in comparison with other items in their

profile. The correlational analysis allows the district to identify

those items that have a strong association with perceived impact and

quality, such that as the rating goes up impact and quality ratings tend

to go up a:sc. The goal of the TEP interpretation process is to identify

those iters that are relatively low in the profile and at the same time

predictive of impact and quality. If district actions focus on raising

these relative lows, the profile will be improved and the possibility

will be high that perceived impact and quality will improve also. This

-interpretive process is illustrated below in the form of reports for a

hypothetical Central School District.

DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES. In the pages that follow, we report the

distribution of responses, item by item, for the Central School District

faculty of 46 teachers. Note that the percent of the teachers selecting

each response option is reported for Central on the top line of each item

and for the population of several thousand teachers in line two of each

scale. Scan these within each section (A. Attributes of you as a

teacher, B. Attributes of the evaluator, etc.) to find items where the

district and population distributions within each item seem most

different. Simply scan the data visually for trends. Pick out those

items where the two distributions seem to differ the most. Note these

and compare them to our list at the end of the report.
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THE TEACHER EVALUATION PROFILE:

A Questionnaire Review ing Your Most
Recent Teacher Evaluation Experience

SUMMARY OF DISTRICT RESULTS

Recults for. Central School District

Number of respondents: 46

Top line is Central School District.
Bottom line is all teachers in all districts to date.

A. Describe these attributes of you as a teacher:

,. Professional expectzitions
of %ourself

Percent

1 2 3 4 5

I demand 0 0 2 39 59 I demand a
little 0 1 6 35 58 great deal

.., Orientation to risk taking I avoid 2 7 28 50 13 1 take
risks 1 8 32 40 19 risks

3 Orientation to chanee I'm relatively 0 7 24 41 28 rm relatively
slow to change 1 4 21 39 35 flexible

4. Orientation to experimentation 1 don't 0 0 22 50 28 1 experiment

in classroom experiment 0 4 26 46 25 frequently

5 Openness to criticism I'm relatively 4 2 28 43 22 rm relatively
closed 1 8 30 41 20 open

6. Knowledge of technical I know 0 4 20 57 20 I know a

aspects of teaching a little 0 2 17 47 34 great deal

7. Knowledge of subject matter I know 0 2 20 50 28 1 know a
a little 0 0 7 40 52 great deal

Tbis District All Teachers

Percent Percent

8 Years of teaching experience 0 to 1 year 2 3

2 to 5 years 33 12

6 to 10 years 33 19

11 to 15 years 22 22

16 or more years 11 43

12



Central School District
Page 2

Top line is Central School District.

B.--:,,,): I:ne is all teachers in all districts to date

9. Experience with teacher
oaluation prior to most
recent experience

Percent

1 2 3 4 5

Waste of time 17
10

17
23

41

36
15
22

9
9

Very
helpful

B. Describe sour perceptions of the person 14ho evaluated your performance (most recently):

Percent

1 2 3 4 5

10 Credibilit as a source Not 4 24 30 17 24 Very

of feedback credible 6 11 25 30 28 credible

11 Working relationship with you Adversary 2 9 24 22 43 Helper
3 7 21 30 39

12 Loci of Mist Not 4 20 15 24 37 Trustworthy
trustworthy 5 8 19 28 41

13 Interpersonal manner Threatening 2 13 15 30 39 Not
4 7 18 28 43 threeening

14. Temperament Impatient 2 15 9 43 30 Patient
3 8 21 32 36

15. Flexibility Rigid 7 13 28 35 17 Flexible
6 13 26 30 25

16 Knowledge of technical Not 0 17 28 30 24 Knowledgeable

aspects of teaching knowledgeable 3 9 21 36 31

17. Capacity to demonstrate or Low 15 22 24 30 9 High

model needed improvements 11 15 30 29 14

1& Familiarity with your Unfamiliar 15 20 13 35 17 Very familiar

particular classroom 9 18 28 28 17

19. Experience with Little 11 13 11 39 26 A great deal

classrooms in general 4 11 28 33 24

20. Usefulness of suggestions Useless 4 24 29 22 20 Useful

for improvements 6 15 30 31 18

21. Persuasiveness of Not 0 30 25 30 16 Very

rationale for stiggestions persuasive 7 13 34 32 14 persuasive

1 3

2 7 ,



Central School District
Page 3

Top linc is Central School District.
Bottom hm 13 all teachers in all districts to date.

C. Describe these attributes of the procedures used during your most recent evaluation:

What procedures were used to address the dimensions of your teaching (standards) to be

evaluated?

22. Were standards communicated
to oul

23 Were standards clear
to ou"

Not
at all

Vague

24 Were standards endorsed by you as Not
appropriate for your classroom" endorsed

lc Were the standardc The same for
all teachers"

Percent

1 2 3 4 5

22 24 15 33 7 In great
10 13 28 33 16 detail

20 24 15 20 22 Clear
8 13 23 30 26

16 27 20 24 13 Endorsed
9 10 26 30 25

23 7 28 19 23 Unique
24 12 32 18 15 to you?

To what extent were the following sources of performance information tapped as part of the

eN aluation? Percent

1 2 3 4 5

26 Observation of your Not 18 13 18 22 29 Used

classroom performance considered 3 7 20 31 39 extensively

27. Examination of classroom or school Not 31 11 18 29 11 Used

records (lesson plans, etc.) considered 22 19 29 22 8 extensively

28. Examination of Not 28 17 26 20 9 Used

student achievement considered 25 20 31 17 7 extensively

Extent of observation in your classroom, based on your most recent experience:

(Note: In these items, FORMAL refers to observations that were preannounced and
were preceded and followed by a conference with the evaluator; INFORMAL refers to
unannounced drop-in visits)

29. Number of FORMAL (prescheduled)
observations per year

14

0
1

2
3

4 or more

272

This District All Teachers

Percent Percent--
33 14

46 35

13 39
2 8

7 5



Central School District

30 Approximate frequency of
1NFORNIAL (unannounced drop-in)

This District

Percent

Page 4

All Teachers

Percent--
observations None 29 22

Less than 1 per month 13 46
Once per month 33 22

Once per week 22 9
Daily 2 1

Top line is Central School District.
Bottom line is all teachers in all districts to date.

D. Please describe these attributes of the feedback you received:

Percent

1 2 3 4 5

31 Amount of informanon None 4 22 38 27 9 Great deal
recei% ed 5 17 35 30 14

32 Frequency of formal feedback Infrequent 33 40 16 4 7 Frequent
21 23 32 16 8

33 Frequenc of informal feedback Infrequent 14 34 14 27 11 Frequent
21 22 29 19 9

34. Depth of information provided Shallow 16 27 31 16 11 Indepth
12 19 34 26 9

35 Quality of the ideas and suggestions Low 16 20 22 27 16 High
contained in the feedback 11 16 32 28 13

36. Specificity of information General 14 25 25 25 11 Specific
provided 11 16 29 28 15

37. Nature of information provided Judgmental 9 13 18 44 16 Descriptive
6 10 30 33 21

38. Timing of the feedback Delayed 11 16 25 23 25 Immediate
9 9 22 33 27

39. Feedback focused on district Ignored 19 24 31 14 12 Reflected
teaching standards them 5 10 32 29 23 them
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Central School District
Page 5

Top line is Central School District.
DO:701): Ink- is all teachers in all districts to date

E. Describe these attributes of the es aluation context:

40 Amount of time spent on the None
evaluation process including your
time and that of all other participants

Resources as ailable for professional development:

41 Time allotted durine the teaching None
da for professional development

4, MallaOlht% of training procrams None
and models of good practice

District salues and policies in es aluation:

43 Clarit of policy statements Vague
regardine purpose for evaluation

44 Intended role Teacher
of ealuation accounk.thihty

Percent

1 2 3 4 5

4 36 36 22 2 Great deal
4 25 42 23 7

24 47 16 9 4 Great deal
35 32 21 9 3

18 27 22 7 Many
14 29 30 17 10

18 20 27 24 11 Clear
12 18 32 23 16

27 16 20 16 22 Teacher
19 15 30 20 16 growth

RATING THE QUALITY AND IMPACT OF THE EVALUATION

Very Low

As you think about this experience, how
would you rate the 0%erall Quality
of the evaluation?

Rate the Overall Impact of your last
evaluation experience on your
professional practices.

Percent

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Very High

9 6 6 9 11 23 6 11 14 6

3 4 5 6 7 16 11 21 17 10

12 9 21 9 15 12 3 6 12 3

11 10 1:. 10 8 16 9 12 8 3

Prepared by:

Center for Performance Assessment
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory

101 S. W. Main St., Suite SOO
Portland, Oregon 97204

(503) 275-9500
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The following item distributions are worthy of note:

A. Attributes of the Teacher

Item 6. Knowledge of the technical aspects of teaching
(district a zit low at extreme high end)

Item 7. Knowledge of subjec_ matter (distr.ct relatively low)

Item 8. Years of teaching experience (district somewhat less

experienced)

B. Attributes of the Evaluator

Item 10. Credibility as a source of feedback (district somewhat

lower)

C. Attributes of the Procedures

The district seems somewhat lower on these items:

Ite- 22. Communicatich of standards

Item 23. Clarity of standards

Item 24. Standards endorsed as appropriate

Item 26. Observation of classroom performance

Item 25. Number of formal observations

D. Attributes of the Feedback

Item 32. Frequency of formal feedback (less frequent in

district)

Item 39. Feedback focused on district standards (district low)

E. Attributes of the -ontext

Item 40. Amount of time spent on evaluation (district a bit low)

Item 44. Intended role of evaluation (district a bit more

accountability oriented)

GRAPHIC PROFILE. The graphic profile of district results reports average

responser to items for teachers in the user district. This pictorial

representation of the results allows the user to identify those items

that ere .ow relative to all othotr items in their own profile and those

of other districts.



The graphs for Central School District averages follow. Note that the

total population averages and the extremes of prior user district

averages are reported also. These are provided as reference points for

comparison. Scan the graphs to find the items that seem somewhat low

compared to other district averages and compared to population averages.

Note these and compare them to our list provided at the end of the

graphs. Incide-tally, you will note on the first graph that the district

average ri.ting of perceived impact and quality are lower than the

population average rating.

6117e 18
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Attributes of Feedback
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Based cr. these graphs, the following items are worthy of discussion:

PRE-SURVEY ITEMS

District teachers rated quality considerably lower than

other teachers.

Impact: Rated relatively low in district and in relation to other

districts.

A. Attributes of Teacher

Item 6. Knowledge of technicsl aspects of teaching (low

relative to other districts)

Item 7. Knowledge of subject matter (a new low district

average)

Item 8. Years of teaching experience (relatively inexperiencedi

Item 9. Previous evaluation experience (very

accountability-oriented)

B. Attributes of Evaluator

In this set, tl'o-thirds of the district average responses are

be:ow tne large sample average. In particular, note these:

Item 10. Average credibility of the evaluator (relatively low

in district and in relation to other districts)

Item 17. Capacity to demonstrate 3r model needed improvements

(relatively low in district and in relation to other

districts)

Item 18. Familiarity with my classroom (relatively low in

district and in relation to other districts)

C. Attributes of Procedures

Responses that are rated considerably lower than all teachers to

date and are relatively low in this district's profile are:

Item 22. Communication of standards

Item 23. Clarity of standards

Item 24. Endorsement of standards as appropriate

Item 26. Observation of classtoom performance

Item 29. Frequency of formal observations
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D. Attrib'ites cf Feedback

In this set of responses, note that the following items seem

both Yow in the profile and below the large sample average:

Ite 32. Frequency of formal feedback

Item 34. Depth of information

Item 39. Feedback focused on district standards

E. Attributes of Context

In this case, those that are relatively low in the district's

profile are still above average in relation to the larger

sample. Those below the large group average are:

Item 40. Amount of time spent on evaluation

Item 44. Intended role of evaluation

CORRELATIONAL ANALYSES. The correlational analyses report two kinds of

information. The first kind is the simple correlation between each TEP

item and the teachers combined rating of the quality and impact of their

last evaluation experience. These data answer this question: If we look

across al: teachers in the district, as their rating of the perceived

impact and quality moves up or down, which TEP items tend to move up or

down too? If a teacher rates impact and quality low, which of the 44

items are likely to be rated low too? If the teacher rates impact and

quality high, which items are likely to be rated high? The items that

have the highest correlations (which can range from 0 to 1.00,

incidentally) are the items that tend to track up and down as the impact

and quality moves up and down.

The second kind of correlational data reported Is a regressive analysis,

which examines all of the individual item
intercorrelations and the

relationship between those items and the overall impact and quality to

determine which set of items provides the most accurate and efficient

prediction of overall quality and impact rating. These results answer

this question: If we were forced to pick a few items which, considered

together. would track the ups and dowms of the overall impact and quality

rating most precisely, which would they be?

In fact, the combinati-n of the correlations and regression analysis

gives the district the best'sense of those items which, if raised through

revisions in the teacher evaluation process, would tend to be associated

with improved impact and quality. Scan the two reports that follow,

6117e
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listing those items that stand out in terms of high correlations. Then

compare your list with the list that fAlows the reports.
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NWREL TEACHER EVALUATION PROFILE QUESTIONNAIRE

First-Order Correlations of items
and Scales with Overall Rating

Correlations: Overall

Central School District

Teacher Feedback

ITEM1 .4006 ITEM31 .6350

ITEM2 .1476 ITEM32 .4805

ITEM3 .2378 ITEM33 .1942

ITEM4 .1352 ITEM34 .4599

ITEMS .1360 ITEM35 .3300

ITEM .1783 ITEM36 .5320

ITEM7 .1951 ITEM37 .5078

ITEM8 -.1353 ITEM38 .6191

ITEM; .610C ITEM39 .5204

Evaluator Context

ITEM10 .4781 irEM40 .4781

ITEM11 .5530 ITEM41 .4317

ITEh12 .4358 ITEM42 .5839

ITEM13 .4188 ITEM43 .5146

ITEM14 .5204 ITEM44 .5965

ITEM15 .3321

ITEM16 .1770

ITEM17 .3476 TEACHER .4860

ITEM18 .4022 EVAL .4866

ITEM19 .0167 INFO .6815

ITEM20 .4787 FEEDBACK .6279

ITEM21 .4831 CONTEXT .7163

Performance Data

ITEM22 .6167

ITEM23 .5937

ITEM24 .6417

ITEM25 .0325

ITE1426 .4185

ITE1427 .4565

ITEM28 .5144

ITEM29 .4309

ITEM30 .0324
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NWPEL TEACHER EVALUATION PROFILE QUESTIONNAIRE

Multiple Regression of Items on Overall Rating

Central School District

Summary Table

LIR MultR Eta F(Eqn) Si9F Variable BetaIn

1 .6417 .4118 21.702 .000 In: ITEM24 .6417

2 .7801 .6085 23.315 .000 In: ITEM38 .4660

3 .8303 .6893 21.450 .000 In: 1TEM44 .3260

4 .8762 .7677 23.133 .000 In: ITEM34 -.4870

5 .9067 .8221 24.947 .000 In: ITEM31 .3349

6 .9353 .8749 30.292 .000 In: ITEM7 .2448

7 .9574 .9166 39.255 .000 In: ITEM16 -.2682

8 .9839 .9682 91.200 .000 In: ITEM8 -.2518
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The data suggest that the following items have the highest correlation:

A. Attributes of the Teacher

Item 9. Previous evaluation erperience

B. Attributes of the Evaluator

Item 10. Credibility as a source of feedback

Item 11. Working relationship with the teacher

Item 14. Temperament of the evaluator

Item 20. Usefulness of suggestions provided

Item 21. Persuasiveness of rationale for suggestions

C. Attributes of the Procedures

Item 22. Communication of standards

Item 23. Clarity of standards

Item 24. Endorsement of standards as appropriate

D. Attributes of the Feedback

Item 31. Amount of information received

Item 36. Spec-ficity of feedback

Item 37. Nature of feedback provided

Item 38. Timing of feedback provided

Item 39. Feedback focused on district standards

E. Attributes of the Con,ext

Item 42. Availability of training programs and models of good
practice

Item 43. Clarity of policy statements

Item 44. Intended role of evaluation

These ,mrrelational results are combined with those results reported in
previous sections to provide a summary and a set of rcommendations to
the user district.
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COMB:NIN:3 RESULTS INTO RECOMMENDATIONS. The manner in which NWREL

combines TER results across the reports described above into a set of

recommendations is depicted in the following table. The items selected

as unusually low on the basis of the distribution of responses are listed

in column A. The items whose average responses are low in the district's

profile and in relation to the large sample averages are listed in column

B. The items that are predictive of high impact and quality are depicted

in column C. Then those items that seem somewhat low for the district

(i.e., appear in column A or B) and at the same time have high

correlations with impact and quality (i.e., appear in column c) are

selected out. Those appear in column D. If the district takes action to

raise the ratings of these attributes of the evaluation environment, the

chances are great that perceived impact and quality will go up also.

A

Lower than
large population

B

Relatively low
within profile

C

Predictive of
impact and Quality

D
Items appearing
in A or B and C

A 6 A 6 A 9 10

7 7
22

8 8
23

24

14 10 B 10 B 10 39

17 11 44

18 14

20
21

C 22 C 22 C 22

23 23 23

24 24 24

26 26 28

29

D 32 D 32 D 31

39 34 36

39 37

38
39

E 40 E 40 E 42

44 44 43
44

For Central School District, the table tells us that the following items

might be profitable targets for such action:

Item 10.
Item 22.

Credibility of the evaluator as a source of feedback

Communication of performance standards or criteria to

teachers

6117e
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Item 23.

Item 24.

Iter 39.

Item 44.

Clarity of performance standards to teachers

Endorsement of standards by teachers as appropriate

for their context
Focus of feedback on district performance standards

Intended role of evaluation (from accountability to

growth)

If Central can act to raise the credibility of supervisors as valuable

sources of good ,deas for more effective teaching, address a variety of

issues about the clarity and communication of pe5formance expectations

and create a context where the evaluation process is perceived as serving

teacher growth purposes, the perceived quality and impact of evaluation

(which were rated low by the teacher, you may recall) may well go up.

THE NARRATIVE REPORT. The TEP is a powerful enough microscope to detect

subtle and not so subtle differences in the teacher evaluation

environments as they vary from district to district. Strengths and

weaknesses reflected in the profiles can and do vary greatly. The items

most nigh:), correlated with impact and quality also vary significantly

across districts. Thus, the combinations of items selected for possible

action in each district are uniquely important for that district.

For this reason, the final report included in the TEP ser.,ice package is

a written narrative report that takes the district through each of the

data analysis and interpretation process described above. Relatively low

items are identified, as are predictive items, and thet..e are combined

into a set of recommendations unique to that district.

In addition, the narrative report recommends some of the actions

districts might take to deal with their key elements. That is, NWREL

does not assume that the user will automatically know how to act upon TEP

results. We recommend specific procedures that might help raise those

low ratings districts may wish to address.

SUMMARY ANT CONCLUSION

The TEP was developed out of an extended program of rieearch that

identified those attributes of a teacher evaluation environment that made

the evaluation experience growth producing for the teacher. "A was

designed to help districts identify theze attributes that represent the

strengths and weaknesses of their unique evaluation environment, so they

could diagnose tneir own needs with respect to creating a

growth-producing environment. It was also designed to allow districts to

track the evolution of their evaluation environment over time is their

growth orientation changes.

For a minimal investment of a few moments per teacher, the user can

profile 44 specific attributes of their evaluation environment, including

the teacher as a contributor to the evaluation, the evaluator, the
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evaluation procedures used, the feedback provided, and the context within

which the evaluation takes place. Given the multifaceted portrait of

their unique teacher evaluation environment, provided by the TEP, a

district evaluation study committee consisting of teachers, supervisors

and district-level administrators can take concrete and specific action

in the direction cdi helping teachers to become more competent and

confident professionals.
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INSTRUCTIONS

This form has beer designed to allow you to describe your experience with
teacher e\ 2111a:ion in some detail. Your responses will be combined with those of
other teachers to yield a picture of the key ingredients in an effective teacher
evaluation experience. The goal of this research is to determine how the evaluation
process can be re\ ised to help it serve relevant and useful purposes. If we are to
Teach this goal. it will be important for you to provide frank and honest responses.
This is \A h your answers will remain anonymous.

As vou will see, this is not a superficial questionnaire. It is designed to be
comprehenme in scope and will take more than a few minutes to complete. For
this reason. it 4 s crucial that you read and follow these instructions very carefully.
Please set aside 15 uninterrupted minutes to provide thoughtful responses.

THL DEFINITION OF TEACHER _EVALUATION

Gu:Llines for teacher e \ aluation oftera specif that probationary teachers be
e \ aluated annuall w hile tenured teachers must be evaluated biennially or some
other regular c cle Th: process leading to the annual evaluation usually consists of
a goal setting p;an. classroom observation, and confer :ncing betwe.tri teacher and
super\ isor before and after the observation When reference is made in this
questionnaire to teacher e\ aluation. it should be understood to encompass all these
elements

IMPORTANT READ BEFORE FILLING OUT TEACHER EVALUATION
PROFILE

SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONSRATING COLUMN A QUALITY OF
EV.ALU A TIQN AND COLUMN B IMPACT OF EVALUATION

COLUMN A - SPECIAL CODES RATING OUALITY OF EVALUATION

Given this definition of teacher evaluation, please reflect on the last time )ou
were evaluated; that is, your most recent experience with your teacher evaluation
system. Regard the en'ire evaluation process, including planning for evaluation,
classroom obs:rvations and feedback. As you think about this experience, how
would you rate the aysialiskula of the evaluation? Use a scale from 0 to 9, with 0
representing very poor quality and 9 very high quality.

NOA please enter your response on the NCS respons4 form 16432 which you bave
been given by following these instructions:

o Find the side of the form that is printed in brown.

o Then find the IDENTIFICATION NUMBER BOX in the upper left corner and
the SPECIAL CODES box to the right of that. Under SPECIAL CODES, find
Column A.

2(.1,1



o Using a 2 pencil, please Ante your Rating of Overall Ouality in Column A of
the SPECIAL CODES box Then back= the corresponding circle for that
rating in Column A below.
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II $ _RATING IMPACT OF EVALUATION

In the next column of the SPECIAL CODES box Column B, rate the pverall
impact of your last evaluation experience on your professional 1,ractices. A high
rating of 9 would reflect a strong impact leading to profound changes in your
teaching practices. attitudes about teaching and/or understanding of the teaching
process A low rating of 0 would reflect no impact at all and no changes in your
practices. attitudes and/or understanding.

Lea% c the remaining hnes in !he ID, DATE and SPECIAL CODES boxes blank

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONSRATING ATTRIBUTES OF EVALUATION

Now, please use the scales provided on the following pages to describe yourself
and the nature of your most recent teacher evaluation experience. Do this by:

o Considering each of the 44 attributes to be described,

o StAying the scale to be used to describe each

o Selecting the letter that represents the point you select on each scale, and

o Coding that letter on the NCS form.

BE SURE THE NUMBER OF THE ATTRIBUTE YOU ARE DESCRIBING
CORRESPONDS TO THE NUMBER ON THE RESPONSE SHEET WHERE
YOU ENTER YOUR RESPONSE



A 1)escnbe these altiibutes of you as a teachra:

1. Rate The strength of your
professional expectations
of yourself
Orientation to risk taking

3 Orientation to change

4 Orientation to experimentation
in ciassroom

5 Openness to criticism

6. Knowledge of technical
aspects of teaching

7 Knowledge of subject matter

Years of teaching experience

9. Experience with teacher
evaluation prior to most
recent experience

I demand
little

I avoid
risks

I'm relatively
slow to change

I don't
experiment

I'm relatively
closed

I know
a little
I know
a little

1.

2:
3:
4:
5:

Waste of time

B. $ WI

(m051 recently):

10 Credibility Ss a source Not
of feedback credible

U. Working relationship with you Adversary

12 Level of trust Not
trustworthy

13 Interpersonal manner
Threatening

14. Temperament Impatient

15. Flexibility Rigid

16. Knowledge of technical I ot
aspects of teaching knowledgeable

17. Capacity to demonstrate or
model needed improvemerits Low

18. Familiarity with your
particular classroom Unfamiliar

19. Experience with
classrooms in general L; .te

I demand
1234 5 great deal

I take
12345 risks

I'm relatively
12345 flexible

I experiment
12345 frequently

rm relatively
12345 open

I know a
great deal

I know a
great deal

1345

12345
0 to 1 year
2 to 5 years
6 to 10 years
11 to 15 years
16 or more years

Very
12345 helpful

II

12345
12345

12345

12345
12345
12345

12345

12345

12345

12345

Very
credible

Helper

Trustworthy
Not
Threatening
Patient

Flexible

Knowledgeable

High

Very familiar

A great deal



2C, Usefulness of suggestions
for IrrIpro\ements

2: Persuasi%eness of
rational: for suggestions

C. th
e%e!uation.

Useless

Not
persuasie

II

12345

123 4 5

.

Useful

Very
persuasive

11

1 What procedures were used to address the dimensions of your teaching (standards) to be
evaluattcr

22 Were standards communicated
to you"

2; Vs ere standards clear
to you')

24 Were standards endorsed 1:)
ou as appropriate for
% OUr Classroom*/

:5 \\ ere the standards_

Not In great
at all 1 2 3 4 5 detail

Vague 1 2 3 4 5 Clear

Not
endorsed 1 2 3 4 5 Endorsed

The same for Umiue
all teachers"' 1 2 3 4 5 to you?

-- To w hat extent were the following sources of performance information tapped as
pert of the ealuation"

26 Obser%ation of your
classroom performarce

r Examination of classroom
or school records
(lesson plans. etc)

Examination of
student achie% ement

Not Used
considered 1 2 3 4 5 extensively

Not Used
considered 1 2 3 4 5 extensively

Not Used
considered 1 2 3 4 5 extensively

3 Extent of observation in your classroom, based on your most recent experience:

(Note In these items. FORMAL refers to observations that were preannounced and
were preceded and followed by a conference with the evaluator; INFORMAL. refers
to unannounced drop.in visits)

29 Number of FORMAL (prescheduled)
observations per year

30. Approximaw frequency of
INFORMAL (unannounced drop-in)
observations

1 0
2 1
3: 2
4: 3
5: 4 or more

I: None
2 Less than 1 per month
I Once per month
4: One 1)er week
5: r.



D Please describe thece attries of the feedback you received_

31 Amount of information
recei%ed None

32 rrequency of formal feedback Infrequent

33 Frequency of informal feedback Infrequent

34 Depth of information provided Shallow

35 Qualit of the ideas and
suggestions contained in
the feedback Low

36 Specificity of information
provided General

37 Nature of information provided Judgmental

3S Timing of the feedback Delayed

39 Feedback focused on district Ignored
teaching standards them

E Dcc:ribe these attributes of the evaluation context:

40 Amount of time spent on the
e.aluation process Including your
time and that of all other
participants None

Resources available for professional develoyment.

41 Time allotted during
the teaching da) for
professional de% elopment

42 Availability of training
programs and moods of
good practice

District values and policies in evaluation:

43. Clari,.y of policy
statements regarding
purpose for evaluation

44. Intended role
of evaluation

None

None

Vague

Teacher
accountability

Thank you for your thoughtful respoL es.

3 I.)

1 2 3 4 5 Great deal

1 2 3 4 5 Frequent
1 2 3 4 5 Frequent
1 2 3 4 5 lndtpth

1 2 3 4 5 High

1 2 3 4 5 Specific

1 2 3 4 5 Descriptive

1 2 3 4 5 Immediate
Reflected

1 2 3 4 5 them

1 2 3 4 5 Great deal

1 2 3 4 5 Great deal

1 2 3 4 5 Many

1 2 3 4 5 Clear
Teacher

1 2 3 4 5 growth


